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CHAPTER- 1

EUROPE IN LATE 18™ CENTURY 

AND FRENCH REVOLUTION
NOTES

STRUCTURE

1.1 Learning Objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 Social, Political and Economic Conditions on the Eve of French Revolution
1.4 Contribution of Philosophers in French Revolution 

— Voltaire
— Montesquieu 
— Jean-Jacques Rousseau

1.5 National Assembly (1779-1791)
1.6 Legislative Assembly and Escalating Violence
1.7 Danton and His Dictatorship
1.8 National Convention and The Reign of Terror
1.9 The New National Convention

1.10 Summary
1.11 Review Questions
1.12 Further Readings

1.1 T EARNING OBTECTIVES
After going through this Chapter, students will be able to ;

• know the social, political and economic conditions before the French 
revolution;

• discuss the evolution and importance of national assembly;
• state the formation and features of legislative assembly;
• understand the role of national convention and its role.

1.2 INTRODUCTION
'Social tensions, political conflicts were not as important as economic 

depression inbringing about a crisis in the old regime.' Social tensions, political 
conflicts and economic depression were all to adegree, important as one another 
in bringing about a crisis in the old regime of France. Various social, political and 
economic conditions, contributed equally to the revolution in France. These
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conditions included much dissatisfaction among the lower and middle classes, 
interest in the new ideas of government and financial problems of all the tensions 
and conflicts, the Ancient Regime was perhaps the most deeply rooted. The ancient 
regime was the old system of government, the old order of things, before the 
revolution, and it divided French society up into three estates. The first comprised 
of the clergy, the second the nobility and the rest of the population was classified 
as the third estate. Not only was the third estate heterogeneous, comprising of 
the bourgeoisie (lawyers, doctors, businessman, merchants, factory owners) 
peasants and beggars, but all three estates.

During the late 1700's, France followed in America's footsteps towards their 
own revolution. A major shift in power would be seen within the short time 
period of 1789-1799, and with it a large advancement away from the absolutist 
government of France. During the late 1700's France was the most powerful estate 
in the world. The effects of the country's revolution would soon spread from 
France to the rest of Europe and finally result in a continental war.

, NOTES

1.3 SOCIAL, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS ON THE EVE OF FRENCH REVOLUTION

The French Revolution was based mostly on the Third Estate's desire to 
obtain liberty and equality. France's social system was set up in such a way that it 
was only a matter of time before a revolution took place. The economic classes of 
France were set in three estates. The first estate was the church, or clergy, the 
second estate was the nobles, and the third estate consisted of peasants and the 
uneducated. France's economic system allowed for the highest taxation of the 
third estate while the clergy members were exempt from taxes, and the nobles 
paid little or no taxes at all. People who are starving and can barely afford to 
survive can only pay so much before they refuse to pay anymore. It is not suprising 
that the third estate was driven to immediate action with Louis XVl’s demand for 
higher taxes. Ideas of liberty and equality sprang up with the onset of the American 
Revolution and paved a way for the third estate to change France's system of 
government. Philosophes such as Voltaire spread ideas of reform that excited the 
peasants to believe there was a chance for a better life.

Along with the social causes of the revolution, economic and political events 
brought about the desire for change as well. Economic conditions such as poor 
harv'ests made the price of food rise to such high prices that half a worker's wages 
were spent on trying to feed the family alone. The taxation system took money 
from the peasants, yet they did not reap any of the benefits that were supposed 
to come from their money. For Example, King Louis XVI lived such and extravagant 
life that three percent of the nation’s GNP was spent on royal family lifestyle. 
Wars also played a major role in depleting the nation's funds. The cost of

■ t.'
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maintaining a standing army exceeded half of France's expenditures. The taxes 
were not used however to improve infrastructure, health facilities, schooling, or 
general life of the third estate from which all the money was being generated. 
These economic hardships set the stage for some major changes in France. Louis 
XVI did try, but was unsuccessful in reforming the political system of France. 
When King Louis XVI came into power, he realized that these problems existed. 
Louis appointed a man by the name of Robert Turgot ease the financial crisis of 
France, but he had difficulties when he tried to introduce a major reform. Turgot 
could not establish a change in the taxation policies of France. He was unable to 
introduce a higher tax to the second estate because the king could not tax the 
nobles unless the Parliament approved of the new tax laws. The people in the 
courts that voted on these laws were the nobles, called nobles of the robe, and 
therefore rejected Turgot's reform. After Turgot was rejected, the king fired him 
from his office. With the economic problems of France ever increasing, Louis 
XVI summoned the Estates General in 1789. The Estates General was a council 
where each social class could be represented, Louis convened the Estates General 
with the intent on raising taxes even higher within the third estate. However, the 
third estate thought that they would finally be able to express their ideas about a 
national change that would promote liberty and equality. When the Estates General 
met in 1789, the representatives from the third estate outnumbered the 
representatives of the first and third estates (reflecting the social class pyramid of 
the time). When the king realized this, he closed the doors to the third estate 
members. Outraged by the unwillingness to hear their views, the third estate 
convened in an indoor tennis court, declared themselves the National Assembly 
and made an oath not to leave until they had established a reformed government. 
This became the famous tennis court oath.

So in 1791, the National Assembly brought forward a new constitution. It 
made France a limited monarchy and established a system of separation of powers. 
Under the constitution, the old distinctions between the clergy, nobles, and 
commoners disappeared. Few people were satisfied with the old constitutional 
monarchy, and Louis XVI, frightened by the actions of the National Assembly 
fled the country with his wife, but he was later arrested and brought back to. 
accept the constitution. Louis XVI and his wife Marie Antoinette were imprisoned 
and held powerless while a revolution destroyed the old system of government. 
The third estate had gained power, and leaders among them now took roles of 
government officials. With the overturning of power, Maximilien Robespierre 
came to power. In an attempt to stabilize the country under his control, 
Robespierre began what is now referred to as the "Reign of Terror." Robespierre's 
time in control was backed by the power of the guillotine. Any person that posed 
a threat to the new standing government was executed immediately. Much like
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the Holocaust in the 1900's, Robespierre's Reign of Terror allowed for only those 
loyal to him to hold any kind of power. Robespierre was successful continued his 
reign of terror until 1794. By this time the French Revolution engulfed all of 
Europe. France was successful on all fronts, and slowly gaining world power. 
However, in July of 1794 Robespierre's power was lost-he was executed by his 
own device of terror, the guillotine. With the end of Robespierre's reign, a new 
form of government came, to power. A five man executive committee known as 
the "Directory" began to rule France. The Directory supported Robespierre's 
objectives, yet their power was short lived as a brilliant young general, Napplean 
Bonaparte, seized power in 1799.

The Napoleonic Era brought a sense of unity to France. This bold-young 
leader quickly established a form of government of which he was in complete 
control. Napolean's goals were completely personal and held little respect for 
what was best for France. He dreamed of global conquest, and continued France's 
expansionist views by putting even more efforts in foreign fronts. While in power 
Napolean also established several beneficial systems that are still used in French 
society today. For this reason, it is argued as to whether Napolean was a hero or 
tyrant. There are arguments to support both sides, however, with his disregard 
for France's goals to fulfill his own, Napolean is more easily shown as a tyrant. 
Napolean did view his goals as benefiting France though. His foreign policy 
consisted of conquering as much of Europe as possible and building France’s 
empire. Napolean gained a reputation throughout Europe that he was not to be 
trusted. Attacking every territory he could, Napolean soon over extended France's 
empire and made too many enemies. His downfall was inevitable. After defeat 
from his allies, Napolean was abducted from his throne and banished to the 
island of Elba. Butin one more glorious attempt to regain power Napolean escaped 
to France and once again tried to raise an army. His attempt failed and as he was 
jailed the Napoleonic Era ended, and with it the era of the French Revolution.

The French Revolution was a drawn out era that has no definitive beginning. 
Though the first actions may have occurred in 1789, the causes of the revolution 
began long before that. Though the time that the revolution took place is not 
important, the affects have changed the course of European history. France's 
revolution sparked a continental war while it also took its place with the United 
States to lead the way for future revolutions throughout the world. The far reaching 
implications of what the French Revolution became could never have been 
conceived by the poor peasants that took that Tennis Court Oath and vowed to 
change the government.

For the greater part of history the French revolution was believed to have 
been the product of social and economic unrest. The country was at the time 
facing a deteriorating economic condition coupled with a lag between the

NOTES
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iiiteilectual development and social political condition that was stagnant. In this 
situation it was the middle class, also known as the Bourgeoisie which was in the 
worst social position. This was the educated class which was heavily taxed whereas 
the ruling nobles and the clergy were exempted from taxation.

Social Causes OF THE French REVOLimoN

The vast majority of the French public belonged to the working class whose 
hard earned money was being used to finance the foreign wars and the court 
extravagance along with being the treasury with which to repay national debt. 
Although on the face of it the King had consolidated absolute monarchy which 
should have put an end to feudalism, the small land owners and the peasant class 
were still bound to extremely unfair contracts with the feudal lords. This tension 
and frustration of the working class was the result of the oppressive rule of the 
monarchist regime. Although the regime had been very successful in defending 
France from foreign invaders and sorting out internal religious and other disputes 
it was believed to have been extremely unfair to the general public.

Economic Causes of the French Revolution

The cost of affording a respectable or even a sustained lifestyle had shot sky 
high with the rise in bread prices and basic necessities. On top of which the 
working class was obliged to pay heav'y taxes to finance the governments running. 
This obviously led to the feeling of resentment within the bourgeoisie who wanted 
a more equal system of governance in France. From this point of view they were 
the forerunners of the whole revolution but there was another side to this social 
awakening and that was the decrease of importance in the belief of God.

Reugious Causes of the French Revolution

NOTES

If we are to be fair in analyzing the root causes of the whole revolution then 
we will have to admit that the religion of Christianity had a big roie to play in it. 
The religion itself is not to be blamed but it is what the nobles and priests did 
under the banner of religion that is to be condemned. The Christian rulers of that 
time were known to be extremely intolerant which resulted in the persecution of 
religious and ethnic minorities in France. Moreover the principles of Christianity 
were distorted by the priests to gain power over the people and maintain their 
nobility as.a result intellectually straight jacketing the government. This is the 
only reason why the monarchist regime of France was being considered as being 
backwards.

When the ruling party is unjust and carries with it the banner of a religion 
then that religion gets the blame for being unjust. Consequently the revolutionary 
movement was also seen as an anti God movement because of the dealings of the 
so called men of God. It is actually those people who practiced injustice under
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the banner of religion and persecuted the people that gave birth tp the atheistic 
spirit of the revolution and the deeds of the so called men of God can be seen as 
one of the major causes that ultimately led to the revolt.

NOTES 1.4 CONTRIBUTION OF PHILOSOPHERS IN FRENCH
REVOLUTION

Although the Enlightenment was an international movement, its centre 
was in France. Courtiers and scholars wrote in the elegant French of Moliere. 
Paris became the centre for philosophers, writers and artists of all Europe. Great 
Britain also played a leading part in the movement. The English political system, 
with its limitations on royal power and its system of representation, fascinated 
Frenchmen who were governed by an absolute monarch.

In the 18th century there was a considerable increase in the reading public 
from among the educated middle class, nobles and artisans. This helped to bring 
about a wide diffusion of the ideas of the Enlightenment. Private libraries in the 
homes became more common. Books, pamphlets, magazines and newspapers 
came out from private printing presses. In 1720, Paris had over 300 cafes where 
the middle class came regularly to read the journals and talk about the ideas 
discussed in them. A coffee house in Strasbourg in the 1780s received 86 
periodicals in four languages. In England and the Dutch Republic the press was 
free or subject to a mild censorship. In countries where a strict censorship was 
enforced, books and newspapers were often published secretly or smuggled in 
from abroad.

The Age of Enlightenment refers to the 18th century in European philosophy, 
and is often thought of as part of a larger period which includes the Age of Reason. 
The term also more specifically refers to a historical intellectual movement, "The 
Enlightenment." This movement advocated rationality as a means to establish an 
authoritative system of ethics, aesthetics, and knowledge. The intellectual leaders 
of this movement regarded themselves as courageous and elite, and regarded 
their purpose as leading the world toward progress and out of a long period of 
doubtful tradition, full of irrationality, superstition, and tyranny (which they 
believed began during a historical period they called the "Dark Ages"). This 
movement also provided a framework for the American and French Revolutions, 
the Latin American independence movement, and the Polish Constitution of May 
3, and also led to the rise of capitalism and the birth of socialism. It is matched by 
the high baroque and classical eras in music, and the neo-classical period in the 
arts, and receives contemporary application in the unity of science movement 
which includes logical positivism.

Another important movement in 18th'century philosophy, which was 
closely related to it, was characterized by a focus on belief and piety, Some of its
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proponents attempted to use rationalism to demonstrate the existence of a' supreme 
being. In this period, piety and belief were integral'parts in the exploration of 
natural philosophy and ethics in addition to political theories of the age. However, 
prominent Enlightenment philosophers such as Voltaire, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 
and David Hume questioned and attacked the existing institutions of both Church 
and State.

Europe in Late IS"" 
Century and French 

Revolution

NOTES

The 18th century also saw a continued rise of empirical philosophical ideas, 
and their application to political economy, government and sciences such as 
physics, chemistry and biology.

According to scholarly opinion, the Enlightenment was preceded by the 
Age of Reason (if thought of as a short period) or by the Renaissance and the 
Reformation (if thought of as a long period). It was followed by Romanticism.

History of ENUCirrENMENT Philosophy

The boundaries of the Enlightenment cover much of the 17th century as 
well, though others term the previous era 'The Age of Reason." For the present 
purposes, these two er<^j are split; however, it is equally acceptable to think of 
them conjoined as one long period.

Throughout the 1500s and half of the 1600s, Europe was ravaged by religious 
wars. When the political situation stabilized after the Peace of Westphalia and at 
the end of the English Civil War, there was an upheaval which overturned the 
notions of mysticism and faith in individual revelation as the primary source of 
knowledge and wisdom —perceived to have been a driving force for instability. 
Instead, (according to those that split the two periods), the Age of Reason sought 
to establish axiomatic philosophy and absolutism as the foundations for 
knowledge and stability. Epistemology, in the writings of Michel de Montaigne 
and Rene Descartes, was based on extreme skepticism, and inquiry into the nature 
of "knowledge," This goal in the Age of Reason, which was built on self-evident 
axioms, reached its height with Baruch (Benedictus de) Spinoza's Ethics, which 
expounded a pantheistic view of the universe where God and Nature were one. 
This idea became central to the Enlightenment from Newton through to Jefferson.

The Enlightenment was, in many ways, influenced by the ideas of Pascal, 
Leibniz, Galileo and other philosophers of the previous period. For instance, E. 
Cassirer has asserted that Leibniz's treatise On Wisdom "... identified the central 
concept of the Enlightenment and sketched its theoretical program" (Cassirer 
1979: 121-123). There was a wave of change across European thinking at this 
time, which is also exemplified by the natural philosophy of Sir Isaac Newton. 
The ideas of Newton, which combined the mathematics of axiomatic proof with 
the mechanics of physical observation, resulted in a coherent system of verifiable
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predictions and set the tone for much of what would follow in the century after 
the publication of his Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica.

But Newton was not alone in the systematic revolution in thinking; he was 
merely the most visible and famous example. The idea of uniform laws for natural 
phenomena mirrored the greater systematization in a variety of studies. If the 
previous era was the age of reasoning from first principles. Enlightenment thinkers 
saw themselves as looking into the mind of God by studying creation and deducing 
the basic truths of the world. This view may seem overreaching to some in the 
present-day, where belief is that human beings apprehend a truth that is more 
provisional, but in that era it was a powerful notion which turned on its head the 
previous basic notions of the sources of legitimacy.

For those that divide the "Age of Reason" from the "Enlightenment," the 
precipitating figure of Newton offers a specific example of the importance of the 
difference, because he took empirically observed and codified facts, such as 
Kepler's planetary motion, and the "opticks" which had explained lenses, and 
began to create an underlying theory of how they functioned. This shift united 
the pure empiricism of Renaissance figures such as Lord Francis Bacon with the 
axiomatic approach of Descartes. The belief in a comprehensible world, under 
an orderly Christian God, provided much of the impetus for philosophical inquiry. 
On the one hand, religious philosophy focused on the importance of piety, and 
the majesty and mystery of God's ultimate nature; on the other hand, ideas such 
as Deism stressed that the world was accessible to the faculty of human reason, 
and that the "laws" which governed its behavior were understandable. The notion 
of a "clockwork god" or "god the watchmaker" became prevalent, as many in 
the time period saw new and increasingly sophisticated machines as a powerful 
metaphor for a seemingly orderly universe.

Central to this philosophical tradition was the belief in objective truth 
independent of the observer, expressible in rigorous human terms. The quest for 
the expression of this truth would lead to a series of philosophical works which 
alternately advanced the scepticist position that it is impossible to know reality in 
the realm of experience, and the idealist position that the mind was capable of 
encompassing a reality which lies outside of its direct experience. The relationship 
between being and perception would be explored by George Berkeley and David 
Hume, and would eventually be the problem that occupied much of Immanuel 
Kant's philosophy.

The focus on law, involving the separation of rules from the particulars of 
behavior or experience, was essential to the rise of a philosophy which had a 
much stronger concept of the individual; according to this concept, his rights 
were based on ideals other than ancient traditions, or tenures, and instead reflected 
the intrinsic quality of a person as defined by the philosophers of the age. John

NOTES
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Locke wrote his Two Treatises on Government to argue that property was not a 
family right by tenure, but an individual right brought on by mixing labour with 
the object in question, and securing it from other use. This focus on process and 
procedure would be honoured, at times, in the breach, as England's own "Star 
Chamber" court would attest to. However, once the concept established that 
there were natural rights, as there were natural laws, it became the basis for the 
exploration of what we would now call economics, and political philosophy.

In his famous 1784 essay "What Is Enlightenment?", Immanuel Kant defined 
it as follows:

"Enlightenment is man's leaving his self-caused immaturity. Immaturity 
is the incapacity to use one's intelligence without the guidance of another.
Such immaturity is self-caused if it is not caused by lack of intelligence, 
but by lack of determination and courage to use one's intelligence without 
being guided by another. Sapere Aude! [Dare to know!] Have the courage 
to use your own intelligence! is therefore the motto of the 
enlightenment."
The Enlightenment began then, from the belief in a rational, orderly and 

comprehensible universe—then proceeded, in stages, to form a rational and orderly 
organization of knowledge and the state, such as what is found in the idea of 
Deism. This began from the assertion that law governed both heavenly and human 
affairs, and that law invested the king with his power, rather than the king's 
power giving force to law. The conception of law as a relationship between 
individuals, rather than families, came to the fore, and with it the increasing 
focus on individual liberty as a fundamental right of man, given by "Nature and 
Nature's God," w'hich, in the ideal state, would encompass as many people as 
possible. Thus, The Enlightenment extolled the ideals of liberty, property and 
rationality which are still recognizable as the basis for most political philosophies 
even in the present era; that is, of a free individual being mostly free within the 
dominion of the state whose role is to provide stability to those natural laws.

The "long" Enlightenment is seen as beginning the Renaissance drive for 
humanism and empiricism. It was built on the growing natural philosophy that 
espoused the application of algebra to the study of nature, and the discoveries 
brought about by the invention of the microscope and the telescope. There was 
also an increasingly complex philosophy of the role of the state and its relationship 
to the individual, The turbulence of religious wars had brought about a desire for 
balance, order, and unity.

Two good examples which help illustrate why many historians split the 
Age of Reason from the Enlightenment are the works of Thomas Hobbes and 
John Locke. Hobbes, whose ideas are a product of the age of reason, systematically 
pursues and categorizes human emotion, and argues for the need of a rigid system

NOTES
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to hold back the chaos of nature in his work Leviathan. While John Locke is 
clearly an intellectual descendant of Hobbes, for him the state of nature is the 
source of all rights and unity, and the state's role is .to protect, and not to hold 
back, the state of nature. This fundamental shift, from a rather chaotic and dark 
view of nature, to a fundamentally orderly view, is an important aspect of the 
Enlightenment.

A second wave of Enlightenment thinking began in France with the 
Encyclopedistes. The premise of their enterprise was that there is a moral 
architecture to knowledge. Mixing personal comment with the attempt to codify 
knowledge, Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d'Alembert sought liberation for the 
mind in the ability to grasp knowledge.

The Enlightenment was suffused with two competing strains. One was 
characterised by an intense spirituality, and faith in religion and the church. In 
opposition to this, there was a growing streak of anti-clericalism which mocked 
the perceived distance between the supposed ideals of the church, and the practice 
of priests. For Voltaire Ecrasez I'infame! ("Crush Infamy!") would be a battle cry 
for the ideal of a triumphant, rational society.

By the mid-century, what was regarded by many as the pinnacle of purely 
Enlightenment thinking was being reached with Voltaire—whose combination 
of wit, insight, and anger made him the most hailed man of letters since Erasmus. 
Born Francois Marie Arouet in 1694, he was exiled to England between 1726 and 
1729, and there he studied Locke, Newton, and the English Monarchy. Voltaire's 
ethos was that "Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit 
atrocities” —that if people believed in what is unreasonable, they will do what is 
unreasonable.

This point is, perhaps, the central point of contention over the 
Enlightenment; whether the construction of reason and credibility creates, 
inherently, as many problems as it deals with. From the perspective of many 
crucial figures of the Enlightenment, credible reports, viewed through the lens of 
reason annealed knowledge, empirical observation, and knowledge should be 
compiled into a source which stood as the authoritative one. The opposing view, 
which was held with increasing force by the Romantic movement and its 
adherents, is that this process is inherently corrupted by social convention, and 
bars truth which is unique, individual and immanent from being expressed.

The Enlightenment balanced then; on the call for "natural" freedom which 
was good, without a "license" which would, in their view, degenerate. Thus the 
Age of Enlightenment sought reform of the Monarchy by laws which were in the 
best interest of its subjects, and the "enlightened" ordering of society. The idea of 
enlightened ordering was reflected in the sciences by, for example, Carolus 
Linnaeus’categorization of biology. . . ■ ■ •
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In mid-century Germany, the idea of philosophy as a critical discipline began 
with the work of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing and Johann Gottfried Herder. Both 
argued that formal unities that underlie language and structure hold deeper 
meaning than a surface reading, and that philosophy could be a tool for improving 
the virtue, political and personal, of the individual. This strain of thinking would 
influence Kant's critiques, as well as subsequent philosophers seeking an apparatus 
to examine works, beliefs and social organization, and it is particularly notable in 
the history of later German philosophy.

These ideas became volatile when it reached the point where the idea that 
natural freedom was more self-ordering than hierarchy, since hierarchy was the 
social reality. As that social reality repeatedly disappointed the fundamentally 
optimistic ideal that reform could end disasters, there became a progressively 
more strident naturalism which would, eventually, lead to the Romantic 
movement.

NOTES

Thinkers of the last wave of the Enlightenment—Jean-Jacques Rousseau 
and Immanuel Kant as well as Adam Smith, Thomas Jefferson and the young 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe adopted the increasingly used biological metaphor 
of self-organization and evolutionary forces. This represented the impending end 
of the Enlightenment: which believed that nature, while basically good, was not 
basically self-ordering—see Voltaire's Candide for an example of why not. Instead, 
it had to be ordered with reasoning and maturity. The impending Romantic view 
saw the universe as self-ordering, and that chaos was, in a real sense, the result of 
excesses of rational impositions on an organic world.

This boundary would produce political results: with increasing force in the 
1750s there would be attempts in England, Austria, Prussia, Poland and France 
to "rationalize" the monarchical system and its laws. When this failed to end 
wars, there was an increasing drive for revolution or dramatic alteration. The 
Enlightenment idea of rationality as a guiding force for government found its 
way to the heart of the American Declaration of Independence, and the Jacobin 
program of the French Revolution, as well as the American Constitution of 1787 
and the Polish Constitution of May 3, 1791.

The French Revolution, in particular, represented the Enlightenment 
philosophy through a violent and messianic lens, particularly during the brief 
period of Jacobin dictatorship. The desire for rationality in government led to the 
attempt to end the Roman Catholic Church, and indeed Christianity in France, 
in addition to changing the calendar, clock, measuring system, monetary system 
and legal system into something orderly and rational. It also took the ideals of 
social and economic equality further than any other major state to that time.

But with Napoleon the Enlightenment and its.style breathed its last, and 
longest breath. Napoleon reorganized France into departments, and funded a
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host of projects. One example of the Enlightenment at work in Revolutionary 
and Imperial France was the metric system. In a uniform system of weights and 
measures, based on axiomatic units —the radius of the earth, the weight and 
thermodynamic properties of watc —prices would float based on measurable 
quantities, rather than price being f’xed. It was thought that this would liberate 
industry from the tyranny of old oduction laws, and hence from Medieval 
structure.

NOTES

Voltaire

Arouet Voltaire was bom in Paris from a prosperous middle class family. 
His writings filled 70 volumes of plays, novels, histories, poems, pamphlets, 
treatises and letters. In 1749 Voltaire accepted the invitation of King Frederick II 
the Great of Prussia who fancied himself a philosopher-king, to live at his court 
in Berlin. When he quarreled with the King, Voltaire went to live in Switzerland. 
Many of his writings were aimed against the teachings of the Catholic Church, 
the clergy and the French absolute monarchy. Voltaire, like most of his fellow 
philosophers, was a Deist. Deists believed in the Supreme Being that created an 
ordered universe. The followers of deism included some of the most important 
people of the time, including the American leaders Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin 
Franklin and John Adams. The attacks of deists on traditional religion helped 
weaken the influence of the Christian Churches during the 18"’ century.

Montesquieu

Charles, Baron de Montequieu opposed both enlightened despotism and 
the absolutism of the French monarchy. In this respect he occupies a high place 
among the founders of modern constitutional government. In 1748 he published 
his masterpiece, The Spirit of the Laws. He divided governments into republics, 
monarchies and despotisms. Republics depended upon the civic virtue of the 
people, monarchies depended upon honour and ability of the monarch and 
despotism depended upon the fear in which the people held the despot. His 
researches convinced him that republics worked only in small countries or city- 
states, monarchies worked best in moderate size nations and despotism was most 
suited for large empires. He urged "ranee to follow the English pattern of the 
separation of powers between th executive (government), the legislative 
(Parliament) and the judicial (Law jurts) authorities. Montesquieu's ideas had 
considerable influence on the drafters of the American Constitution in 1789 and 
many other Con htutions in Eu

John Locke

le during the 19"' century.

John Locke went to live in England when the Protestant William III of 
Orange became King of England in ^ *‘he Catholic James II. His political
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poJiticai thajries o/ the French philosophes of 

rfS>cke published his Two Treatises of Go\'ernment 
created with equal ri^ts to life, libertj' and propertj': 

-rvj^^vented, it '»’as bv’ asreement, a contract among men to 
their property. But then, democracj' ^vzs not the result 

men sold their labour to other men to became emploj-'ces. The 
,,ers‘ (or have-nots) being propertyless, poor and ignorant were not able tO' 

^d^art in political life. On the contrarj', those who owned propert}' became 
^rich and educated and were thus free to take part in politics. Locjje and other 

philosophers of the Enlightenment argued that one of man's rights is to revolt 
against the government if it fails to protect his rights. Few philosophers howewr, 
supported democratic and representative forms of government. The)' favoured 
absolute rule fay an enlightened despot (ruler), who introduced administrative 
reforms, established freedom of thought and religion, and promoted material.

NOTES

i

technical and educational progress. Voltaire was totally against the idea of 
government by the people. Once he wrote, "No government can be in any manner 
effective unless it possess absolute power."

Adam Smith

Adam Smith was a Scottish economist and is held to be the founder of 
Economics as a separate human science. In 1767, he published his greatest work 
The Wealth of Nations, in which he analised the division of labour, money, prices, 
wages and means of distribution. It had a profound influence in the political 
developments of (he Western world in the IS’'* and 19"' centuries. Smith's ideas 
gave rise to the political and economy theories of liberalism and capitalism of the 
19"’ centuries.

}ean-}acques Rousseau

The movement called Romanticism that started as a reaction against the 
rationalism of the Enlightenment, sprang mainly from his vsTitings. Rousseau 
was bom in Geneva from a lower middle-class Protestant family. He believed 
that man in the state of nature (without civilization) is good and harmless, 
has given man feelings, sincerire. simplicity. love and sympathy for his fellow 
man. Civilization has corrupted him with greed and belief in

Nature

superiority over
other men. Rousseau found the origin of society''s ills in the introduction of private 
property.. This had given rise to inequality, greed, cruelty, class struggle, war and 
government to protect people having property. In The Social Contract (1762) 
Rousseau propo.sed a system of government in which each individual would 
surrender all his natural freedoms to everyone else and to subject themselves to 
what he called the 'general will'or 'the will of the majorit}''. True freedom consists 
in giving comp/ete oberi icnce to the 'general will' for it is always in the best interests
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rom of even-one. Anyone who tries to follow 
follow the general will, in his own words, T>S- 
his lifetime. The Social Contract was little read Wosf ^
the French Revolution it became the model for RobeS.‘?<d toh^
(1793-1794). ^

L5_NATIQNAL ASSEMBLY fl779-1791)
TTiree days after splitting from the Estates-General, the 

Third Estate (now the National Assembly) found themselves Jocked^v 

usual meeting hail and convened on a nearby tennis court instead. There%v 

one of the members took the Tennis Court Oath, which stated simply that ftv j 
group would remain indissoluble until it had succeeded in creating a new national^ 
constitution.

Upon hearing of the National Assembly's formation. King Louis XVI held a 
general gathering in which the government attempted to intimidate the Third 
Estate into submission. The assembly, however, had grown too strong, and the 
king was forced to recognize the group. Parisians had receis-ed word of the 
upheaval, and revolutionary energy coursed through the city. Inspired by the 
National Assembly, commoners rioted in protest of rising prices. Fearing violence, 
the king had troops surround his palace at Versailles.

ThlBa^ius.

NOTES

i\ Blaming him for the failure of the Estates-General, Louis X\T once again 
Director Generalof Finance Jacques Necker. Necker was a very popular 

and when word of the dismissal reached the public, hostilities spiked yetfigure,
again. In light of the rising tension, a scramble for arms broke out, and on July • 
13,1789, revolutionaries raided the Paris town hall in pursuit of arms. There they 
found few weapons but plenty of gunpowder. The next day, upon realizing that 
it contained a large armory, citizens on the side of the National Assembly stormed 
the Bastille, a medieval fortress and prison in Paris.

Although the weapons were useful, the storming of the Bastille was more 
symbolic than it was necessary- for the revolutionary 
faced little immediate threat and had such intimidating numbers that they were 
capable of nonviolent coercion. By storming 
prisons and hoarding weapons, however, the revolutionaries gained a symbolic 
victory over the Old Regime and conveyed the message that they were not to be 

trifled with.

cause. TTie revolutionaries

one of Paris's most notorious state

LAFAYOrEANDTHENAVONAL GUARD

As the assembly secured control over the capital. It seemed as if peace might 
prevail; the previous governmental council was exiled, and Necker wasstill
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reinstated. Assembly members assumed top government positions in Paris, and 
even the king himself travelled to Paris in revolutionary garb to voice his support. 
To bolster the defense of the assembly, the Marquis de Lafayette, a noble, 
assembled a collection of citizens into the French National Guard. Although some 
blood had already been shed, the Revolution seemed to be subsiding and safely 
in the hands of the people.

The Great Fear

For all the developments that were taking place in Paris, the majority of the 
conflicts erupted in the struggling countryside. Peasants and farmers alike, who 
had been suffering under high prices and unfair feudal contracts, began to wreak 

-havoc in rural France. After hearing word of the Third Estate's mistreatment by 
the Estates-General, and feeding off of the infectious revolutionary spirit that 
permeated France, the peasants amplified their attacks in the countryside over 
the span of a few weeks, sparking a hysteria dubbed the Great Fear. Starting 
around July 20,1789, and continuing through the first days of August, the Great 
Fear spread through sporadic pockets of the French countryside. Peasants attacked 
country manors and estates, in some cases burning them down in an attempt to 

escape their feudal obligations.

The August Decrees

Though few deaths among the nobility were reported, the National 
Assembly, which was meeting in Versailles at the time, feared that the raging 
rural peasants would destroy all that the assembly had worked hard to attain. In 
an effort to quell the destruction, the assembly issued the August Decrees, which 
nullified many of the feudal obligations that the peasants had to their landlords. 
For the time being, the countryside calmed down.

The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen

Just three weeks later, on August 26, 1789, the assembly issued the 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, a document that guaranteed 
due process in judicial matters and established sovereignty among the French 
people. Influenced by the thoughts of the era's greatest minds, the themes found 
in the declaration made one thing resoundingly clear; every person was a 
Frenchman—and equal. Not surprisingly, the French people embraced the 
declaration, while the king and many nobles did not. It effectively ended the 
ancien regime and ensured equality for the bourgeoisie. Although subsequent 
French constitutions that the Revolution produced would be overturned and 
generally ignored; the themes of the Declaration of Rights of Man and of the 

Citizen would remain with the French citizenry in perpetuity.

NOTES
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The Food Crisis

Despite the assembly's gains, little had been done to solve the growing food • 
crisis in France. Shouldering the burden of feeding their families, it was the French 
women who took up arms on October 5, 1789. They first stormed the city hall in 
Paris, amassing a sizable army and gathering arms. Numbering several thousand, 
the mob marched to Versailles, followed by the National Guard, which 
accompanied the women to protect them. Overwhelmed by the mob, King Louis 
XVI, effectively forced to take responsibility for the situation, immediately 
sanctioned the August Decrees and the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of 
the Citizen. The next day, having little choice, the royal family accompanied the 
crowd back to Paris. To ensure that he was aware of the woes of the city and its 
citizens, the king and his family were "imprisoned" in the Tuileries Palace in the 
city

NOTES

Though they focused on the king as figurehead, most of the revolutionaries 
were more against the nobles than the king. Everyday people in France had limited 
interaction with royalty and instead placed blame for the country’s problems on 
the shoulders of local nobility. A common phrase in France at the time was, "If 
only the king knew," as though he were ignorant of the woes of the people. It was 
partly owing to this perspective that the assembly attempted to establish a 
constitutional monarchy alongside the king, rather than simply oust him and 
rule the nation itself.

The National Assembly and the Church

Over the next two years, the National Assembly took a number of progressive 
actions to address the failing economy and tighten up the country. A number of 
them targeted the Catholic Church, which was at the time one of the largest 
landholders in France. To jump-start the economy, the state in February 1790 
confiscated all the church's'land and then used it to back a new French currency 
called the assignat. In the beginning, at least, the assignat financed the Revolution 
and acted as an indicator of the economy's strength.

A short time later, in July 1790, the French Catholic Church itself fell prey 
to the Civil Constitution of the Clergy, a decree by the National Assembly that 
established a national church system with elected clergy. The country was divided 
into eighty-three departments, each of which was governed by an elected official 
and represented by an elected bishop. The voting for these positions was open to 
anyone who met certain relatively lenient criteria, such as property ownership.

The Assembly's Tenuous Control

Despite the National Assembly's progress, weaknesses were already being 
exposed within France, and the Great Fear and the women's march on Versailles
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have as much control as it likeddemonstrated that perhaps the assembly 
to think. The revolution that the assembh 
exclusively by the bourgeoisie, who were lu< niore educated and intelligent than

erseeing in Paris was run almost

the citizens out in the country. Although the August Decrees helped assuage the 
peasants' anger, their dissatisfaction would become a recurring problem. The 
differing priorities that were already apparent foreshadowed future rifts.

NOTFS

Most notable among the assembly's controversial priorities was its treatment 
of the churches. Although France as a whole was largely secular, large pockets of 
devoutly religious citizens could be found all over the country. By dissolving the 
authority of churches, especially the Catholic Church —a move that greatly 
angered the pope—the assembly seemed to signal to the religious French that, 
they had to make a choice: God or the Revolution. Although this was likely not 
the case, and certainly hot the assembly's intent, it nevertheless upset many people 
in France.

1.6 LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY AND ESCALATING
VIOLENCE

Although King Louis XVI maintained a supportive front toward the 
Revolution, he remained in contact with the rulers c ' ustria, Prussia, and Sweden, 
asking for their help in restoring his family to power. In late June 1791, Louis XVI 

•and his family attempted to escape to the Austrian bc.der, where they were 
supposed to meet the Au.strian army and arrange an attack on the revolutionaries. 
However, the runaway party was caught just before reaching the border and 
brought back to Tuileries in Paris.

This escape attempt considerably weakened the king's position and lowered 
his regard in the eyes of the French people. Before' ind, although he had little 
real power remaining, he at least still had the faith of his country. The king's 
attempt to run away, however, made it clear to skeptics that he was a reluctant 
associate at best and would turn his back on the constitution and its system of 
limited monarchy at any moment. The more radical revolutionaries, who had 
never wanted a constitutional monarchy, trusted the king even less after his 
attempted escape, "fhe more moderate revolutionaries, who once were staunch 
proponents of the constitutional monarchy, found themselves hard-pressed to 
defend a situation in which a monarch was abandoning his responsibilities. 
Therefore, although Louis XVI constitutionally retained some power after being 
returned to Paris, it was clear that his days were numbered.

The Declaration OF PiLLNiTZ

In response to Louis XVI's capture and forced return to Paris, Prussia and 
Austria issued the Declaration of Pillnitz on August 27,1791, warning the French
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against harming the king and demanding that the monarchy be restored. The 
declaration also implied that Prussia and Austria would intervene militarily in 
France if any harm came to the king.

Prussia and Austria's initial concern was simply for Louis XVI's well-being, 
but soon the countries began to worry that the French people's revolutionary 
sentiment would infect their own citizens. The Declaration of Pillnitz was issued 
to force the French Revolutionaries to think twice about their actions and, if 
nothing else, make them aware that other countries were watching the Revolution 
closely.

The Constitution of 1791

In September 1791, the National Assembly released its much-anticipated 
Constitution of 1791, which created a constituti6nal monarchy, or limited 
monarchy, for France. This move allowed King Louis XVI to maintain control of 
the country, even though he and his ministers would have to answer to new 
legislature, which the new constitution dubbed the Legislative Assembly. The 
constitution also succeeded in eliminating the nobility as a legal order and struck 
down monopolies and guilds. It established a poll tax and barred servants from 
voting, ensuring that control of the country stayed firmly in the hands of the 
middle class.

The Jacobins AND Girondins

Divisions quickly formed within the new Legislative Assembly, which 
coalesced into two main camps. On one side were the Jacobins, a group of radical 
liberals—consisting mainly of deputies, leading thinkers, and generally progressive 
society members—who-wanted to drive the Revolution forward aggressively The 
Jacobins foundiLouis's actions contemptible and wanted to forgo the constitutional 
monarchy and declare France a republic.

Disagreeing with the Jacobins' opinions were many of the more moderate 
members of the Legislative Assembly, who deemed a constitutional monarchy 
essen^al. The most notable of these moderates was Jacques-Pierre Brissot. His 
followers were thus labeled Brissotins, although they became more commonly 
known as Girondins.

Many historians have attributed the rivalry of the Jacobins and Girondins 
to class differences, labeling the Jacobins the poorer, less prestigious of the two 
groups. However, a number of other factors were involved, as the two groups 
came from vastly different geographic and ideological backgrounds. The Jacobins 
were modem urban idealists: they wanted change and independence from any 
semblance of the ancient regime. Deemed radicals, they were students of the 
enlightened, progressive thought of the time. But the Jacobins, though wanting

NOTES
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independence and equality, were more, conservative and loyal and harbored less 
contempt for the monarchy. These fundamental differences would cause a schism 
that future revolutionary governments in France could not overcome.

The Sansculottes

Meanwhile, in cities throughout France, a group called the sans-culottes 
began to wield significant and unpredictable influence. The group's name — 
literally, "without culottes," the knee breeches that the privileged wore — indicated 
their disdain for the upper classes. The sans-culottes consisted mainly of urban 
laborers, peasants, and other French poor who disdained the nobility and wanted 
to see an end to privilege. Over the summer of 1792, the sans-culottes became 
increasingly violent and difficult to control.

War Against Austria AND Prussia

Although the Girondin leader, Brissot, wanted Louis XVI to remain in power, 
he felt threatened by the Declaration of Pillnitz and rallied the Legislahve Assembly 
to declare war against Austria on April 20,1792. Austria and Prussia had anticipated 
this kind of reaction and already had their troops massed along the French border. 
The French army, unprepared as it was for the battle, was trounced and fled, 
leaving the country vulnerable to counterattack. In the wake of the embarrassing 
French defeat, Louis XVI saw to it that Brissot was removed from command. In 
response, a mob of Girondins marched on Tuileries on June 20 and demanded 
that Brissot be reinstated. The demand was ignored.

The Storming of Tuileries

Just weeks later, on August 10, anti-monarchy Jacobins rallied together a 
loyal crew of sans-culottes that stormed Tuileries outright, trashing the palace 
and capturing Louis XVI and his family as they tried to escape. The mob then 
arrested the king for treason, A month after that, beginning on September 2, 
1972, the hysterical sans-culottes, having heard rumors of counterrevolutionary 
talk, raided Paris's prisons and murdered more than 1,000 prisoners.

The Danger of the Sansculottes

If there was any indication throughout the Revolution that no governing 
body truly had control, it could be found with the sans-culottes. Members of this 
group were easily swayed and often fell into bouts of mob hysteria, which made 
them extraordinarily difficult to manage. The bourgeoisie groups "in charge" of 
the Revolution originally hoped to harness the power of the masses for their own 
bidding, but it soon became apparent that the sans-culottes were uncontrollable.

The Girondins, who had originally rallied the sans-culottes to their cause, 
quickly found that the rabble was more radical than they had expected. The

NOTES
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massacres that began on September 2 revealed the true power of the sans-culottes 
and showed the chaos they were'capable of creating. The group, after all, consisted 
of poor workers and peasants who wanted privilege outright eliminated. Despite 
all their contributions to the revolutionary cause, they still found themselves with 
little input into the government, which was dominated by bourgeoisie far richer 
than they. Having gained their freedom from monarchial oppression, the sans
culottes switched their cry from “Liberty!" to "Equality!"

Failures of the Legislative Assembly

Arguably, the Legislative Assembly's complacency in 1792 opened the door 
to the violence that followed. The assembly did have some cause to rest on its 
laurels: the Revolution had accomplished everything that had been desired, and 
the new government had a binder full of legislation to back it up. But the 
confidence bred by this success was misleading: the assembly had not organized 
an army that was capable of taking on the combined forces of Austria and Prussia, 
nor had it sufficiently calmed its own internal feuds. The new government was 
still far too unsteady even to consider going to war—yet it did, and was soundly 
defeated. Even more peculiar was the fact that Brissot and his Girondin associates 
were radical enough to want to go to war, yet conservative enough to do so only 
under the rule of a constitutional monarch—the same monarch over whom the 
war was being fought. It was a baffling decision and left little question as to why 
the Jacobins and other more radical elements wanted to take control.

NOTES

1.7 DANTON AND HIS DICTATORSHIP
Georges Danton was a French Revolutionary who enjoyed a varied but 

contradictory and not well-understood career. He was a man who stood with 
first the Girondists but then later the Montagnards. He was a moderate who 
deplored the Revolution's excesses, but was not shy about using mob violence, 
was an alleged author of the September Massacres and was instrumental in creating 
the Committee of Public Safety.

Time Frame

Georges Danton was bom on October 26,1759, and died on April 5, 1794. 
He was a prominent figure in the Jacobin Club and the French Revolution, 
particularly from mid-1792 to the time of his death.

History

Danton came from northeastern France, and at the time of the Revolution 
was a lawyer in Paris. He was present at the storming of the Bastille, and in the 
early days of the Revolution served as commander of his district's battalion of the 
National Guard, as well as an elected administrator for Paris.
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Georges Danton rose'to power following the Parisian revolt of August 10, 
1792, against the monarchy and Legislative Assembly. His place in the revolt 
remains unclear, although some claimed he led it personally. However, whatever 
he was doing, it v\'as enough to secure him the post of Minister of Justice in the 
new government. At this time, Danton was allied with the Girondist movement. 
That alliance, however, proved brief. He was accused of giving the orders for the 
September Massacres, but this has never been proven and the allegations remain 
weak.'

NOTES

When the National Convention formed, he resigned his cabinet office to 
take a seat there. He soon left the Girondists, who were increasingly outflanked 
by the Montagnards, or "Mountain Men," so named for the seats they took at the 
top of the Convention’s benches. This is where he met Jean Paul Marat and 
Maximilien Robespierre, neither of whom he cared for, although he shared many 
short-term goals with them: namely harnessing the radicalized Paris mob to create 
a republic and push for radical reforms.

His role in the late May/early June 1793 coup that resulted in the arrests of 
more than 30 leading Girondists is not known, although he certainly sympathized 
with it. Although he was suspicious of the attitudes and policies of the Reign of 
Terror, describing it as a "double-edge sword," he was instrumental in creating 
the near-dictatorial Committee of Public Safety that ordered all of the Terror's 
atrocities. He did this to tame the many dangers facing France at that time, so as 
to quickly right the ship of state. Danton, now in the position of counseling 
moderation and clemency in an atmosphere of radicalism and paranoid judicial 
murder, soon found himself a target. He was ordered arrested on March 30, 
1794. The Convention and Robespierre, fearful that Danton would sway the mob 
to his side if he was allowed the platform of a prolonged public trial, had him 
quickly executed.

Effects

The execution of Danton and his closest followers was the greatest blunder 
of Robespierre's career. Although Danton was not the dogmatist and fanatic that 
Robespierre was, the two men shared many of the same goals. Danton's death 
cost Robespierre his only possible remaining public ally. Although Robespierre 
was virtual dictator for a short time, when the tide of public feeling turned against 
him, he had no allies to support him. Robespierre followed Danton to the guillotine 
only 3 months after Danton's execution.

Significance

Danton’s significance in the French Revolution is hard to determine. 
Although he was clearly a prominent figure, just how prominent is a subject of
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debate. For example, was he really at the head of the various insurrections and 
. other events that are sometimes attributed to him? If he were at the helm of 

everything he has been alleged to have led, he would arguably be one of the most 
important of the French Revolutionaries.

Perhaps the most significant part of Danton's legacy is what might have 
been: if Robespierre had stood beside Danton, instead of colluding in his execution, 
then Robespierre himself might have survived. A government of more moderate 
Montagnards, with Danton and Robespierre at its head, could possibly have 
stabilized France, preserved the Revolution, and thus never have opened the door 
to Napoleon Bonaparte.

Considerations

Historical views on Danton vary wildly but are usually connected with 
how the authors feel about the.Montagnards, the Terror and Robespierre in 
particular. Robespierre's apologists are usually not very kind to Danton and regard 
him as corrupt, immoral, ambitious and violent. Robespierre's opponents and 
others regard him as an admirable figure, although one who stood by and foolishly 
waited while his enemies closed in around him.

NOTES

1.8 NATIONAL CONVENTION AND THE REIGN OF
TERROR

Following an insurrection by the Paris Commune on August 10, 1792, the 
Legislative Assembly suspended the powers of King Louis XVI and called tor a 
new National Convention to draw up a new constitution. An election was held 
for all Frenchmen of 25 years or older by universal male suffrage. The National 
Convention was first brought into session on September 20,1792. The first order 
of the body was to abolish the monarchy. It also established September 22 as the 
first day of the French Republic.

During the entire time period of the National Convention, the country was 
at war with powers abroad. This led to the popular opinion within the body to 
postpone the implementation of a new constitution until peace was established. 
It also expanded its powers in an effort to combat nationwide problems the 
threatened the continued revolution.

During the first years of the Convention, the Girondists political party 
maintained much of the control, however, the Jacobins and Cordeliers soon 
overtook it. Soon, the Jacobin Club consolidated its power and Maximilien 
Robespierre became the de facto leader of the nation. He consolidated his power 
within the Committee of Public Safety and began the period of time known as 
the Reign of Terror. Using the guillotine, thousands of French citizens were 
executed as threats to the revolution. This period ended with the Thermidorian
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Reaction, which culminated in the destruction of the Jacobin Club and the 
execution of Robespierre.

Accompushments of the National Convention
NOTES

The National Convention first met in the Tuileries, a former royal palace. It 
then moved to Salle du Manege, an indoor riding academy. Finally, after May 10, 
1793, the Convention moved to the Spectacles, also known as the Machine. It 
was a large hall which scattered the deputies between their various committees 
and allowed the public to influence debate almost like modern lobbyists in the 

U.S.
The majority of the Convention was comprised of lawyers. A number of 

the 749 deputies had previously served in government. 75 of them were in the 
National Constituent Assembly, while 183 were from the Legislative Assembly. 
Between the era of 1792 and 1795, much of the Convention was either exiled or 
killed during the Reign of Terror and after the coup of the Thermidorian Reaction.

Despite the chaos brought on by the Reign of Terror and lack of separation 
of powers, the Convention was responsible for a number of advancements in the 
French Revolution. It saved the country from both invading forces and civil war. 
It also abolished slavery across the entire French colonial empire.

TheNational Convention and the French Republic

In the autumn of 1792, the revolutionary government, having written off 
the idea of a constitutional monarchy, set about electing a National Convention 
of delegates to oversee the country.

In late September, therefore, the first election took place under the rules of 
the Constitution of 1791. As it turned out, only a third of the newly elected 
convention members had sat on a previous assembly, and a great number of new 
faces belonged to either the Jacobins or the Girondins., The first action of the 
convention, on'September 21, 1792, was to abolish the monarchy. The next day, 
the Republic of France was founded.

The Execution of Louis XVI

As a sign of the republic's newfound resolve and contempt for the monarchy, 
the next proposal before the National Convention was the execution of Louis 
XVI. Once again, the moderates objected and eventually forced a trial, but the 
effort was in vain. Louis XVI was ultimately found guilty of treason and, on January 
21, 1793, executed at the guillotine. Months later, on October 16, 1793, his wife, 
Marie-Antoinette, met the same fate.

Symbolically speaking, the declaration of sovereignty and the beheading 
of the monarch were powerful motivators within France. Unfortunately, the
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moment of bliss was brief, as the governmental powers quickly realized that all 
of their achievements were being threatened by internal and external fighting.

The Committee OF Public Safety

In the weeks after the execution of the king, the internal and external wars 
in France continued to grow. Prussian and Austrian forces pushed into the French 
countryside, and one noted French general even defected to the opposition. Unable 
to assemble an army out of the disgruntled and protesting peasants, the Girondin- 
led National Convention started to panic. In an effort to restore peace and order, 
the convention created the Committee of Public Safety on April 6, 1793, to 
maintain order within France and protect the country from external threats.

The Jacobins'Coup

The Committee of Public Safety followed a moderate course after its creation 
but proved weak and ineffective. After a few fruitless months under the 
committee, the sans-culottes finally reached their boiling point. They stormed 
the National Convention and accused the Girondins of representing the aristocracy. 
Seeing an opportunity, Maximilien Robespierre, the leader of the Jacobins, 
harnessed the fury of the sans-culottes to take control of the convention, banish 
the Girondins, and install the Jacobins in power.

Once again, the sans-culottes proved to be a formidable force in effecting 
change during the Revolution. Already upset about the composition of the National 
Convention—which remained dominated by middle- and upper-class bourgeoisie 
and was influenced by big thinkers of the time—they became even more angry 
upon learning that many of the Girondin leaders expected them to bolster the 
failing war effort. Sieyes had originally rallied the Third Estate by reminding 
them that they numbered many and that their numbers gave them strength. 
This message clearly stuck with the sans-culottes throughout the Revolution, and 
they took advantage of their strength at every possible opportunity.

The Constitution of 1793

Yet anothcr.new constitution, the Constitution of 1793, premiered in June. 
However, it was quickly overshadowed by the resurgence of the Committee of 
Public Safety in July, when some of the more radical Jacobin leaders, including 
Robespierre, installed themselves in charge of the committee and immediately 
began to make drastic changes. Among the changes was the suspension of many 
clauses of the riew constitution. One of the most sweeping new Jacobin policies 
was the Maximum, a decree that fixed prices in an attempt to stop the rampant 
inflation that was ruining the economy.

Although Robespierre soon resorted to extreme measures, his tenure as 
chairmari of the Committee of Public Safety actually began on a productive note.

NOTES
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His inspiring, nationalistic propaganda campaign spoke to the disgruntled citizens 
on their own level. Though he was a lawyer, Robespierre had a middle-class 
upbringing and could relate to the sans-culottes. His approach to the economy 
also proved effective in the short run: by using the Maximum to freeze prices, he 
provided an opportunity for French citizens to get their economic bearings.

Carnot AND THE Military ,

In August, military strategist Lazare Carnot was appointed head of the 
French war effort and immediately set about instituting conscription throughout 
France. Propaganda and discipline helped tighten and reenergize the nation, 
particularly in rural areas, Carnot's-effort succeeded, and the newly refreshed 
army managed to push back the invading Austrian and Pru'ssian forces and 
reestablish France's traditional boundaries.

The Rugn of Terror

In the autumn of 1793, Robespierre and the Jacobins focused on addressing 
economic and political threats within France. What began as a proactive approach 
to reclaiming the nation quickly turned bloody as the government instituted its 
infamous campaign against internal opposition known as the Reign of Terror.

Beginning in September, Robespierre, under the auspices of the Committee 
of Public Safety, began pointing an accusing finger at anyone whose beliefs seemed 
to be counterrevolutionary —citizens who had committed no crime but merely 
had social or political agendas that varied too much from Robespierre's, "rhe' 
committee targeted even those who shared many Jacobin views but were perceived 
as just slightly too radical or conservative. A rash of executions ensued in Paris 
and soon spread to smaller towns and rural areas.

During the nine-month period that followed, anywhere from 15,000 to 
50,000 French citizens were beheaded at the guillotine. Even longtime associates 
of Robespierre such as Georges Danton, who had helped orchestrate the Jacobin 
rise to power, fell victim to the paranoia. When Danton wavered in his conviction, 
questioned Robespierre's increasingly rash actions, and tried to arrange a truce 
between France and the warring countries, he himself lost his life to the guillotine, 
in April 1794.

PuBuc Backlash

Robespierre's bloody attempt to protect the sanctity of the Revolution had 
exactly the opposite result. Rather than galvanize his supporters and the 
revolutionary nation, the Reign of Terror instead prompted a weakening on every 
front. Indeed, the Terror accomplished almost nothing productive, as Robespierre 
quickly burned his bridges and killed many former allies. As the mortuaries 
started to fill up, the commoners shifted their focus from equality to peace.

NOTES
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By the time the French army had almost completely staved off foreign 
invaders, Robespierre no longer had a justification for his extreme actions in the 
name of public "safety." The final straw was his proposal of a "Republic of Virtue," 
which would entail a move away from the morals of Christianity and into a new 
set of values. On July 27, 1794, a group of Jacobin allies arrested Robespierre. 
Receiving the same treatment that he had mandated for his enemies, he lost his 
head at the guillotine the following day. Undoubtedly, a collective sigh of relief 
echoed throughout the country.

The Thermidorian Reaction

With Robespierre out pf the picture, a number of the bourgeoisie who had 
been repressed under the Reign of Terror—many of them Girondins—burst back 
onto the scene.at the National Convention in the late summer of 1794. These 
moderates freed many of the Jacobins' prisoners, neutralized the power of the 
Committee for Public Safety and had many of Robespierre’s cohorts executed in 
a movement that became known as the Thermidorian Reaction.

However, the moderate and conservative initiatives that the convention 
subsequently implemented were aimed at the bourgeoisie and undid real 
accomplishments that Robespierre and his regime had achieved for the poor. To 
address economic concerns, for instance, the National Convention did away with 
price controls and printed more money, which allowed prices to skyrocket. This 
inflation hit the poor hard, and the peasants attempted yet another revolt. 
However, lacking a strong leader like Robespierre, the peasant uprising was 
quickly quashed by the government.

NOTES

1.9 THE NEW NATIONAL CONVENTION
The National Convention in the era after Robespierre's downfall was 

significantly more conservative than it had been before and deeply entrenched 
in the values of the moderate middle class. The change was so drastic that once- 
powerful groups like the sans-culottes and Jacobins were forced underground, 
and sans-culottes even became a derisive term in France. Meanwhile, the French 
economy struggled during the winter of 1794-1795, and hunger becarhe 
widespread.

Although the members of the convention worked diligently to try to 
establish a new constitution, they faced opposition at every turn. Because many 
sanctions against the churches had been revoked, the clergy—many of whom 
were still loyal to the royalty—started to return from exile. Likewise, the Comte 
de Provence, the younger brother of Louis XVI, declared himself next in line for 
the throne and, taking the name Louis XVIII, declared to France that royalty
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would return. (Hopeful French nobles in exile briefly referred to Louis XWs young 
son as “Louis XVII," but the boy died in prison in June 1795.)

The ComTiTUTioFi of 1795 and the Directory

On August 22, 1795, the convention was finally able to ratify a new 
constitution, the Constitution of 1795, which ushered in a period of governmental 
restructuring. The new legislature would consist of two houses: an upper house, 
called the Council of Ancients, consisting of 250 members, and a lower house, 
called the Council of Five Hundred, Consisting of 500 members. Fearing influence 
from the left, the convention decreed that two-thirds of the members of the first 
new legislature had to have already served on the National Convention between 
1792 and 1795.

The new constitution also stipulated that the executive body of the new 
government would be a group of five officers called the Directory. Although the 
Directory would have no legislative power, it would have the authority to appoint 
people to fill the other positions within the government, which was a source of 
considerable power in itself. Annual elections would be held to keep the new 
government in check.

The dilemma facing the new Directory was a daunting one; essentially, it 
had to rid the scene of Jacobin influence while at the same time prevent royalists 
from taking advantage of the disarray and reclaiming the throne. The two-thirds 
rule was implemented for this reason, as an attempt to keep the same composition 
like that of the original, moderate-run National Convention. In theory, the new 
government closely resembled that of the United States, with its checks-and- 
balances system. As it turned out, however, the new government's priorities 
became its downfall: rather than address the deteriorating economic situation in 
the country, the legislature instead focused on keeping progressive members out. 
Ultimately, paranoia and attempts at overprotection weakened the group.

NOTES

1.10 SUMMARY
• The economic classes of France were set in three estates. The first estate 

was the church, or clergy, the second estate was the nobles, and the third 
estate consisted of peasants and the uneducated.

• The Age of Enlightenment refers to the 18th century in European 
philosophy, and is often thought of as part of a larger period which includes 
the Age of Reason. The term also more specifically refers to a historical 
intellectual movement, “The Enlightenment."

• The movement called Romanticism that started as a reaction against the 
rationalism of the Enlightenment, sprang mainly from Rousseau's writings. 
Rousseau was born in Geneva from a lower middle-class Protestant family.

\. ■
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Just three weeks later, on August 26, 1789, the assembly issued the 
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, a document that 
guaranteed due process in judicial matters and established sovereignty 
among the French people.

In September 1791, the National Assembly released its much-anticipated 
Constitution of 1791, which created a constitutional monarchy, or limited 
monarchy, for France.

Georges Danton was born on October 26,1759, and died on April 5,1794. 
He was a prominent figure in the Jacobin Club and the French Revolution, 
particularly from mid-1792 to the time of his death.

Following an insurrection by the Paris Commune on August 10,1792, the 
Legislative Assembly suspended the powers of King Louis XVI and called 
for a new National Convention to draw up a new constitution. Ah election 
was held for all Frenchmen of 25 years or older by universal male suffrage. 
The National Convention was first brought into session on September 20, 
1792.

NOTES

1.11 REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. What were the social and economic causes of French revolution?

2. What were the major contributions of Voltaire and Rousseau in French 
revolution?

3. Discuss the formaton of national assembly and declaration of rights for 
citizens.

4. Describe the failure of legislative assembly.
I 1

5. Explain the significance of Danton in the history of Europe.

6. What were,the principal achivements of national convention of 1792?

1.12 FURTHER READINGS
1. Blanning, T.C.W, The French Revolution: Class War or Culture Clash.

2. Cobban, Alfred, History of Modern France, Vol. 1-3.

3. Cipolla, C-M, Fontana Economic History of Europe, Vol. Ill (The Industrial 
Revolution), Vol. 4 (Part 1 & 2).

4. Doyle, William, Origins of the French Revolution.

5. Droz, Jacques, Europe Between Revolutions.
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After going through this Chapter, students will be able to :
• know about the various political groups and leaders and their roles in the 

French revolution;
• discuss the progresses of French revolution besides rise and fall of 

Napoleon;
• explain the effect of French revolution in Europe;
• understand the settlement of Vienna.

NOTES

2.2 INTRODUCTION
The French Revolutionary Wars were a series of major conflicts, from 1792 

until 1802, fought between the French Revolutionary government and several 
European states. Marked by French revolutionary fervour and military innovations, 
the campaigns saw the French Revolutionary Armies defeat a number of opposing 
coalitions and expand French control to the Low Countries, Italy, and the 
Rhineland. The wars involved enormous numbers of soldiers, mainly due to the 
application of modern mass conscription.

The French Revolutionary Wars are usually divided between those of the 
First Coalition (1792-1797) and the Second Coalition (1798-1801), although 
France was at war with Great Britain continuously from 1793 to 1802. Hostilities 
ceased with the Treaty of Amiens 1802, but conflict soon started up again with 
the Napoleonic Wars. The Treaty of Amiens is usually reckoned to mark the end 
of the French Revolutionary Wars, however other events before and after 1802 
have been proposed to be the starting point of the Napoleonic Wars. Both conflicts 
together constitute what is sometimes referred to as the "Great French War".

Many political groups and leaders were active during the revolution but 
some of them played very crucial role. Their achievements were remarkable and 
in this section of the chapter, we will discuss about the political groups and leaders 
those who contributed immensely in French revolution.

2.3 FOUTICAL GROUPS
In the summer of 1792, disaffection with the Revolution was growing among 

the lower classes, especially the peasantry. The Revolution, after all, had been 
staged by the middle class and the wealthier members of the Third Estate; most 
of the reforms, especially the economic reforms, benefitted only these two groups. 
In many ways, life had become harder for the lower classes. Agricultural enclosure 
threw many peasants off their farms and into the arms of starvation; economic 
reforms had spurred tremendous growth in industries, but had also resulted in 
wildly fluctuating prices and rampant inflation. You might say that bread was
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the fuel that fired the Revolution, for just about every major turning point gof its 
start in some civil unrest over the price of bread. ■

However, this wasn't enough to push the Revolution into its radical phase. 
Almost from its beginning, the French Revolution frightened and dismayed the 
other powers of Europe. From the very moment that the National Assembly, 
declared itself the legislative body of France, revolts broke out in countries such 
as Germany, and prominent intellectuals all over Europe began calling' for the 
overthrow of the aristocracy. Fearing the consequences should the revolution 
spill over the borders of France, the European powers soon launched an 
uncoordinated counter-revolution. In August of 1791, Austria and Prussia declared 
that order, the rights of the monarch, and the privileges of the aristocracy should 
be restored in France. By the summer of 1792, it looked like all of Europe was 
ready to overthrow the revolution.

The Girondists

NOTES

The Assembly was controlled by a moderate faction called the Girondists, 
so-called because most of them came from the Gironde Department, which 
oversaw mercantile activity. Anxious to secure their political position, they rose 
with the popular tide and declared Austria's and Prussia's declaration to be a 
threat to national security and declared war on April 20, 1792.

The war, however, went very badly. By August of 1792, Prussian and 
Austrian forces had not only crossed the French border, but were heading straight 
for Paris. Their purpose was to restore the monarchy, and it looked like the days 
of the Revolution were coming to an end. The Austrians were motivated in part 
by Marie Antoinette; the Emperor of Austria, Leopold II, was her brother. Although 
Louis seemed to vacillate, Marie was determined to see the Revolution fail. To 
this end, she had plotted counter-revolution with Leopold and even tried to escape 
with Louis in June of 1791. They almost made it, but were caught near the border 
at Varennes and forced to turn back. The French knew, then, that the monarch 
was committed to counter-revolution and they effectively turned him into a 
prisoner.

With the Austrians and the Prussians headed for Paris, the population flew 
into a frenzy. Convinced that the king was behind the invasion, a Paris mob 
attacked the royal palace; Louis fled to the Legislative Assembly for asylum. The 
hours, however, were winding down. Shortly after the crowd invaded the palace, 
radicals seized the municipal government of Paris and declared it to be a 
Commune. They then persuaded the Assembly to hand the king and his family 
over to them for punishment.

The Girondists were a political faction in France within the Legislative 
Assembly and the National Convention during the French Revolution. The
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Girondists were a group of loosely-affiliated individuals rather than an organised 
political party with a clear ideology, and the name was at first informally applied 
because the most prominent exponents of their point of view were deputies from 
the States-general Gironde.

There were twelve of these deputies, six of whom —the lawyers Pierre 
Victurnien Vergniaud, Marguerite Elie Guadet, Armand Gensonne, Jean Antoine 
Laffargue de Grangeneuve and Jean Jay, and the tradesman Jean Francois Ducos — 
sat both in the Legislative Assembly and the National Convention. In the Legislative 
Assembly, these represented a compact body of opinion which, though not as yet 
definitely republican, was considerably more advanced than the moderate 
royalism of the majority of the Parisian deputies.

Associated with these views was a group of deputies from elsewhere, of 
whom the most notable were Thomas Paine, the Marquis de Condorcet, Claude 
Fauchet, M. D, A. Lasource. Maximin Isnard, the Comte de Kersaint, Henri 
Lariviere, and, above ail, Jacques Pierre Brissot, Jean Marie Roland and Jerome 
Petion, elected mayor of Paris in succession to Jean Sylvain Bailly on 16 November 
1791,

Rise of the Girondists
Madame Roland, whose salon became their gathering-place, exercised a 

powerful influence on the spirit and policy of the Girondists; but such party 
cohesion as they possessed they owed to the energy of Brissot, who came to be 
regarded as their mouthpiece in the Assembly and in the Jacobin Club. Hence 
the name "Brissotins", coined by Camille Desmoulins, which was sometimes ' 
substituted for that of "Girondins", sometimes closely coupled with it. These first 
came into use strictly as party designations after the assembling of the National 
Convention (20 September 1792), to which a large proportion of the deputies 
from the Gironde who had sat in the Legislative Assembly were returned. Both 
names appeared as terms of opprobrium in speeches by the orators of the Jacobin I 
Club, who freely denounced “the Royalists, the Federalists, the Brissotins, the ' 
Girondins and all the enemies of the democracy.

In the Legislative Assembly, the Girondists represented the principle of 
democratic revolution within and of patriotic defiance to the European powers ' 
without. They were all-powerful in the Jacobin Club, where Brissot’s influence 
had not yet been ousted by Robespierre, and they did not hesitate to use this 
advantage to stir up popular passion and intimidate those who sought to stay the 
progress of the Revolution. They compelled the king in 1792 to choose a ministry 
composed of their partisans—among them Roland, Charles Francois Dumouriez, 
Etienne Claviere and Joseph Servan de Gerbey; and it was they who forced-the 
declaration of war against Habsburg Austria. In all this there was no apparent 
line of cleavage between La Gironde and The Mountain. Montagnards'and

NOTES
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Girondists alike were fundamentally opposed to the monarchy; both were 
democrats as well as republicans; both were prepared to appeal to force in order 
to realise their ideals; in spite of the accusation of "federalism" freely brought 
against them, the Girondists desired as little as the Montagnards to break up the 
unity of France. Yet from the first the leaders of the two parties stood in avowed 
opposition, in the Jacobin Club as in the Assembly.

Temperament largely accounts for the party dividing line. The Girondists 
I were radicals, doctrinaires and theorists rather than men of action; they initially 

encouraged the armed petitions which resulted, to their dismay, in the emeute 
(riot) of June 20; but Roland, turning the ministry of the exterior into a publishing 
office for tracts on the civic virtues, while in the provinces riotous mobs were 
burning the chateaux unchecked, is more typical of their spirit. They did not 
share the ferocious fanaticism or the ruthless opportunism of the future 
Montagnard organisers of the Reign of Terror. As the Revolution developed, the 
Girondists frequently found themselves opposing its results; the overthrow of 
the monarchy on 10 August 1792 and the-September Massacres of 1792 occurred 
while they still nominally controlled the government, but the Girondists tried to 
distance themselves from the results of the September massacre.

Fall of the Girondists
The Girondists proposed the suspension of the king and the summoning 

of the National Convention; but they had consented to overthrow the monarchy 
only when they found that Louis XVI was impervious to their counsels. Once the 
republic was established, they were anxious to arrest the revolutionary movement 
which they had helped to set in motion. Daunou argues in his Memoires that 
they were too cultivated and too polished to retain their popularity long in times 
of disturbance, and were therefore the more inclined to work for the establishment 
of order, which would mean the guarantee of their own power. The Girondists, 
who had been the radicals of the Legislative Assembly, became the conservatives 
of the Convention.

The failure of the revolution to deliver the immediate gains that had been 
promised made it difficult for the Girondists to easily draw it to a close in the 
minds of the public; moreover, the Septembriseurs —Robespierre, Danton, Marat 
and their lesser satellites—realised that not only their influence but their safety 
depended on keeping the Revolution alive. Robespierre, who hated the Girondists, 
had proposed to include them in the proscription lists of September 1792; The 
Mountain Club to a man desired their overthrow.

The crisis came in March 1793. The Girondists, who had a majority in the 
Convention, controlled the executive council and filled the ministry, believed 
themselves invincible. Their orators had no serious rivals in the hostile camp; 
their system was established in the purest reason. But the Montagnards made up

NOTES
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by their fairatical, or desperate, energy and boldness for what they lacked in 
talent or in numbers. This was especially fruitful because while the largest groups 
in the convention were the Jacobins and Brissotins, uncommitted delegates 
accourrted for almost half the total number. The Jacobins' rhetoric had behind 
them the revolutionary Commune, the Sections (mass assemblies in districts) 
and the National Guard of Paris, and they had gained control of the Jacobin club, 
where Brissot, absorbed in departmental work, had been superseded by 
Robespierre. At the trial of Louis XVI the bulk of the Girondists had voted for the 
"appeal to the people", and so laid themselves open to the charge of "royalism"; 
they denounced the domination of Paris and summoned provincial levies to their 
aid, and so fell under suspicion of "federalism", though they rejected Buzot's 
proposal to transfer the Convention to Versailles. They strengthened the 
revolutionary Commune by decreeing its abolition, and then withdrawing the 
decree at the first sign of popular opposition; they increased the prestige of Marat 
by prosecuting him before the Revolutionary Tribunal, where his acquittal was a 
foregone conclusion.

In the suspicious temper of the limes this vacillating policy was doubly 
fatal. Marat never ceased his denunciations of the faction des hommes d'Etat 
("faction of the men of the State"), by which France was being betrayed to her 
ruin, and his cry of Nous sommes trahis! ("We are betrayed!") was re-echoed 
from group to group in the streets of Paris.

The hostility of Paris to the Girondists received a fateful advertisement by 
the election, on 15 February 1793, of the ex-Girondist Jean-Nicolas Pache 
(1746-1823) to the mayoralty. Pache had twice been minister of war in the 
Girondist government; but his incompetence had laid him open to strong criticism, 
and on 4 February 1793 he had been superseded by a vote of the Convention. 
This was enough to secure him the suffrages of the Paris electors ten days later, 
and the Mountain was strengthened by the accession of an ally whose one idea 
was to use his new power to revenge himself on his former colleagues. Pache, 
with Pierre Gaspard Chaumette, procureur of the Commune, and Jacques Rene 
Hebert, deputy procureur, controlled the armed organisation of the Paris Sections, 
and prepared to turn this against the Convention. The abortive emeute of 10 
March warned the Girondists of their danger, but the Commission of Twelve 
appointed on 18 May, the arrest of Marat and Hebert, and other precautionary 
measures, were defeated by the popular risings of 27 and 31 May, and, finally, on 
2 June 1793, Frangois Hanriot with the National Guards purged the Convention 
of the Girondists. Isnard's threat, uttered on 25 May, to march France upon Paris 
had been met by Paris marching upon the Convention hastily.

In Thomas Flanagan's novel "Year of the French," George Moore says that 
the Girondists "prided themselves upon their oratory, and doubtless it is their

NOTES
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oratory that they will be remembered. Of these circumstances the first may be 
said to have defended their weakness, and the second may serve as their epitaph. 
Here lie, headless, certain high-minded public figures. They spoke well."

Girondists and the Terror
The list drawn up by Hanriot, and endorsed by a decree of the intimidated 

Convention, included twenty-two Girondist deputies and ten members of the 
Commission of Twelve, who were ordered to be detained at their lodgings "under 
the safeguard of the people". Some submitted, among them Gensonne, Guadet, 
Vergniaud, Petion, Birotteau and Boyer-Fonfrede. Others, including Brissot, 
Louvet, Buzot, Lasource, Grangeneuve, Lariviere and Bergoing, escaped from 
Paris and, joined later by Guadet, Petion and Birotteau, set to work to organise a 
movement of the provinces against the capital. This attempt to stir up civil war 
determined the wavering and frightened Convention. On 13 June 1793, it voted 
that the city of Paris had deserved well of the country, and ordered the 
imprisonment of the detained deputies, the filling up of their places in the 
Assembly by their suppleants, and the initiation of vigorous measures against 
the movement in the provinces.

' The excuse for the Terror that followed was the imminent peril of France, 
menaced on the east by the advance of the armies of the First Coalition, on the 
west by the Royalist insurrection of La Vendee, and the need for preventing at all 
costs the outbreak of another civil war. The assassination of Marat by Charlotte 
Corday only served to increase the unpopularity of the Girondists and to seal 
their fate. On 28 July 1793 a decree of the Convention proscribed, as traitors and 
enemies of their country, twenty-one deputies, the final list of those sent for trial 
comprising the names of Antiboul, Boilleau the younger, Boyer-Fonfrede, Brissot, 
Carra, Duchastel, the younger Ducos, Dufriche de Valaze, Duprat, Fauchet, 
Gardien, Gensonne, Lacaze, Lasource, Lauze-Deperret, Lehardi, Lesterpt-Beauvais, 
the elder Minvielle, Sillery, Vergniaud and Viger, of whom five were deputies 
from the Gironde. The names of thirty-nine others were included in the final acte 
d'accusation, accepted by the Convention on 24 October 1793, which stated the 
crimes for which they were to be tried as their perfidious ambition, their hatred 
of Paris, their "federalism" and, above all, their responsibility for the attempt of 
their escaped colleagues to provoke civil war.

The Jacobins '
Keep in mind what the situation was. It looked like the revolution was 

almost over. The Prussians and the Austrians were within a hair's breadth of 
restoring the monarch to the throne. The king had made obvious his allegiance 
to the counter-revolution rather than the Legislative Assembly. The revolution 
had benefitted only the middle and wealthy Glasses of the Third Estate. The poor

NOTES
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were worse off. The moderates had mismanaged the war. That's the stage. Here's 
the play.

All these affairs led to the downfall of the Girondists; power now fell to a 
faction called the Jacobins, named after the political club they belonged. The 
jacobins were more radical than the Girondists, but they were still relatively 
moderate. Unlike the Girondists, they were strict equalitarians, that is, they wanted

I

to completely do away with all aspects of social distinction. They also believed 
that the vote should be universal and that government should provide for the 
welfare of the poor.

The Jacobins, as soon as they rose to power, called for a national convention. 
Members of this convention would be elected by a universal vote, and the job of 
the new convention would be to dismantle the constitution of 1791 in favor of a 
republican constitution, that is, a constitution without a monarch. The members 
of the convention were elected in September of 1792 and the convention they 
made up became the effective national government of France until 1794. On 
September 20, the French successfully turned back the Prussian army at Valmy, 
and on September 21, the Convention met. Its first, act was declare France a 
republic and completely abolished the morvarchy. The Revolution, it seemed, 
was back on track.

The character of the Revolution had changed, however. During the first 
week of September, the Paris Commune executed all of the prisoners in the city 
Jails, about twelve hundred people, in public executions. Even though most of 
these prisoners were simply criminals, they were declared counter-revolutionaries 
and the Parisian crowds ate it up. While the Jacobins, slightly more radical than 
the Girondists, controlled the government, the rise of the Jacobins also saw the 
rise of another, even more radical group, the sans-culottes .

Rise, Achievements and Fall of the Jacobins
The dialectic of revolution is a book sealed with seven seals for modern-day 

bourgeois historians who seek to distort the real processes by which their class 
came to power.

The counter-revolutionary role of the bourgeoisie in the bourgeois 
democratic revolution was already analysed by Marx and Engels after the 
revolutions of 1848-49. In the 20th century nowhere has the bourgeoisie in the 
colonial and ex-colonial countries played anything but a reactionary role. In Russia, 
tsarism was overthrovvn not by the so-called bourgeois liberals but by the working- 
class in the February revolution and then decisively in October.

But even in the classical period of the bourgeois revolution, the overthrow 
of the feudal-absolutist regimes was accomplished, not directly by the bourgeoisie, 
but by the most revolutionary sections of the petit-bourgeoisie which temporarily

NOTES
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succeeded in mobilising behind them the most oppressed layers of society, the 
semi-proletarian masses of town and countryside. That was as true in 17th century 
England as in France over 100 years later.

From the outset, the French bourgeoisie and its political representatives 
strove for a deal with reaction. They feared that the masses would not stop at the 
abolition of the aristocracy's feudal privileges but mount an assault on property 
itself

NOTES

Brissot, leader of the Girondins, railed against "disorganisers" who would 
"level everything - properties, wealth, the price of stables, the various services 
owed to society." He reflected the panic of his wealthy patrons. However, in the 
moment of supreme danger the revolution's salvation depended upon the 
mobilisation of the most oppressed masses of society.

The Jacobins and Girondins originally, belonged to the same party. But 
whereas the latter recoiled at stirring up the "lower depths" of society, the Jacobins 
saw that this was the only alternative if the revolution was to be secured.

In reply to Brissot, Robespierre, the leader of the Jacobins, attacked the 
"false patriots...who want to set up the Republic only for themselves, who need 
to govern only for the advantage of the rich."

While the Assembly delayed, the masses were again galvanised into action 
by the threat of counter-revolution. The Duke of Brunswick, heading the invading 
armies, issued a manifesto threatening "signal vengeance" if any harm was done 
to the King and Queen.

This was no idle threat. All over France royalist groups, well supplied with 
money and arms, were awaiting the signal to wreak havoc in the rear. Already in 
1791 and 1792 there had been royalist uprisings in Perpignan, Arles, Lozere, the 
Vivarias, Yssingeaux and the Vendee.

Confident of success, the King finally staged what amounted to a 
parliamentary coup d'etat, dismissing the Girondin Ministry on 13 June 1792. All 
the conditions for a monarchist coup were prepared. With the Austrians and 
Prussians at the door, Lafayette was only concerned with "the enemy within", 
offering the King his troops "to crush the Jacobins."

Undoubtedly the eritry of the Austrian and Prussian armies into Paris, 
accompanied by royalist emigres, would have presaged butchery on a scale to 
make the subsequent revolutionary "Terror" look like a vicarage tea party.

But again the "sans culottes" saved the day. Danton, Marat, Chaumette 
and Hebert formed a new revolutionary Commune, providing an organised 
expression for the masses who elected delegates from their "sections". They carried 
out yet another insurrection on 10 August 1792. The Tuileries Palace was stormed
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and Louis forced to flee for protection to the very Assembly against which he was 
conspiring!

Under the masses' pressure, the Assembly suspended the King and carried 
out a series of progressive laws. Universal manhood suffrage was finally conquered. 
Emigres' lands were confiscated to be sold in small lots though in practice most 
were sold in large estates to the wealthy.

Nevertheless, the August insurrection was a major turning point. By their 
action the masses showed they would tolerate nothing less than a root and branch 
transformation of society. The old basis for compromise was destroyed. The 
moderate Girondins were forced to break off secret negotiations with the King. 
All forms of government, parties and institutions were thrown into the melting 
pot.

NOTES

The political centre of gravity shifted within the Assembly with the growth 
of the Jacobin left at the expense of the Girondin centre. More importantly, the 
-axis of power passed from the debating chamber to the street, from the National 
Assembly to the revolutionary organs of local power and the clubs which inspired 
them and armed them with ideas and slogans.

The revolutionary communes began to occupy centre stage, particularly 
the Paris Commune dominated by the ''men of 10 August" - Danton, Marat, 
Hebert and Chaumette.

The Jacobins, the radical wing of the petit-bourgeois democracy, succeeded 
because they, unlike the Girondins, were prepg.red to lean upon the masses to 
deal with reaction. They did not hold up their hands in horror at the "September 
massacres" when the Paris sans culottes broke into the prisons to stage a plebeian 
settling of accounts with aristocratic counter-revolution.

Grim as these events were, they can only be understood in the light of the 
terrible danger which hung over revolutionary Paris. The later experience of 
counter-revolutionary Thermidor in 1794 and tlie White Terror which followed 
the defeated revolution of 1848 and the Paris Commune of 1871 shows what 
kind of bloodbath could have been expected had reaction triumphed.

Unlike the countless victims of the Thermidorian Terror, murdered without 
the slightest pretence at a trial, at least the sans culottes improvised tribunals 
before which the imprisoned aristocrats were given a chance to defend 
themselves. Nor was this a complete formality, as has been alleged. While 1,465 
prisoners were killed, 1,335 were acquitted - a fact hardly mentioned by writers 
anxious to portray the Paris "mob" as bloodthirsty monsters.

The September massacres represented a desperate act of self-defence by 
revolutionary Paris, a spontaneous action meant to strike terror into the hearts of 
the enemy.
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On 20 September 1792, the newly elected Convention which replaced the 
Assembly met in the Tuileries. The Girondins now represented the right wing. 
The left, sat on the highest benches, were known as the "Mountain".

Under the impact of the August insurrection and the September massacres, 
the Girondins, who in any case were formal republicans, voted with the Jacobins 
for the abolition of the monarchy. From this moment .on, the revolution was 
characterised by the struggle between the Mountain and the Gironde within the 
Convention and the growing hostility of the Paris Commune to the Convention 
as a whole.

NOTES

The trial of the King, or Louis Capet (his family name) as he was then 
, called, brought out the tensions between those who wished a halt to the revolution 

and those under the pressure of the masses who were prepared to go to the end. 
It was impossible to seriously struggle against reaction.without dealing with the 
"first link in the chain of counter-revolution". But the Girondins balked at 
executing Louis which they rightly understood would mark the point of no return 
for the revolution.

Overruling the Girondins' delaying tactics, the Convention voted by a small 
majority for execution. The revolution had burnt its bridges. In the words of 
Danton: "The coalised Kings threaten us; so we hurl at their feet as a gauge of 
battle, the head of a King."

The defeat of the aristocracy and the overthrow of the monarchy by the 
second French revolution, the August insurrection of 1792, crystallised the class 
contradictions within the revolutionary camp. As the revolution advanced, the 
more vacillating element in the Convention moved sharply to the right while the 
Jacobins, under pressure of the masses, moved left. An open split became 
inevitable.

This reflected the intensification of the class war. The big bourgeoisie had 
made fortunes out of military contracts, financial speculation and the purchase 
of church la'nds. The mass of the people suffered from shortages, soaring prices 
and the rapid depreciation of the currency. The washerwomen of Paris 
demonstrated with the slogan; "Du pain et du savon" (bread and soap). Grocers' 
shops were sacked in food riots.

The horrified Girondins slandered the rioters as "agents of Pitt" - the British 
Prime Minister. Under the guise of "federalism", the Girondists reflected the panic 

of the wealthy merchants of Bordeaux, Nantes, Lyons and Toulon at the events in 
Paris. In reply, the semi-proletarian masses demanded more centralism, increased 
powers for the Convention, revolutionary terror to crush reaction and the purging 
of the Convention of the right.
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The movement reached its peak with the "Journees" of 31 May to 2 June 
1793. The Convention's debating hall was invaded by a mass of sans culottes 
demanding the expulsion of the Girondin deputies. This insurrection marked 
the decisive victory of the revolution: the triumph of the most revolutionary wing 
based on the plebeian masses in Paris against the reactionary bourgeoisie and its 
Girondin agents.

The eruption of the masses onto the scene was caused by the desperate 
situation for the revolution which can only be likened to the darkest years of the 
civil war in Russia after 1917 when the Soviet government was attacked by 21 
foreign armies and when at one stage the Bolsheviks controlled only an area around 
Petrograd and Moscow.

A Spanish army had crossed the Pyrenees. The Prussians had invaded from 
the East. Toulon was treacherously surrendered to the English. In the Vendee 
region a bloody revolt began, threatening Nantes. The Girondists staged uprisings 
in the provinces on the side of counter-revolution. Paris was shaken as the news ■ 
came in of the defection of Marseilles and Lyon.

The French revolution, particularly at its high point of 1793-94, was a great 
war of social liberation waged by the French people against incredible odds. They 
confronted powerful and numerous enemies both within and without. Against 
them were ranged the great powers of Europe. Yet, against all odds, they 
succeeded.

NOTES

Such a victory would have been inconceivable except for the concentration 
of power into the hands of the most determined and audacious elements of the 
revolutionary democracy. The Committee of Public Safety set up by the 
Convention acted as the cutting edge of the war against internal reaction, while 
the "levee en masse" provided the mass forces needed to smash external 
intervention.

So long as it was directed against the ageriis of the old regime and erxemies 
of the revolution, the Terror played a necessary and progressive role in the context 
of the extremely dangerous situation on the internal front. In any case, the scope 
of the Terror has been exaggerated, especially ,in Paris. Only 15 per cent of the 
death sentences were pronounced in Paris: 19 per cent in the South East and 
52 per cent in the West where the civil war was raging.

Without doubt excesses were committed, for example in Nantes and in 
Lyons, under the notorious Joseph Fouche who later became an agent of 
Thermidorian,-Bonapartist and even royalist reaction and ended up a millionaire 
with the title of the Duke of Otranto. But excesses occur in every war, particularly 
a civil war. Not even the fiercest critic of the Terror has explained how the 
revolution could have survived without it in this hour of mortal peril.
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In any event, the Terror was only one feature of the implacable war waged 
by the revolution. Far more important was the incredible and unprecedented 
mobilisation of the entire nation which was the secret of a success which seemed

NOTESimpossible.
To persuade the people to fight, the Jacobins made concessions to the 

demands of the masses. The constitution of 1793 was the first truly democratic 
constitution - a direct conquest of the masses in struggle. No matter that this 
constitution under prevailing conditions was never really put into effect. In 
practice, the masses had already imposed their own direct revolutionary 
democracy through their "sections" where mass meetings of the poorest citizens 
were in almost permanent touch with their trusted representatives.

The Paris sans culottes kept control over the Convention by continuous 
vigilance. The public galleries were always crowded, cheering the most radical 
wing of the Mountain and keeping the vacillating elements in line.

The common tendency to characterise the Jacobins as a kind of "socialist" 
party is however entirely out of place. Despite the ceaseless rise and fall of parties 
and programmes which invariably brought the radical trend to the fore, the class 
content of the French revolution never ceased to be bourgeois in character. 
Robespierre's faction was merely the most consistently revolutionary of the petit- 
bourgeois trends that dominated the Convention.

Pressurised by the masses, the Jacobins carried the bourgeois revolution to 
its limits and, to some extent, beyond, making inroads into private property. This 
in no sense represented a socialist tendency in Jacobinism which stood firmly on 
the ground of bourgeois property, but only the desire to conciliate the semi- 
proletarian sans culottes, a section of which undoubtedly ivished to go further.

Function
The Jacobin Club was a well established and powerful organization for its 

time period. Antoine Barnave wrote the rules of order, and a constitution for the 
Club was adopted with the express interest in influencing the National Assembly, 
establishing the Rights of Man, and to work with other political bodies to preserve 
the Revolution.

The Club had a president that was elected every month, along with four 
secretaries and a treasurer. They also divided up into committees with which to 
better handle issues of importance to their causes.

By creating a network of branches with a membership height of 420,000, 
the Jacobins were able to institute great political and social control over the policies 
and events of this era of the French Revolution. They would mobilize veritable 
armies of members in Paris to intimidate opponents and stifle dissent. At the 
time, the Jacobins were the most powerful party in all of France.
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Significance
Utilizing their power, the Jacobins control of the National Convention and 

the Committee of Public Safety created an outlet for their radical views. Having 
gone through a more moderate period in 1790 and 1791, the Jacobin Club under 
Robespierre of 1793 was left-wing and goal oriented. They pushed for public 
education, controls on food prices and a large army of conscripted men. The 
Club believed that the French Constitution should be suspended until peace had 
been achieved against foreign forces attempting to invade the country. In all, the 
Jacobins achieved their goals of ending the Ancien Regime of royalists and 
feudalism and preserved a future for the Revolution.

Types

NOTES

The Jacobin Club was divided by different political philosophies that 
eventually caused the decline and ultimate destruction of the party.

The moderate portion made a minority of the membership and pushed for 
more reasonable views and non-violent revolutionary tactics. As the radical 
elements began to take shape, most moderates left the society in July 1791 to 
form the Feuillants Club. Antoine Barnave became a strong force for this faction, 
but upon revelations that he supported a constitutional monarchy, most Feuillants 
were forced from power, tried and executed.

The core of the Jacobins were the radical elements of the Club, led by 
Robespierre. Under his leadership, a push for a strong central government 
ultimately resulted in their takeover of the National Convention. Although they 
maintained a firm grip on power, conspiracies amongst other factions and from 
within led to Robespierre's removal from power and eventual execution.

During the Jacobin reign, the Mountain was the prime political power. It 
was an organization whose members were called Montagnards and they held the 
highest offices in the Convention. It was controlled by various entities at different 
times, but during the Reign of Terror was effectively synonymous with the 
Jacobins.

In September 1793 new mass demonstrations forced a reluctant Jacobin 
dominated Convention to grant the law of the "general maximum" or ceiling on 
prices. The new war effort required a strict control of the economy which imposed 
restrictions on capitalism. The Committee of Public Safety waged a ruthless war. 
against speculation and profiteering. The property of exiles and rebels was seized. 
There was even an element of nationalisation, for example of the arms industry 
and army supplies. Limits were placed on wealth and inheritance. The confiscated 
wealth of the aristocrats and counter-revolutionaries financed relief for the old, 
sick,- widows and orphans.
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These measures received the enthusiastic endorsement of the masses, 
providing the key to military victory. And what a victory! The world had never 

. before witnessed the spectacle of a people risen in arms. Apprentices, ploughboys, 
blacksmiths, labourers rushed to answer the appeal and an astonished Europe 
looked on as this ragged army of untrained volunteers proceeded to inflict defeat 
after defeat on the well-drilled regiments of England, Prussia, Austria and Spain.

What turned the scales, apart from'skilful generalship, was above all the 
morale of the revolutionary soldier and the ability to pour in a mass of men and 
material by levies and requisitions.

By the end of 1793, the enemy had been virtually driven from French 
territory. The revolution was triumphant on all fronts. Feudal dues were finally 
abolished without compensation. In June 1793 the Convention passed a vital law 
which effected a genuine agrarian revolution, handing back to the peasants all 
the land taken from the village communes. The triumph of the peasant was 
complete. The power of the aristocracy was broken.

But precisely as the revolution reached its flood tide it began to ebb. With 
the revolutionary dictatorship of the Jacobins, the bourgeois revolution had 
reached and gone beyond its limits. To proceed further would threaten bourgeois 
property. This was not the agenda of Robespierre and the other Jacobin leaders.

The bourgeois revolution differs from the socialist revolution just as the 
capitalist system differs from socialism. The laws of motion governing capitalism 

. do not depend upon the conscious will of the ruling class. Capitalism "regulates 
itself" through the blind play of the market. Consequently, it does not require a 
conscious and scientific programme to bring it into being.

On the contrary the fierce passions and revolutionary energy required to 
overthrow the old regime could never have been called forth by an appeal to the 
values of the market place, the morals of the money grabber and the sordid 
reality of wage slavery for the many.

The socialist revolution can only be brought about by the conscious activity 
of the masses fighting for their self-emancipation. By contrast, the bourgeois 
revolution, essentially the transfer of power from one privileged minority to. 
another, must always be based upon illusions. The 17th century English bourgeois 
regarded themselves as the elect of God, fighting to establish the rule of the saints 
upon earth. Their French equivalents, nearly 150 years later, appealed to "Reason" 
end spoke of "liberty, equality and fraternity". But given the concrete development 
of the productive forces, these ideal forms could only be filled, in the last analysis, 
with a capitalist content.

The victory of Jacobinism, the most consistent and revolutionary wing of 
the petit-bourgeoisie, brought the revolution’s leaders before the contradictions

NOTES
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between the aspirations of the aroused urban masses and the objective limits of 
the bourgeois revolution. Jacobinism itself was destroyed by this contradiction.

' A section of Jacobins around Danton and Desrhoulins wanted to call a halt, 
concentrating their fire on the continuing terror.

Another faction grouped around Hebert and Roux represented the extreme 
plebeian left wing,of Jacobinism, based on the Paris Commune and the Paris 
sans culottes. This so-called “faction d'enrages" had the upper hand in the 
“sections" and supported the terror and the requisitions which they saw as a 
weapon against the rich. The growing power of the enrages since the fall of the 
Girondins began to frighten the Jacobin leaders, pushing Robespierre and Danton 
into a temporary and unstable alliance.

At the other extreme, with the threat of counter-revolution removed, the 
propertied classes, including now a big section of the peasantry, reacted against 
the years of “storm and stress". The wealthy demanded “order" and protection 
against the Paris sans culottes. The middle class longed for peace and quiet, to get 
on with the job of enriching themselves. Inside the Convention, the “crapuds du 
Marais" (frogs of the Marsh), former Girondin sympathisers, the vacillating centre, 
cowed and silent in the previous period, became restive.

Robespierre attempted to balance between the factions-and classes. But 
inevitably he came down in favour of the propertied classes against the "excesses" 
of the sans culottes.

By the beginning of 1794 the masses were worn out by four long years of 
fighting. The continuing collapse of^ the paper currency, lorig queues, bread 
shortages and general poverty contrasted sharply with corruption in high places. 
True, Robespierre still lived in a joiner's house in the Rue St. Honore and Saint 
Just would dine off a hunk of bread and a few slices of sausages still seated at his 
desk. But the Convention was riddled with speculators and swindlers who had 
made their fortune out of the public purse.

Discontent was rife among the Paris poor and the rank and file Jacobins. 
The Hebertists now controlled the Cordeliers Club, Danton's old base, and talked 
openly about the "sacred right of insurrection". But the class balance of forces 
had already decisively shifted against them.

The Jacobins had leaned on the popular masses to strike blows against the 
Girondins. Once these had been eliminated, Robespierre’s first priority was to 
direct his fire against the left. The Jacobin Jeanbon Saint Andre gave the game 
away: "Our greatest enemies are not without; we see them; they are among us; 
they wish to carry the revolutionary measures further than we do."

With power concentrated in the hands of the Committee of Public Safety, 
the independently functioning sections represented a potential threat to Jacobin

NOTES
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power. Therefore they took steps to subordinate the 40,000 revolutionary 
committees to the Committee of Public Safety which began a purge against the 
left, so undermining the Hebertists' base of support.

In March 1794, Hebert and 19 followers were suddenly arrested and 
executed. The masses, exhausted and disoriented, for once failed to react. This 
everit was generally seen as the end of the revolution. Though Robespierre 
attempted to balance this with a blow against the right wing Jacobins, executing 
Danton and his supporters, the pendulum began to swing irreversibly to the 
right.

NOTES

« C

Once the feat of the sans culottes had been removed, the balance of forces 
within the Convention was swiftly transformed. A section of the Jacobins moved 
over to the Marsh, leaving Robespierre and his group isolated. The split was 
reflected in the Committee of Public Safety itself

The coup d'etat of the 9th Thermidor (27 July) 1794 was the inevitable 
result. Feeling the groundswell of discontent which now affected all classes, a 
faction of disaffected Jacobins revolted against Robespierre.

They were immediately joined by the "frogs of the Marsh" who had 
previously fawned on Robespierre. They now turned like a pack of baying hounds. 
A year earlier such a parliamentary coup would have stood no chance of success. 
The masses would have rushed to arms and the reaction would have been instantly 
crushed.

In fact, on the night of the 10th Thermidor, the issue was in the balance. 
Robespierre was rescued and taken to the Paris Commune. But this time the 
masses did not respond and the relatively small forces commanded by the 
Convention were able to retake Robespierre and the others who were immediately 
executed without even the pretext of a trial.

The victory of the Thermidorian reaction allegedly ended the "terror". But 
those historians who dwell upon and exaggerate the revolutionary terror draw a 
discreet veil of silence over the bloody White Terror which followed.

The exact number of victims will never be known because most were 
murdered by night with no trial, no defence and no records. In the following 
three days alone there were 103 executions of prominent Jacobins. Revolutionaries 

' " were hunted down and butchered, especially in the South. In the prisons of Lyons, 
Aix and Marseilles, reactionary gangs like the "compagnies du Jesus" killed all 
who had taken part in the previous government.

Meanwhile, most of the social conquests of the urban poor were liquidated. 
The Law of the Maximum was the first to go. The cost of living rocketed. The 
winter of Year III (1794-95) was a period of extreme poverty and wretchedness 
With 1790 as a base of 100, price inflation reached 580 by January 1795, 720 by
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March and 900 by April. In May there was an uprising in the working class 
suburbs of Paris, St. Antoine and St. Marcel, demanding "bread and the 
constitution of 1793." But with no clear programme, perspective or leadership, 
the revolt collapsed, a pathetic after-echo of the great "joumees" of 1789-93.

The new constitution of the Thermidor was the banner of inequality. The 
right to property, not present in the 1789 constitution and first included as a 
safeguard by the Jacobins in 1793, was now clearly spelt out: "Property is the 
right to enjoy and dispose of one's possessions, one's revenues and the fruit of 
one's labour and industry...the maintenance of property is the foundation upon 
which the cultivation of the soil, all production and every means of labour and 
the whole social order rests." Once more the suffrage was restricted to exclude 
both the aristocrats and the poorer citizens.

In a few years France had passed from absolute monarchy through a 
constitutional rhonarchy to a bourgeois republic. After July 1794 it swung back 
to a directory, bonapartism, and finally, after the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo 
in 1815, to an absolute monarchy. On the basis of this, the revisionist school of 
historians ask: was it all worthwhile? "Plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose" 
(the more things change, the more they stay the same), as the French saying 
goes.

NOTES

But the French revolution marked a decisive social and political 
transformation: the smashing of the power of the aristocracy; the radical clearing 
out of the Augean stables of feudalism; and the distribution of land to millions of 
small peasant proprietors. Despite all the vicissitudes of the political superstructure, 
the fundamental social conquests of the revolution remained.

This constituted the fundamental power of the revolution, even in the period 
of Bonapartist reaction, enabling the regime to take on the combined forces of 
reactionary Europe and carry Napoleon's victorious army to the gates of Moscow. 
Even the restoration of the Bourbons after 1815 did not touch'the peasants' lands. 
The "ancien regime" could not be re-established, even on the bayonets of 
Wellington and Blucher.

The repercussions of the revolution cannot be overstated, giving a powerful 
impulse to the revolutionary-democratic movements in Spain, Germany, Italy, to 
the national liberation movements in Poland and Ireland, and even kindling the 
spark of the colonial revolution in the Caribbean.

The earliest manifestation of the Russian Revolution, the Decembrist uprising 
of 1825, was directly inspired by the example of the French revolution. As late as 
1905, the workers of Moscow and St. Petersburg sang the workers "Marseillaise" 
on their demonstrations. Not least in France itself every revolutionary movement 
right up to the Paris Commune of 1870-71 took as its starting point the revolution 
of 1793. ■ ' '
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2.4 POLITICAL LEADERS
There were many political factions during the French Revolution. In this 

section, we will study about the leaders of those political groups. There were 
mainly two important political groups i.e.. The Jacobins and Girondists. The 

' Jacobins most easily aligned themselves against the Girondists. The Girondists 
were originally a force in establishing the Revolution, but in seeing the chaos that 
was being created from their actions, they became somewhat more conservative. 
This opened the door for the Jacobins to take the reigns of power. In 1793, they 
were removed from power and 21 members were guillotined. The Jacobins 
consolidated their strength in the Convention and set about to make radical 
changes the Girondists were unable to implement.

Jean-Paul Marat

Jean-Paul Marat (24 May 1743 - 13 July 1793) was a Swiss-born physician, 
political theorist, and scientist better known as a radical journalist and politician 
from the French Revolution. His journalism was renowned for its fiery character 
and uncompromising stance towards the new government,' "enemies of the 
revolution" and basic reforms for the poorest members of society. Marat was one 

i of the more extreme voices of the French Revolution and he became a vigorous 
defender of the Parisian sans-culottes; he broadcast his views through impassioned 
public speaking, essay writing, and newspaper journalism, which carried his 
message throughout France. Marat's^ radical denunciations of counter
revolutionaries supported much of the violence that occurred during the wartime 
phases of the French Revolution. His constant persecution of "enemies of the 
people," consistent condemnatory message, and uncanny prophetic powers 
brought him the trust of the populace and made him their unofficial link to the 
radical Jacobin group that came to power in June 1793. For the two months 
leading up to the downfall of the Girondin faction in June, he was one of the 
three most important men in France, alongside Georges Danton and Maximilien 
Robespierre- He was murdered in his bathtub by Charlotte Corday, a Girondin 
sympathizer.

From 1790 to 1792, Marat frequently had to go into hiding. In April 1792, 
he married the 26-year-old Simonne Evrard in a common-law ceremony on his 
return from exile in London, having previously expressed his love for her. She 
was the sister-in-law of his typographer, Jean-Antoine Come, and had lent him 
money and sheltered him on several occasions.

Marat only emerged publicly on the 10 August Insurrection, when the 
Tuileries Palace was invaded 'and the royal family forced to shelter within the 
Legislative Assembly. The spark for this uprising was Karl Wilhelm Ferdinand,

NOTES
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Brunswick-Luneburg's provocative proclamation, which called for the 
crushing of the Revolution and helped to inflame popular outrage in Paris.

Marat and The National Convention
Marat was elected to the National Convention in September 1792 as one of 

26 Paris deputies although he belonged to no party. His stance during the trial of 
the deposed king Louis XVI was unique. He declared it unfair to accuse Louis for 
anything before, his acceptance of the French Constitution of 1791,/and, although 
implacably believing that the monarch's death would be good for' the people, 
defended Guillaume-Chretien de Lamoignon de Malesherbes, the King's counsel, 
as a "sage et respectable vieillard" ("wise and respected old man").

On 21 January 1793, Louis XVI was guillotined, which caused political 
turmoil. From January to May, Marat fought bitterly with the Girondins, whom 
he believed to be covert enemies of republicanism. The Girondins won the first 
round when the Convention ordered that Marat should be tried before the 
Revolutionary Tribunal. Their plans were scuppered when Marat was acquitted 
with much popular support and carried back to the Convention in triumph with 
a greatly enhanced public profile.

Abbe Sieyes

NOTES

Emmanuel Joseph Sieyes, better known as Abbe Sieyes, is considered by 
some scholars, the leader of the early Revolution in France; however, others 
consider him a selfish, jealous man. No matter what one believes, there are some 
indisputable facts about Abbe Sieyes. Emmanuel Joseph Sieyes was bom on May 
3rd, 1748 in Frejus. His father was a postmaster and collector of king's dues, 
while his mother was connected to the lower ranks of nobility. Sieyes' parents 
gave him the best education they could afford, first at home under a tutor, then 
in the Jesuits' College at Frejus. Most graduates of the college attended military 
academies and Sieyes expected the same, but was forced into a different 
occupation. Emmanuel's parents pushed him into Holy Orders in the hope that 
he would support the family, especially his two brothers. The Bishop of Frejus 
was a family friend and helped Emmanuel's parents send him to Paris to study at 
the Seminary of St. Sulpice. His studies lasted for ten years and he was ordained 
a priest in 1773.

Impact on the Revolution
The contributions of Sieyes's pamphlet were indispensable to the 

revolutionary thought that projected France towards the French Revolution. In 
his pamphlet he outlined the desires and frustrations of the alienated class of 
people that made up the third estate. In many senses of the expression, he was 
the force that tore apart the Ancien Regime in France by arguing the nobility to 
be fraudulent and preying on an overburdened and despondent bourgeoisie.

; •
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The pamphlet was essentially the rallying cry that united a hitherto neglectable 
class into an unheard-of political force outlining and stating grievances that for 
the first time were not to be overlooked in the convocation of the Estates General.

Whereas the aristocracy defined themselves as an elite ruling class charged 
with maintaining the social order in France, Sieyes saw the Third estate as the 
primary mechanism of public service. Expression of radical thought at its best, 
the pamphlet placed sovereignty not in the hands of aristocrats but instead defined 
the nation of France by its productive orders composed of those who would 
generate services and produce goods for the benefit of the entire society. These 
included hot only those involved in agricultural labor and craftsmanship, but 
also merchants, brokers, lawyers, financiers and others providing services. Sieyes 
challenged the hierarchical order of society, by redefining who represented the 
nation. In his pamphlet, he condemns the privileged orders by saying their 
members were enjoying the best products of society without contributing to 
their production.

In perhaps the most daunting of his rhetorical repertoire, Sieyes essentially 
argued from the nobility's privileges that to establish the aristocracy as an alien 
body acting outside of the nation of France and deemed noble privilege "treason

• to the commonwealth". As a consequence, the resulting conflict between the 
orders inspired the proper political sphere from which the revolution grew. The 
French Revolution could not have been what it was without this patriotic and 
radical message which was so eagerly distributed through a developing language 
of revolutionary politics within the third estate.

Perhaps most significant was the influence of Sieyes's pamphlet on the 
structural concerns that arose surrounding the convocation of the Estates general. 
Specifically, the third estate demanded that the number of deputies for their 
order be equal to that of the two privileged orders combined, and most 
controversially "that the States General Vote, Not by Orders, but by Fleads". The

• pamphlet took these issues to the masses and their partial appeasement was met 
with revolutionary reaction. By addressing the issues of representation directly, 
Sieyes inspired resentment and agitation that united the third estate against the 
feudalistic traditions of the Ancien Regime. As a result, the Third Estate demanded 
the reorganization of the Estates General, but the two other orders proved unable 
or unwilling to provide a solution. Sieyes proposed that the members of the First 
and Second order join the Third Estate and become a united body to represent 
the nation as a whole. Fie not only suggested an invitation, however, but also 
stated that the Third Estate had the right to consider those who denied this 
invitation to be in default of their national responsibility. The Third Estate adopted' 
this measure on June 5, 1789 and by doing so, they assumed the power and 
position to represent the nation. This radical action was confirmed when they

NOTES .
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decided to change the name of the Estates General to the National Assembly, 
indicating the separation of orders no longer existed.

Assemblies, Convention, and the Terror
Although not noted as a speaker (he spoke rarely and briefly), Sieyes had 

major influence, and he recommended the decision of the Estates to reunite its 
chamber as the National Assembly, although he opposed the abolition of tithes 
and the confiscation of Church lands.His opposition to the abolition of tithes 
discredited him in the National Assembly, and he was never able to regain his 
authority. Elected to the special committee on the constitution, he opposed the 
right of "absolute veto" for the King of France, which Honore Mirabeau 
unsuccessfully supported. He had considerable influence on the framing of the 
departmental system, but, after the spring of 1790, he was eclipsed by other 
politicians, and was elected only once to the post of fortnightly president of the 
Constituent Assembly.

Like all other members of the Constituent Assembly, he was excluded from 
the Legislative Assembly by the ordinance, initially proposed by Maximilien. 
Robespierre, that decreed that none of its members should be eligible for the 
next legislature. He reappeared in the third national Assembly, known as the 
National Convention of the French Republic (September 1792-September 1795). 
He voted for the death of Louis XVI, but not in the contemptuous terms sometimes 

, ascribed to him. He participated to the Constitution Committee that drafted the 
Girondin constitutional project. Menaced by the Reign of Terror and offended 
by its character, Sieyes even abjured his faith at the time of the installation of the 
Cult of Reason, and afterwards he characterized his conduct during the period in 
the ironic phrase, J'ai vecu ('T survived").

Ultimately, Sieyes failed to establish the kind of bourgeois revolution he 
had hoped for, one of representative order "devoted to the peaceful pursuit of 
material comfort."

The shape the Revolution took was beyond what Sieyes wanted it to be. 
His initial purpose was to persuade changes in a more passive way and to establish 
a constitutional monarchy. His pamphlet in a sense set "the tone and direction of 
The French Revolution...but its author could hardly control the Revolution's 
course over the long run". Even after 1791 when the monarchy seemed to many 
to be doomed, Sieyes "continued to assert his belief in the monarchy" which 
indicated he did not intend for the Revolution* to take the course it did. During 
the period he served in the National Assembly, he wanted to establish a constitution 
that would establish the rights of French men and would establish equality under 
the law as the social goal of the Revolution. In the end, he was unable accomplish 
his goal.

NOTES
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Mirabeau

Mirabeau (March 9, 1749 - 2 April 1791) was a French revolutionary, as 
well as a writer, diplomat, freemason, journalist and French politician at the same 
time. He was a popular orator and statesman. During the French Revolution, he 
was a-moderate, favoring a constitutional monarchy built on the model of Great 
Britain. He unsuccessfully conducted secret negotiations with the French 
monarchy in an effort to reconcile it with the Revolution.

During the Revolution
On hearing of the king's decision to summon the Estates-General, Mirabeau 

went to Provence, and offered to assist at the preliminary conference of the nobility 
of his district, but was rejected. He appealed to the Third Estate and was elected 
to the Estates in both Aix and Marseilles. He chose to accept the seat for the 
former city, and was present at the opening of the Estates-General on 4 May 
1789. From this time the record of Mirabeau's life forms the best history of the 
first two years of the National Constituent Assembly. Among a large crowd of 
unfamiliar politicians in the Estates General, Mirabeau was one figure who stood 
out. He was famous and not only did the people place great faith in him, but they 
feared him. His great capacity for work,and extensive knowledge were easily 
seen, but the scandals of his private life with woman, time in prison and extensive 
debt were all well known. At every important crisis his voice was heard, though 
his advice was not always followed. He possessed both logical acuteness and 
passionate enthusiasm. From the beginning he recognized that government exists 
in order for the population to pursue its daily work in peace, and that for a 
government to be successful it must be strong.

At the same time he thoroughly understood that for a government to be 
strong, it must be in harmony with the wishes of the majority of the people. He 
had studied the British system of government, and he hoped to establish in France 
a system similar in principle but without slavish imitation. In the first stage of the 
Estates-General, Mirabeau was very important. He was soon recognized as a leader, 
to the chagrin of Jean Joseph Mounier, because he always knew his own mind, 
and was prompt in emergencies. He is attributed with the successful consolidation 
of the National Assembly.

After the storming of the Bastille, he warned the Assembly of the futility of 
passing fine-sounding decrees and urged.the necessity of action. Even though 
the cause of liberty had triumphed, Mirabeau had foreseen the danger of the 
intervention of an armed mob would only drive the path of Revolution further 
and further along a destructible path of violence. He declared that the night of 4 
August was but an orgy, giving the people immense theoretical liberty while not 
assisting them to practical freedom, overthrowing the old regime before a new

NOTES
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one could be constituted. His failure to control the theorizers showed Mirabeau, 
after the removal of the king and the Assembly to Paris, that his eloquence would 
not enable him to guide the Assembly by himself, and that he must get additional 
support. He wished to establish a strong ministry, which should be responsible 
like an English ministry, but to an assembly chosen to represent the people of 
France better than the British House of Commons at that time represented Great 
Britain.

NOTES

He first thought of becoming a minister at a very early date, if we may 
believe a story contained in the Memoires of the duchesse d'Abrantes, to the 
effect that in May 1789 Queen Marie Antoinette tried to bribe him, but that he 
refused this and expressed his wish to be a minister. The indignation with which 
the queen repelled the idea niay have made him think of the Duke of Orleans as 
a possible constitutional king, because his title would of necessity be parliamentary. 
But the weakness of the Duke of Orleans was too palpable, and in a famous 
remark Mirabeau expressed his utter contempt for him. He also attempted to 
form an alliance with Lafayette, but the two could not agree on a personal level, 
and Lafayette had his own theories about a new French constitution. Mirabeau 
tried for a time to act with Necker, and obtained the sanction of the Assembly to 
Necker's financial scheme, not because it was good, but because, as he said, "no 
other plan was before them, and something must be done."

The Comte de la Marck was a close friend of the queen, and had been 
elected a member of the Estates-General. His acquaintance with Mirabeau, begun 
in 1788, ripened during the following year into a friendship, which La Marck 
hoped to turn to the advantage of the court. After the march on Versailles he 
consulted Mirabeau as to what measures the king ought to take, and Mirabeau, 
delighted at the opportunity, drew up an admirable state paper, which was 
presented to the king by Monsieur, afterwards Louis XVIII.

. This Memoire gives insight into Mirabeau's genius for politics; The main 
position was that the king is not free in Paris; he must therefore leave Paris towards 
the interior of France to a provincial capital, best of all to Rouen, and there he 
must appeal to the people and summon a great convention. It would be ruin to 
appeal to the nobility, as the queen advised. When this great convention met the 
king must show himself ready to recognize that great changes have taken place, 
that feudalism and absolutism have for ever disappeared, and that a new 
relationship between king and people has arisen, which must be loyally observed 
on both sides for the future. To establish this new constitutional position between 
king and people would not be difficult, because the indivisibility of the monarch 
and his people is anchored in the heart of the French people.

This was Mirabeau's programme, from which he never diverged, but which 
was far top statesmanlike to be understood by . the king, and far too positive
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regarding the altered condition of the monarchy to be palatable to the queen. 
Mirabeau followed up his Memoire by a scheme of a great ministry to contain all 
men of mark; Necker as prime minister, "to render him as powerless as he is 
incapable, and yet preserve his popularity for the king", the due de Liancourt, 
the Due de la Rochefoucauld, La Marck, Talleyrand, Bishop of Autun, Mirabeau 
without portfolio. Target, mayor of Paris, Lafayette generalissimo of the army, 
Louis Philippe, comte de Segur as foreign minister, Mounier and le Chapelier.

This scheme got noised abroad, and was ruined by a decree of the Assembly 
of 7 November 1789, that no member of the Assembly could become a minister; 
this decree destroyed any chance of harmony between ministers and parliament 
which existed in England, and so at once overthrew Mirabeau's hopes. The queen 
utterly refused to take Mirabeau's counsel saying "I hope that we shall never sink 
so low that we shall have to ask for aid from Mirabeau.", and La Marck left Paris. 
However, in April 1790 he was suddenly recalled by the comte de.Mercy- 
Argenteau, the Austrian ambassador to Paris and the queen's most trusted political 
adviser. From this time to Mirabeau's death he became the bearer of almost daily 
communications between Mirabeau and the queen. Mirabeau at first attempted 
to make an alliance with Lafayette, but it was useless, for Lafayette was not a 
strong man himself. From May 1790 to his death in April 1791 Mirabeau remained 

• in close connection with the court, and drew up many state papers for it. In 
return the court paid his debts and was given a monthly subsidy of six thousand 
francs; but it ought never to be said that he was bribed, for the court's gold never 
made him swerve from his political principles; never, for instance, was he a royalist. 
He regarded himself as a minister, though an unavowed one, and believed himself 
worthy of his hire. Mirabeau was not the traitor that many believed him to be, 
because he continued to uphold the ideas which were the foundation of his political 
structure and tried to make possible a bridge between the ideas and wants King 
and the Revolutionaries.

Mirabeau focused his efforts on two main issues: changing the ministry 
and dealing with impending civil war. His attempts to form political alliances 
with Lafayette and Necker failed and resulted in open hostility. Necker disappeared 
from the French court and no longer posed a threat. Lafayette, however, was 
very powerful due to the fact that he held a monopoly on the military and the 
national guard. At first, Mirabeau attempted to undermine Lafayette's power, 
but decided to solve the problem of the ministry, and maintain stability, by 
removing all ministers and placing the ministry entirely under Lafayette. In effect, 
Mirabeau suggested that the king distance himself from politics and let the 
revolution run its course, because it would inevitably destroy itself through its 
contradictory nature. Furthermore, Mirabeau proposed that, if his plan should 
fail, Paris.should no longer be the capital of France, showing a conservative line
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of thinking; the only way to end the revolution would be to destroy its place of 
birth. Mirabeau's prospects with, the crown were good until 1790, when the 
Chatelet presented to the National Assembly that the inciters of the October days 
were the due d'Orleans and Mirabeau himself. The charges were later removed, 
but for Mirabeau, the accusation had brought the realization that his strategy of 
working closely with both the Assembly and the court was beginning to'backfire. 
In a later meeting with the king and queen, Mirabeau maintained that not only 
was civil war inevitable, it was necessary for the survival of the monarchy. Mirabeau 
maintained the belief that the decision to go to war, even civil war, should come 
only from the king. In a letter of confidence to Mirabeau, Louis wrote that as a 
Christian king, he could not declare war on his subjects. However, that wouldn't 
stop him from reciprocating if his subjects declared war first. In order to avoid 
provoking a civil war, the king refrained from confronting the Constituent 
Assembly, and waited instead for. a constitution that he could submit to. Once 
the civil constitution of the clergy destroyed this hope, Louis adopted a strategy 
of strengthening royal authority and the church's position, and accepted the use 
of force, through civil war, to accomplish this. Mirabeau's involvement with the 
court is interesting for the insights it provides into the mind of Louis XVI as it is 
for the effects it produced in the Revolution.

Oh the question of the veto he took a practical view, and seeing that the 
royal power was already sufficiently weakened, declared for tl>e king's absolute 
veto and against the suspensive veto. He knew from his British experience that 
such a veto would be rarely used unless the king felt the people were on his side, 
and that if it were used unjustifiably the power of the purse possessed by the 
representatives of the people would bring about a bloodless revolution, as in 
England in 1688. He saw that much of the Assembly's inefficiency arose from the 
members' inexperience and their incurable verbosity; so, to establish some system 
of rules, he got his friend Romilly to draw up a detailed account of the rules and 
customs of the British House of Commons, which he translated into French, but 
which the Assembly, puffed up by a belief in its own merits, refused to use. On 
the subject of peace and war he supported the king's authority, with some success. 
Again Mirabeau almost alone of the Assembly held that the soldier ceased to be a 
citizen when he became a soldier; he must submit to the deprivation of his liberty 
to think and act, and must recognize that a soldier's first duty is obedience. With 
such sentiments, it is no wonder that he approved of the vigorous conduct of the 
marquis de BOuille at Nancy; which was to his credit as Bouille was opposed to 
him. Lastly, in matters of finance he showed his wisdom: he attacked Necker's 
"caisse d'escompte," which was to have the whole control of the taxes, as absorbing 
the Assembly's power of the purse; and he heartily approved of the system of
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assignats, but with the reservation that the issue should be limited to no more 
than one-half the value of the lands to be sold.

In foreign affairs, he held that the French people should conduct their 
Revolution as they would, and that no foreign nation had any right to interfere 
with the country's internal affairs. But he knew that neighbouring nations were 
disturbed by the progress of the Revolution and feared its influence on their own 
peoples; and that foreign monarchs were being importuned by French emigres 
to interfere on behalf of the French monarchy. To prevent this interference, or 
rather to give no pretext for it, was his guiding principle in foreign policy. He was 
elected a member of the comite diplomatique of the Assembly in July 1790, and 
in this capacity he was able to prevent the Assembly from doing much harm in 
regard to foreign affairs. He had long known Armand Marc, comte de Montmorin, 
the foreign secretary, and, as matters became more strained, he entered into daily 
communication with the minister, advising him on every point, and, while 
dictating his policy, defended it in the Assembly. Mirabeau's exertions in this 
respect show him as a statesman; and his influence is best shown by the confusion 
in this department after his death.

Maximiuen De Robespierre

NOTES

Maximilien de Robespierre was the leading voice of the government that 
ruled France during the French Revolution. He was largely responsible for the 
Reign of Terror, in which thousands of suspected French traitors were executed. 

Early Life
Maximilien Francois Marie Isidore de Robespierre was born on May 6, 

1758, in Arras, France. His mother died when he was only six and his'father, a 
lawyer, abandoned the family soon afterward. Robespierre received a law degree 
from the College Louis-le-Grand in Paris, France, and practiced law in Arras. He 
began to assume a public role as a voice calling for political change and wrote 
articles detailing his opinions. At age thirty he was elected to the Estates General, 
the French legislature.

Role in Early Revolution
During the first period of the French Revolution (1789-91), in which the 

Estates General became the National Assembly, Robespierre made many speeches. 
His ideas were seen as extreme: his belief in civil liberty and equality, his refusal 
to compromise, and his anger toward all authority won him little support in the 
legislature. He favored giving the vote to all men, not just property owners, and 
he opposed slavery in the colonies. Robespierre was more popular at meetings of 
a Paris club called the Jacobins, whose members admired him and referred to' 
him as "the Incorruptible" because of his honesty and firm sense of right and 
wrong.
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When Robespierre's term as a legislator ended in September 1791, 
Robespierre remained in Pahs, spending time at the Jacobins and publishing a 
weekly political iournal. During this period he was a critic of King Louis XVI 
(1754-1793) and those who supported a limited, constitutional monarchy (rule 
by a single person). Robespierre, deeply suspicious of the king, spoke and wrote 
in opposition to the course of events until August 1792, when the monarchy was 
overthrown and the First French Republic was established.

Period in Power
A group of representatives was quickly elected to draft a constitution and 

to govern the country in the meantime, and Robespierre was elected to attend. 
As a spokesman for the Jacobins in the National Convention, he was a harsh 
critic of the king, who was finally placed on trial, convicted, and executed in 
January 1793. In the months that followed Robespierre turned his anger on a 
group of moderates (those who prefer less abrupt change) called the Girondins, 
leading the effort to have their members removed from the convention, arrested, 
and executed.

In July 1793, Robespierre was elected to the Committee of Public Safety, 
which acted to protect the republic during the dual problems of foreign war 
(most of Europe was fighting against the Revolutionary government in France) 
and civil war (which threatened to bring down that government). It executed 
people who were suspected of supporting the king or making plans to take over 
the government. Thousands were put to death with a quick trial or no trial at all. 
This became known as the Reign of Terror.

Robespierre faced increased opposition on both sides. Included among these 
were the Hebertists, a group that controlled the Paris city government and was 
upset with wartime shortages and increased prices, and the Indulgents, moderate 
Jacobins who felt that the Reign of Terror should be relaxed since the war had 
ended. Robespierre had leaders of both groups rounded up and executed, 
including Georges Jacques Danton (1759-1794), who had once been a close 
associate of his. Robespierre and his supporters claimed that they wanted to create 
a Republic of Virtue in which citizens would live honest,- moral lives and serve 
the community.

Downfall and Execution
Opposition to Robespierre continued to grow. More and more of the public, 

now that the military crisis was over, wanted a relaxation, not an increase, of the 
terror. In July 1794, Robespierre spoke for the need of the Committee of Public 
Safety to continue its activities. His opponents took a stand against him and on 
July 27 they voted for his arrest. He and his followers were quickly released, 
however, and they gathered to plan a rising of their own. But the opposition
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leaders rallied their forces; Robespierre and his supporters were captured that 
night and executed the next day. The period of the Thermidorian Reaction, during 
which the Terror was ended and France returned to a more moderate government, 
began ,with the deaths of Robespierre and his supporters.

Georges D ANTON

Georges Jacques Danton (6 October 1759 - 5 April 1794) was a leading 
figure in the early stages of the French Revolution and the first President of the 
Committee of Public Safety. Danton's role in the onset of the Revolution has been 
disputed; many historians describe him as "the chief force in the overthrow of 
the monarchy and the establishment of the First French Republic". A moderating 
influence on the Jacobins, he was guillotined by the advocates of revolutionary 
terror after accusations of venality and leniency to the enemies of the Revolution.

Early Life and the Revolution
Danton was born at Arcis-sur-Aube in northeastern France, to a respectable 

though not wealthy family. He was given a,good education and was launched in 
the career of an Advocate in Paris.

Danton's first appearance in the Revolution was as president of the Cordeliers 
club, whose name derived from the former convent of the Order of Cordeliers, 
where it rhet. One of many clubs important in the early phases of the Revolution, 
the Cordeliers was a centre for the "popular principle", that France was to be a 
country of its people under popular sovereignty; they were the earliest to accuse 
the royal court of being irreconcilably hostile to freedom; and they most 
vehemently proclaimed the need for radical action.

Danton was involved in the storming of the Bastille and the forcible removal 
of the court from Versailles to the Tuileries. In spring of 1790 he supported the 
arrest of Jean-Paul Marat. That autumn he was selected as commander of his 
district battalion of the National Guard. In the beginning of 1791 he was elected 
administrator of the departement.of Paris.

In June 1791, the King and Queen made a disastrous attempt to flee from 
the capital. They were forced to return to the Tuileries Palace, which effectively 
became their prison. The popular reaction was intense, and those who favored a 
constitutional monarchy, of whom the leader was Lafayette, became excited. A 
bloody dispersion of a popular gathering, known as the massacre of the Champ 
de Mars (July 1791), kindled resentment against the court and the constitutional 
party. Danton was, in part, behind the crowd that gathered, and fearing counter
revolutionary backlash, fled to England for the rest of the sumrner.

The National Constituent Assembly completed its work in September 1791. 
Danton was not elected to its successor, the short-lived Legislative Assembly, and
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his party was only able to procure for him a subordinate post in the Paris 
Commune.

In April 1792, the Girondist government—still functioning as a constitutional 
monarchy—declared war against Austria. A country in turmoil from the immense 
civil and political changes of the past two years now faced war with an enemy on 
its eastern frontier. Parisian distrust for the court turned to open insurrection. On 
10 August 1792, the popular forces marched on the Tuileries; the king and queen 
took refuge with the Legislative Assembly. Danton's role in this uprising is unclear. 
He may have been at its head; this view is supported because on the morning 
after the effective fall of the monarchy, Danton became minister of justice. This 
sudden rise from the subordinate office which he held in the commune is a 
demonstration of his power within the insurrectionary party.

Rise

NOTES

In the provisional executive government that was formed between the king's 
dethronement and the opening of the National Assembly (the formal end of the 
monarchy), Danton found himself allied with Jean Marie Roland and other 
members of the Girondist movement. Their strength was soon put to the test. 
The alarming successes of the Austrians and the surrender of two important 
fortresses caused panic in the capital; over a thousand prisoners were murdered. 
At that time, Danton was accused of directing these September Massacres, but 
modern scholarship has failed to show this. He did insist that his colleagues should 
remain firm at their posts.

The election to the National Convention took place in September 1792; 
after which the remnant of the Legislative Assembly formally surrendered its 
authority. The Convention ruled France until October 1795. Danton was a 
member; resigning as minister of justice, he took a prominent part in the 
deliberations and proceedings of the Convention.

In the Convention, according to the 1911 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Eleventh 
Edition, "He took his seat in the high and remote benches which gave the name 
of "the Mountain" to the revolutionists who sat there. He found himself side by 
side with Marat, whose exaggerations he never countenanced; with Maximilien 
Robespierre, whom he did not regard very highly, but whose immediate aims 
were in many respects his own; with Camille Desmoulins and Phelippeaux, who 
were his close friends and constant partisans." As for his foes, the Girondists, 
they were "eloquent, dazzling, patriotic, but unable to apprehend the fearful 
nature of the crisis, too full of vanity and exclusive party-spirit, and too fastidious 
to strike hands with the vigorous and stormy Danton." Dreading the people who 
had elected Danton, and holding Danton responsible for the September Massacres, 
they failed to see that his sympathy with the vehemence and energy of the streets 
positioned him uniquely to harness on behalf of the defense of France that
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insurrectionary spirit that had removed the monarchy. Danton saw radical Paris 
as the only force to which the National Convention could look in resisting Austria 
and its allies on the north-east frontier, and the reactionaries in the interior. “Paris," 
he said, “is the natural and constituted centre of free France. It is the centre of 
light. When Paris shall perish there will no longer be a republic."

Danton voted for the death of Louis XVI in January 1793. After the execution 
had been carried out, he thundered "The kings of Europe would dare challenge 
us? We throw them the head of a king!" Danton had a conspicuous share in the 
creation of the Revolutionary Tribunal, which on the one hand took the weapons 
away from the disorderly popular vengeance of the September Massacres, but 
which would become the instrument of theJnstitutionalized Terror. When all 
executive power was conferred upon a Committee of Public Safety (6 April 1793), 
Danton had been one of the nine original members of that body. He was 
dispatched on frequent missions from the Convention to the republican armies 
in Belgium, and wherever he went he infused new energy into the army. He 
pressed forward the. new national system of education, and he was one of the 
legislative committee charged with the construction of a new system of 
government. He tried and failed to bridge the hostilities between Girondists and 
Jacobins. The Girondists were irreconcilable, and the fury of their attacks on Danton 
and the Mountain was unremitting.

Madame Roland

NOTES

Madame Roland (17 March 1754 - 8 November 1793), was, together with 
her husband Jean-Marie Roland de la Platiere, a supporter of the French 
Revolution and influential member of the Girondist faction. She fell out of favour 
during the Reign of Terror and died on the guillotine.

Early Life
Madame Roland was born as Marie-Jean Phlipon in 1754 and was the only 

child of seven to survive the first year in the home of Pierre Gacien and Marguerite 
Binot Phlipon. From her early years she a successful, enthusiastic, talented student. 
From the beginning she was strong willed and resisted doing anything that did 
not agree with her sensibilities. She frequently challenged her father and instructors 
as she progressed through an advanced, well-rounded education. Trained to the 
standards of the advanced French middle classes, she was fluent in French, Italian, 
English, and Latin as well as being an accomplished musician and dancer. An 
avid, self-motivated reader, she read Plutarch's Parallel Lives by age 9. Plutarch 
formed the most important foundation of her philosophical ideals and beliefs 
and led her to embrace the fundamental ideals that the state existed for the well 
beirTg of its citizens, not the benefit of a monarch, and every citizen shares in the 
responsibility for the success of the state. Thereafter, she was also strongly
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influenced by Bossuet, Massillon, and similar authors, and most importantly by 
Montesquieu, Voltaire and Rousseau. As her studies developed under the influence 
of these authors, she abandoned the idea of entering a convent, and developed a 
strong preference for the republic as the ideal form of government.

Manon Phlipon (as her close friends and relatives called her) also, as she 
travelled, developed an increasing awareness of the outside world. In 1774, on a 
trip to Versailles, some of her most famous letters were sent to her friend Sophie, 
wherein she first begins to display an interest in politics, describing the perfect 
government as one which contained “enlightened and well-meaning ministers, a 
young prince docile to their council who wants to do good, a lovable and well 
doing queen, an easy court, pleasant and decent, an honorable legislative body, a 
charming people who wants nothing but the power to love its master...". Already, 
Manon was disregarding the idea of an absolute monarchy by placing the authority 
and importance of government ministers before the crown.

Political Activity
She married Jean-Marie Roland in 1781, every bit his equal in intellect and 

character, even though he was more than 20 years older than she. With him and 
through him, she exercised a singularly powerful influence over the destiny of 
France.

NOTES

In 1784, she attained a promotion for her husband, which transferred him 
to Lyon, in which she began building her network of friends and associates. In 
Lyon, the Rolands began to express their political support for the revolution 
through written letters to the journal Patriote Fran^ais. Their voice was noticed 
and in November 1790, Jean-Marie was elected to represent Lyon in Paris, 
negotiating a loan to reduce the debt of Lyon. When the couple moved from 
Lyon to Paris in 1791, she began to take an even more active role. Her salon at the 
Hotel Britannique in Paris became the rendezvous of Brissot, Petion, Robespierre 
and other leaders of the popular movement. An especially esteemed guest was 
Buzot, whom she loved with platonic enthusiasm. These leaders of the Girondist 
faction of the Jacobin Club met to discuss the rights of citizens and strategy for 
the transformation of the French from subjects of the Monarchy into citizens of 
a constitutional republic.

In person, Madame Roland is said to have been attractive but not beautiful; 
her ideas were clear and far-reaching, her manner calm, and her power of 
observation extremely acute. Madame Roland's ability to bring people together 
through social nehvorks fed the Rolands' popularity growth; an invitation from 
Madame Roland would signify acknowledged importance to the developing 
French government. It was through Manon that one gained access to the inner 
circle of the growing Gironde. It was'almost inevitable that she should find herself 
in the centre of political aspirations and presiding over a company of the most
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talented men of progress. She began this movement toward political involvement 
slowly, starting out simply by working as a secretary for her husband. As time 
went on, however, she found that she was able to tweak his letters and still sign 
them in his name as he appreciated her input and assistance. Following her 
husband's rise in influence within the Girondist group, Madame Roland was given 
more and more influence over the group. She never spoke during formal meetings, 
though her ideals were well known and represented. Whenever M. Roland spoke, 
it was generally known that he was not speaking alone, but also to the ideals of 
his wife. The Gironde policies reflected her sentiments. The rupture between the 
Girondist party and that section would become still more extreme with The 
Mountain, which had not yet occurred. For a time the whole group remained 
united in forcing the resignation of the ministers.

Madame Roland and her husband defected from the Jacobins in early 1792 
and, with Jacques-Pierre Brissot, formed the moderate Girondin party. Monsieur 
Roland became minister of the interior. Madame Roland acted as his confidante 
and advisor in his official capacity. She also authored much of his official 
correspondence, including the letter to the King, of June 21, 1792, which urged 
the King to publicly pledge his loyalty to, and to work with, the new republic or 
suffer the consequences of escalating civil unrest. Madame Roland's sharply 
worded passion cost her husband his ministry but satisfied Madame Roland's 
pride and accusations. Her letter to the king could be considered the peak of her 
political influence of the time. After Monsieur Roland had made a stand against 
the worst excesses of the Revolution, however, the couple became unpopular. 
Once, Madame Roland appeared personally in the Assembly to repel the falsehoods 
of an accuser, and her ease and dignity evoked enthusiasm and compelled 
acquittal. Her drive and focus allowed her intelligence to glow and spread, and 
she was as accomplished as any her contemporary male politician.

■ Nevertheless, the accusations continued. On the morning of 1 June 1793, 
she was arrested, along with other Girondins, for treason and, as a woman who 
had betrayed her sex, for her political actiyism. She was thrown into the prison 
of the Abbaye. Her husband escaped to Rouen with her help. Released for an 
hour from the Abbaye, she was again arrested and placed in Sainte-Pelagie. Finally, 
she was transferred to the Conciergerie. In prison, she was respected by .the guards, 
and was allowed the privilege of writing materials and occasional visits from 
devoted friends. There, she wrote her Appel a I'impartiale posterite, memoirs 
which display a strange alternation between self-laudation and patriotism, between 
the trivial and the sublime. She was tried on trumped-up charges of harbouring 
royalist sympathies; the plain fact was that she was to be expunged as part of the 
purge by Robespierre of the Girondist opposition, and was duly convicted.
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Napoleon I Bonaparte, Emperor of the French, King of Italy (15 August 

1769-5 May 1821) was a general of the French Revolution; the ruler of France as 
First Consul (Premier Consul) of the French Republic from 11 November 1799 
to 18 May 1804; then Emperor of the French (Empereur des Fran^ais) and King 
of Italy under the name Napoleon I from 18 May 1804 to 6 April 1814; and 
briefly restored as Emperor from 20 March to 22 June 1815.

Over the course of little more than a decade, the armies of France under his 
command fought almost every European power (often simultaneously) and 
acquired control of most of the western and central mainland of Europe by 
conquest or alliance until his disastrous invasion of Russia in 1812, followed by 
defeat at the Battle of Leipzig in October 1813, which led to his abdication several 
months later and his exile to the island of Elba. He staged a comeback known as 
the Hundred Days (les Cent Jours), but was again defeated decisively at the Battle 
of Waterloo in present day Belgium on 18 June 1815,-followed shortly afterwards 
by his surrender to the British and his exile to the island of Saint Helena, where 
he died six years later.

Although Napoleon himself developed few military innovations, apart from 
the divisional squares employed in Egypt and the placement of artillery into 
batteries, he used the best tactics from a variety of sources, and the modernized 
French army, as reformed under the various revolutionary governments, to score 
several major victories. His campaigns are studied at military academies all over 
the world and he is generally regarded as one of the greatest commanders ever to 
have lived. Aside from his military achievements, Napoleon is also remembered 
for the establishment of the Napoleonic Code. He is considered by some to have 
been one of the "enlightened despots".

Napoleon appointed several members of the Bonaparte family and close 
friends of his as monarchs of countries he conquered and as important
government figures (his brother Lucien became France's Minister of Finance)./
Although their reigns did not survive his downfall, a nephew, Napoleon III, ruled 
France later in the nineteenth century.

Early Life and Military Career

He was born Napoleone di Buonaparte (in Corsican, Nabolione or 
Nabulione) in the town of Ajaccio on Corsica, France, on 15 August 1769, only 
one year after the island was transferred to France by the Republic of Genoa. He 
later adopted the more French-sounding Napoleon Bonaparte.

His family was minor Italian nobility living in Corsica. His father. Carlo 
Buonaparte, an attorney, was named'Corsica's representative to the court of Louis 
XVI of France in 1778, where he remained for a number of years. Ttie dominant
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influence of Napoleon's childhood was his mother, Maria Letizia Ramoiino. Her 
firm discipline helped restrain the rambunctious Napoleon, nicknamed Rabullione 
(the "meddler" or "disrupter").

Napoleon's noble, moderately affluent background and family connections 
afforded him greater opportunities to study than were available to a typical Corsican 
of the time. On 15 May 1779, at age nine, Napoleon was admitted to a French 
military school at Brienne-le-Chateau, a small town near Troyes. He had to learn 
French before entering the school, but he spoke with a marked Italian accent 
throughout his life and never learned to spell properly. Upon graduation from 
Brienne in 1784, Bonaparte was admitted to the elite Ecole Royale Militaire in 
Paris, where he completed the two-year course of study in only one year. An 
examiner judged him as "very applied [to the study of] abstract sciences, little 
curious as to the others; [having] a thorough knowledge of mathematics and 
geography[.]" Although he had initially sought a naval assignment, he studied 
artillery at the Ecole Militaire. Upon graduation in September 1785, he was 
commissioned as a second lieutenant of artillery and took up his new duties in 
January 1786 at the age of 16.

On a side note, one naval assignment that he sought was on a voyage to 
explore the Pacific in the. summer of 1785. That expedition was led by Jean- 
Franfois de Galaup, count de La Perouse. Everyone involved disappeared in 1788, 
never to be seen again. Fortunately for Napoleon, he wasn’t chosen and he 
remained behind in France.

Napoleon served on garrison duty in Valence and Auxonne until after the 
outbreak of the Revolution in 1789 (although he took nearly two years of leave in 
Corsica and Paris during this period). He spent most of the next several years on 
Corsica, where a complex three-way struggle was playing out between royalists, 
revolutionaries, and Corsican nationalists. Bonaparte supported the Jacobin faction 
and gained the position of lieutenant-colonel of a regiment of volunteers. After 
coming into conflict with the increasingly conservative nationalist leader, Pasquale 
Paoli, Bonaparte and his family were forced to flee to France in June 1793.

Through the help of fellow Corsican Saliceti, Napoleon was appointed as 
artillery commander in the French forces besieging Toulon, which had risen in 
revolt against the Reign of Terror and was occupied by British troops. He 
formulated a successful plan: he placed guns at Point I'Eguillete, threatening the 
British ships in the harbour, forcing them to evacuate. A successful assault, during 
which Bonaparte was wounded in the thigh, led to the recapture of the city and a 
promotion to brigadier-general. His actions brought him to the attention of the 
Committee of Public Safety, and he became a close associate of Augustin 
Robespierre, younger brother of the Revolutionary leader Maximilien Robespierre.
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As a result, he was briefly imprisoned in the Chateau d'Antibes on 6 August 1794 
following the fall of the elder Robespierre, but was released within two weeks.

The Victorious General

In 1795, Bonaparte was serving in Paris when royalists and counter
revolutionaries organized an armed protest against the National Convention on 3 
October. Bonaparte was given command of the improvised forces defending the 
Convention in the Tuileries Palace. He seized artillery pieces with the aid of a 
young cavalry officer, Joachim Murat, who later became his brother-in-law. He 
utilized the artillery the following day to repel the attackers. He later boasted that 
he had cleared the streets with a "whiff of grapeshot" (musket balls fired in cloth 
bags from the cannon, a devastating anti-personnel munition), although the 
fighting had been vicious throughout Paris. This triumph earned him sudden 
fame, wealth, and the patronage of the new Directory, particularly that of its 
leader, Barras. Within weeks he was romantically attached to Barras's'former 
mistress, Josephine de Beauharnais, whom he married on 9 March 1796..

The Italian Campaign of 1796-97

Days after his marriage, Bonaparte took command of the French "Army of 
Italy", leading it on a successful invasion of Italy. At the Lodi, he gained the 
nickname of "The Little Corporal" (le petit caporal), a term reflecting his 
camaraderie with his soldiers, many of whom he knew by name. He drove the 
Austrians out of Lombardy and defeated the army of the Papal States. Because 
Pope Pius VI had protested the execution of Louis XVI, France retaliated by 
annexing two small papal territories. Bonaparte ignored the Directory's order to 
march on Rome and dethrone the Pope. It was not until the next year that General 
Berthier captured Rome and took Pius VI prisoner on 20 February. The pope 
died of illness while in captivity. In early 1797, Bonaparte led his army into Austria 
and forced that power to sue for peace. The resulting Treaty of Campo Formio 
gave France control of most of northern Italy, along with the Low Countries and 
Rhineland, but a secret clause promised Venice to Austria. Bonaparte then marched 
on Venice and forced its surrender, ending over 1,000 years of independence. 
Later in 1797, Bonaparte organized many of the French dominated territories in 
Italy into the Cisalpine Republic.

His remarkable series of military triumphs were a result of his ability to 
apply his encyclopedic knowledge of conventional military thought to real-world 
situations, as demonstrated by his creative use of artillery tactics, using it as a 
mobile force to support his infantry. As he described it: "I have fought sixty battles 
and I have learned nothing which I did not know at the beginning." Contemporary 
paintings of his headquarters during the Italian campaign depict his use of the 
Chappe semaphore line, first implemented in 1792. He was also a master of both
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intelligence and deception and had an uncanny sense of when to strike. He often 
won battles by concentrating his forces on an unsuspecting enemy by using spies 
to gather information about opposing forces and by concealing his own troop 
deployments. In this campaign, often considered his greatest, Napoleon's army 
captured 160,000 prisoners, 2,000 cannons, and 170 standards. A year of 
campaigning had witnessed major breaks with the traditional norms of 18th 
century warfare and marked a new era in military history.

While campaigning in Italy, General Bonaparte became increasingly 
influential in French politics. He published two newspapers, ostensibly for the 
troops in his army, but widely circulated within France as well. In May 1797 he 
founded a third newspaper, published in Paris, entitled Le Journal de Bonaparte 
et des hommes vertueux, Elections in mid-1797 gave the royalist party increased 
power, alarming Barras and his allies on the Directory. The royalists, in turn, 
began attacking Bonaparte for looting Italy and overstepping his.authority in 
dealings with the Austrians. Bonaparte sent General Augereau to Paris to lead a 
coup d'etat and purge the royalists on 4 September (18 Fructidor). This left Barras 
and his Republican allies in firm control again, but dependent on Bonaparte’s 
military command to stay there. Bonaparte himself proceeded to the peace 
negotiations with Austria, then returned to Paris in December as the conquering 
hero and the dominant force in government, far more popular than any of the 
Directors.

The Egyptian-Expedition of 1798-99
In March 1798, Bonaparte proposed a military expedition to seize Egypt, 

then a province of the Ottoman Empire, seeking to protect French trade interests 
and undermine Britain’s access to India. The Directory, although troubled by the 
scope and cost of the enterprise, readily agreed to the plan in order to remove the 
popular general from the center of power. •

An unusual aspect of the Egyptian expedition was the inclusion of a large 
group of scientists assigned to the invading French force: among the discoveries 
that resulted was the finding of the Rosetta Stone. This deployment of intellectual 
resources is considered by some an indication of Bonaparte’s devotion to the 
principles of the Enlightenment, and by others as a masterstroke of propaganda, 
obfuscating the true imperialist motives of the invasion. In a largely unsuccessful 
effort to gain the support of the Egyptian populace, Bonaparte also issued 
proclamations casting himself as a liberator of the people from Ottoman 
oppression, and praising the precepts of Islam.

Bonaparte's expedition seized Malta from the Knights of Saint John on 9 
June and then landed successfully at Alexandria on 1 July, eluding (temporarily) 
pursuit by the British Navy. ,
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After landing on the coast of Egypt, the first battle was against the 
Mamelukes, an old power in the Middle East, approximately 4 miles from the 
pyramids. Bonaparte's forces were greatly outnumbered by the advanced cavalry, 
about 25,000 to 100,000, but Bonaparte came out on top, mainly due to his strategy. 
Men formed hollow squares, each side facing out. This made it possible to keep 
cannons and supplies safely on the inside, while the soldiers could fire in every 
direction on the outside. This made a very strong defense, and left it possible for 
many soldiers to escape to fight again. In all, only 300 French were killed, as 
opposed to approximately 6,000 Egyptians.

While the battle on land was a resounding French victory, the British navy 
managed to compensate at sea. The ships that had landed Bonaparte and his 
army sailed back to France, but a fleet of ships of the line that had come with 
them remained to support the army along the coast. On 1 August the British fleet 
found the French warships anchored in a strong defensive position in the bay of 
Abukir. The French believed that they were open to attack on only one side, the 
other being protected by the shore. However, the arriving British fleet under 
Horatio Nelson managed to slip half their ships in between the land and the 
French line, thus attacking from both sides. All but two of the French vessels 
were captured or destroyed. Only the Guillaume Tell with rear admiral Pierre- 
Charles Villeneuve and the Genereux escaped. The Guillaume Tell was caught 
not much later in the course of the British conquest of Malta. Many blame the 
French loss in this Battle of the Nile on French admiral Francois-Paul Brueys, 
who came up with the failed defensive strategy. However, the French ships were 
also undermanned, the officers demoralized, and Nelson's attack was a surprise. 
In all, about 250 British and 1,700 French were killed. With Bonaparte land-bound, 
his goal of strengthening the French position in the Mediterranean Sea was 
frustrated, but his army nonetheless succeeded in consolidating power in Egypt, 
although it faced repeated nationalist uprisings.

In early 1799, he led the army into the Ottoman province of Syria, now 
modem Israel, and defeated numerically superior Ottoman forces in several battles, 
but his army was weakened by disease and poor supplies. He was unable to 
reduce the fortress of Acre, and was forced to return to Egypt in May. In order to 
speed up the retreat, Bonaparte took the controversial step of killing prisoners 
and plague-stricken men along the way. His supporters have argued that this 
decision was necessary given the continuing harassment of stragglers by Ottoman 
forces.

NOTES

Back in Egypt, on 25 July, Bonaparte defeated an Ottoman amphibious 
invasion at Abukir. This partially redressed his reputation from the naval defeat 
there a year earlier.
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■ With the Egyptian campaign stagnating, and political instabilit}' developing 
back home, Bonaparte abandoned Egypt for Paris in August of 1799, leaving his 
troops behind under Marshal Kleber. It has been suggested that Sir Sidney Smith 
and other British commanders in the Mediterranean helped Bonaparte evade the 
British blockade, thinking that he might support the Royalists back in France, 
but there's no solid evidence in support of this.

The remaining troops, angry at Bonaparte and the French government for 
having left them behind, were supposed to be honorably evacuated under the 
terms of a treaty Kleber had negotiated with Smith in early 1800. However, British 
admiral Keith reneged and sent an amphibious assault force of 30,000 Mamelukes 
against Kleber. The Mamelukes were defeated at the battle of Heliopolis in March 
1800, and Kleber then suppressed an insurrection in Cairo. But he was assassinated 
in June 1800 by a Syrian student, and command of the French army went to 
general Menou. Menou held command until August 1801, when, under continual 
harassment by British and Ottoman forces, and after the loss of 13,500 men (mostly 
to disease), he capitulated to the British. Under the terms of his surrender, the 
French army was repatriated in British ships, along with a priceless hoard of 
Egyptian antiquities.

The Ruler OFfR,4NCE

While in Egypt, Bonaparte tried to keep a close eye on European affairs, 
relying largely on newspapers and dispatches that arrived only irregularly. On 23 
August 1799, he abruptly set sail for France, taking advantage of the temporary 
departure of British ships blockading French coastal ports.

Although he was later accused by political opponents of abandoning his 
troops, his departure actually had been ordered by the Directory, which had 
suffered a series of military defeats to the forces of the Second Coalition, and 
feared an invasion.

By the time he returned to Paris in October, the military situation had 
improved due to several French victories. The Republic was bankrupt, however, 
and the corrupt and inefficient Directory was unpopular with the French public 
more than ever.

Bonaparte was approached by one of the Directors, Sieyes, seeking his 
support for a coup to overthrow the constitution. The plot included Bonaparte's 
brother Lucien, then serving as speaker of the Council of Five Hundred, Roger 
Ducos, another Director, and Talleyrand. On 9 November (18 Brumaire), and the 
following day, troops led by Bonaparte seized control and dispersed the legislative 
councils, leaving a rump to name Bonaparte, Sieyes, and Ducos as provisional 
Consuls to administer the government. Although Sieyes expected to dominate 
the new regime, he was outmaneuvered by Bonaparte, who drafted the
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Constitution of the Year VIII and secured his own election as First Consul. This 
made him the most powerful person in France, a power that was increased by 
the Constitution of the Year X, which made him First Consul for life.

The First Consul
Bonaparte instituted several lasting reforms including centralized 

administration of the departments, higher education, a tax system, a central bank, 
law codes, and road and sewer systems. He negotiated the Concordat of 1801 
with the Catholic Church, seeking to reconcile the mostly Catholic population 
with his regime. His set of civil laws, the Napoleonic Code or Civil Code, has 
importance to this day in many countries. The Code was prepared by committees 
of legal experts under the supervision of Jean Jacques Regis de Cambaceres, who 
held the office Second Consul from 1799 to 1804; Bonaparte, however, participated 
actively in the sessions of the Council of State that revised the drafts. Other codes 
were commissioned by Bonaparte to codify criminal and commerce law. In 1808, 
a Code of Criminal Instruction was published, which enacted precise rules of 
judicial procedure. Although contemporary standards may consider these 
procedures as favouring the prosecution, when enacted they sought to preserve 
personal freedoms and to remedy the prosecutorial abuses commonplace in 
European courts.

An Interlude of Peace
In 1800, Bonaparte returned to Italy, which the Austrians had reconquered 

during his absence in Egypt. He and his troops crossed the Alps in spring (although 
he actually rode a mule, not the white charger on which David famously depicted 
him). While the campaign began badly, the Austrians were eventually routed in 
June at Marengo, leading to an armistice. Napoleon's brother Joseph, who was 
leading the peace negotiations in Luneville, reported that due to British backing. 
for Austria, Austria would not recognize France's newly gained territory. As 
negotiations became more and more fractious, Bonaparte gave orders to his general 
Moreau to strike Austria once more. Moreau led France to victory at Hohenlinden. 
As a result the Treaty of Luneville was signed in February 1801, under which the 
French gains of the Treaty of Campo Formio were reaffirmed and increased; the 
British signed the Treaty of Amiens in March 1802, which set terms for peace, 
including the division of several colonial territories.

The peace between France and Britain was uneasy and short-lived. The 
monarchies of Europe were reluctant to recognize a republic, fearing that the 
ideas of the revolution might be exported to them. In Britain, the brother of 
Louis XVI was welcomed as a state guest although officially Britain recognized 
France as a republic. Britain failed to evacuate Malta and Egypt as promised, and 
protested against France's annexation of Piedmont, and Napoleon's Act of

NOTES
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Mediation in Switzerland (although neither of these areas was covered by the 
Treaty of Amiens).

In 1803, Bonaparte faced a major setback when an army he sent to reconquer 
Haiti and establish a base was destroyed by a combination of yellow fever and 
fierce resistance led by Toussaint L’Ouverture. Recognizing that the French 
possessions on the mainland of North America would now be indefensible, and 
facing imminent war with Britain,'he sold them to the United States —the 
Louisiana Purchase —for less than three cents per acre ($7.40/km2). The dispute 
over Malta provided the pretext for Britain to declare war on France in 1803 to 
support French royalists.

Emperor of the French
In January 1804, Bonaparte's police uncovered an assassination plot against 

him, ostensibly sponsored by the Bourbons. In retaliation, Bonaparte ordered 
the arrest of the Due d'Enghien, in a violation of the sovereignty of Baden. After 
a hurried secret trial, the Duke was executed on 21 March. Bonaparte then used 
this incident to justify the re-creation of a hereditary monarchy in France, with 
himself as Emperor, on the theory that a Bourbon restoration would be impossible 
once the Bonapartist succession was entrenched in the constitution.

Napoleon crowned himself Emperor on 2 December 1804 at Notre Dame 
de Paris. Claims that he seized .the crown put of the hands of Pope Pius VII during 
the ceremony in order to avoid subjecting himself to the authority of the pontiff 
are apocryphal; in fact, the coronation procedure had been agreed upon in advance. 
After the Imperial regalia had been blessed by the Pope, Napoleon crowned himself 
before crowning his wife Josephine as Empress (the moment depicted in David's 
famous painting, illustrated above). Then at Milan's cathedral on 26 May 1805, 
Napoleon was crowned King of Italy with the Iron Crown of Lombardy.

By 1805, Britain was reluctantly drawn into a Third Coalition against 
Napoleon, after he made it clear that he wouldn't stop his wars of expansion on 
the continent. Napoleon knew the French fleet could not defeat the Royal Navy 
and therefore tried to lure the British fleet away from the English Channel so 
that, in theory at least, a Spanish and Ffench fleet could take control of the Channel 
for twenty-four hours, which he erroneously thought long enough for French 
armies to cross to England. Napoleon was wholly ignorant of nautical matters, 
his orders to his admirals were often contradictory or useless, and the fleet of 
rafts he had prepared would have sunk in the Channel, or taken at least three 
days to transport his army, even if the crossing were unopposed. However, with 
Austria and Russia preparing an invasion of France and its allies, he had to change 
his plans and turn his attention to the continent. The newly formed Grande Armee 
secretly marched to Germany. On 20 October 1805, it surprised the Austrians at

NOTES
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Ulm. The next day, however, with the Battle of Trafalgar (21 October 1805), the 
British navy gained lasting control of the seas. Afew weeks later, Napoleon defeated 
Austria and Russia at the Austerlitz, a decisive victory he would be the most 
proud of in his military career. (2 December /1 year anniversary of his coronation), 
forcing Austria to yet again sue for peace.

The Fourth Coalition was assembled the following year, and Napoleon 
defeated Prussia at the Battle of Jena-Auerstedt (14 October 1806). He marched 
on against advancing Russian armies through Poland, and was attacked at the 
bloody Battle of Eyiau on 6 February 1807. After a decisive victory at Friedland, 
he signed a treaty at Tilsit in East Prussia with Tsar Alexander I of Russia, dividing 
Europe between the two powers. He placed puppet rulers on the thrones of 
German states, including his brother Jerome as king of the new state of Westphalia. 
In the French-controlled part of Poland, he established the Duchy of Warsaw, 
with King Frederick Augustus I of Saxony as ruler. Between 1809 and 1813, 
Napoleon also served as Regent of the Grand Duchy of Berg for his brother Louis 
Bonaparte.

NOTES

Ludwig van Beethoven initially dedicated his third symphony, the Eroica 
(Italian for "heroic"), to Napoleon in the belief that the general would sustain the 
democratic and republican ideals of the French Revolution, but in 1804, as 
Napoleon's imperial ambitions became clear, renamed the symphony as the 
"Sinfonia Eroica, composta per festeggiare il Sovvenire di un grand'Uomo", or in 
English, "composed to celebrate the memory of a great man".

The Peninsular War and the War of the Fifth Coaution

In addition to military endeavors against Britain, Napoleon also waged 
economic war, attempting to enforce a Europe-wide commercial boycott of Britain 
called the "Continental System". Although this action hurt the British economy, 
it also damaged the French economy and was not a decisive factor.

Portugal did not comply with this Continental System and in 1807 Napoleon 
sought Spain's support for an invasion of Portugal. When Spain refused, Napoleon 
invaded Spain as well. After mixed results were produced by his generals, 
Napoleon himself took command and defeated the Spanish army, retook Madrid 
and then outmaneuvering a British army sent to support the Spanish and drove 
it to the coast. Though not forcing a full withdraw! of the British Army from 
Iberia and led to the Peninsular War which saw the constant defeat of French 
Marshells, at the hands of The Duke of Wellington and the eventual invasion of 
the south of France in 1814. Napoleon installed one of his marshals and brother- 
in-law, Joachim Murat, as the King of Naples, and his brother Joseph Bonaparte, 
as King of Spain.
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ideas were to develop later into the political theories of the French philosophes of 
the Enlightenment. In 1690 Locke published his Two Treatises of Government 
where he argued that men are created with equal rights to life, liberty and property. 
When government was invented, it was by agreement, a contract among men to 
protect their life and their property. But theh;‘democracy was not the result 
because some men sold their labour to other men to became employees* The 

'labourers' (or have-nots) being propertyless, poor and ignorant were not able to 
take part in political life. On the contrary, those who owned property became 
rich and educated and were thus free to take part in politics. LocJi^ and other 
philosophers of the Enlightenment argued that one of man's rights is to revolt 
against the government if it fails to protect his rights. Few philosophers however, 
supported democratic and representative forms of government. They favoured 
absolute rule by an enlightened despot (ruler), who introduced administrative 
reforms, established freedom of thought and religion, and promoted material, 
technical and educational progress. Voltaire was totally against the idea of 
government by the people. Once he wrote, "No government can be in any manner 
effective unless it possess absolute power."

Adam Smith

Adam Smith was a Scottish economist and is/held to be the founder of
/

Economics as a separate human science. In 1767, he published his greatest work 
The Wealth of Nations, in which he analised the division of labour, money, prices, 
wages and means of distribution. It had a profound influence in the political 
developments of the Western world in the 18"' and 19"' centuries. Smith's ideas 
gave rise to the political and economy theories of liberalism and capitalism of the 
19"' centuries.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau

The movement called Romanticism that started as a reaction against the 
rationalism of the Enlightenment, sprang mainly from his writings. Rousseau 
was born in Geneva from a lower middle-class Protestant family. He believed 
that man in the state of nature {without civilization) is good and harmless. Nature 
has given man feelings, sincerity, simplicity, love and sympathy for his fellow 
man. Civilization has corrupted him with greed and belief in superiority over 
other men. Rousseau found the origin of society's ills in the introduction of private' 
property. This had given rise to inequality, greed, cruelty, class struggle, war and 
government to protect people having property. In The Social Contract (1762) 
Rousseau proposed a system of government in which each individual would 
surrender all his natural freedoms to everyone else and to subject themselves to 
what he called the 'general w'ill’ or 'the will of the majority'. True freedom consists 
in giving complete obedience to the 'general will' for it is always in the best interests
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of everyone. Anyone who tries to follow his own will must be compelled to 
follow the general will. In his own words, "he must be forced to be free."- During 
his lifetime. The Social Contract was little read and poorly understood. But during 
the French Revolution it became the model for Robespierre's Republic of Virtue 
(1793-1794).’'

NOTES

1.5 NATIONAL ASSEMBLY (1779-1791)
Three days after splitting from the Estates-General, the delegates from the 

Third Estate (now the National Assembly) found themselves locked out of the 
usual meeting hall and convened on a nearby tennis court instead. There, all but 
one of the members took the Tennis Court Oath, which stated simply that the 
group would remain indissoluble until it had succeeded in creating a new national 
constitution.

Upon hearing of the National Assembly's formation. King Louis XVI held a 
general gathering in which the government attempted to intimidate the Third 
Estate into submission, The assembly, however, had grown too strong, and the 
king was forced to recognize the group. Parisians had received word of the 
upheaval, and revolutionary energy coursed through the city. Inspired by the 
National Assembly, commoners rioted in protest of rising prices. Fearing violence, 
the king had troops surround his palace at Versailles.

The Bastille

Blaming him for the failure of the Estates-General, Louis XVI once again 
dismissed Director General of Finance Jacques Necker. Necker was a very popular 
figure, and when word of the dismissal reached the public, hostilities spiked yet 
again. In light of the rising tension, a scramble for arms broke out, and on July 
13,1789, revolutionaries raided the Paris town hall in pursuit of arms. There they 
found few weapons but plenty of gunpowder. The next day, upon realizing that 
it contained a large armory, citizens on the side of the National Assembly stormed 
the Bastille, a medieval fortress and prison in Paris.

a
Although the weapons were useful, the storming of the Bastille was more 

symbolic than it was necessary for the revolutionary cause. The revolutionaries 
faced little immediate threat and had such intimidating numbers that they were 
capable of nonviolent coercion- By storming one of Paris's most notorious state 
prisons and hoarding weapons, however, the revolutionaries gained a symbolic 
victory over the Old Regime and conveyed the message that they were not to be 
trifled with.

Lafayette AND THE National Guard

As the assembly secured control over the capital, it seemed as if peace might 
still prevail; the previous governmental council was exiled, and Necker was
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The Spanish, inspired by nationalism and the Roman Catholic Church, 
and angry over atrocities committed by French troops, rose in revolt. At the same 
time, Aush^ia unexpectedly broke its alliance with France and Napoleon was forced 
to assume command of forces on the Danube and German fronts. A bloody draw 
ensued at Aspern-Essling (21-22 May 1809) near Vienna, which was the closest 
Napoleon ever came to a defeat in a battle with more or less equal numbers on 

' each side. After a two month interval, the principal French and Austrian armies 
engaged again near Vienna resulting in a French victory at Battle of Wagram (6 
July).

NOTES

Following this a new peace was signed between Austria and France and in 
the following year the Austrian Archduchess Marie Louise married Napoleon, 
following his divorce of Josephine.

Invasion of Russia

Although the Congress of Erfurt had sought to preserve the Russo-French 
alliance, by 1811 tensions were again increasing betw'een the two nahons. Although 
Alexander and Napoleon had a friendly personal relationship since their first 
meeting in 1807, Alexander had been under strong pressure from the Russian 
aristocracy to break off the alliance with France. Had Russia withdrawn without 
France doing anything the other countries would have followed suit and revolted 
against Napoleon. Thus, it was necessary to show that France would respond.

The first sign that the alliance was deteriorating was the easing of the 
application of the Continental System in Russia, angering Napoleon. By 1812, 
advisors to Alexander suggested the possibility of an invasion of the French Empire 
(and the recapture of Poland).

Large numbers of troops were deployed to the Polish borders (reaching 
over 300,000 out of the total Russian army strength of 410,000). After receiving 
the initial reports of Russian war preparations, Napoleon began expanding his 
Grande Armee to a massive force of over 450,000-600,000 men (despite already 
having over 300,000 men deployed in Iberia). Napoleon ignored repeated advice 
against an invasion of the vast Russian heartland, and prepared his forces for an 
offensive campaign. On 22 June 1812, Napoleon's invasion of Russia commenced. 

Napoleon, in an attempt to gain increased support from Polish nationalists 
d patriots, termed the war the "Second Polish War" (the first Polish war being 

the liberation of Poland from Russia, Prussia and Austria). Polish patriots wanted 
the Russian part of partitioned Poland to be incorporated into the Grand Duchy 
of Warsaw and a new Kingdom of Poland created, although this was rejected by 
Napoleon, who feared it would bring Prussia and Austria into the war against 
France. Napoleon also rejected requests to free the Russian serfs, fearing this 
might provoke a conservative reaction in his rear.

an
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The Russians under Mikhail Bogdanovich Barclay de Tolly ingeniously 
avoided a decisive engagement which Napoleon longed for, preferring to retreat 
ever deeper into the heart of Russia. A brief attempt at resistance was offered at 
Smolensk (16-17 August), but the Russians were defeated in a series of battles in 
the area and Napoleon resumed the advance. The Russians then repeatedly avoided 
battle with the Grande Armee, although in a few cases only because Napoleon 
uncharacteristically hesitated to attack when the opportunity presented itself. 
The Russians during their strategic retreat, used the scorched earth tactic. They 
burned crops and slaughtered livestock so the French would have nothing to eat. 
Along with the hunger, the French also had to face the harsh Russian winter. An 
American military study has concluded that the winter only had an effect when 
Napoleon was already in full retreat. "However, in regard to the claims of "General 
Winter," it should be noted that the main body of Napoleon's Grande Armee 
diminished by half during the first eight weeks of his invasion before the major 
battle of the campaign. This decrease was partly due to garrisoning supply centres, 
but disease, desertions, and casualties sustained in various minor actions caused 
thousands of losses. At Borodino on 7 September 1812 - the only major 
engagement fought in Russia - Napoleon could muster no more than 135,000 
troops, and he lost at least 30,000 of them to gain a narrow and Pyrrhic victory 
almost 600 miles deep in hostile territory. The sequels were his uncontested-and 
self-defeating occupation of Moscow and his humiliating retreat, which began 
on 19 October, before the first severe frosts later that month and the first snow 
on 5 November."

Criticized over his tentative strategy of continual retreat, Barclay was 
replaced by Kutuzov, although he continued Barclay's strategy. Kutuzov eventually 
offered battle outside Moscow on 7 September. Losses were nearly even for both 
armies, with slightly more casualties on the Russian side, after what may have 
been the bloodiest day of battle in history - the Battle of Borodino (see article for 
comparisons to the first day of the Battle of the Somme). Although Napoleon was 
far from defeated, the Russian army had accepted, and withstood, the major 
battle the French hoped would be decisive. After the battle, the Russian army 
withdrew, and retreated past Moscow.

• The Russians retreated and Napoleon was able to enter Moscow, assuming 
that the fall of Moscow would end the war and that Alexander I would negotiate 
peace. However, on orders of the city's military governor and commander-in
chief, Fyodor Rostopchin, rather than capitulating, Moscow was ordered burned. 
Within the month, fearing loss of control back in France, Napoleon left Moscow.

The French suffered greatly in the course of a ruinous retreat; the Army 
had begun as over 650,000 frontline troops, but in the end fewer than 40,000 
crossed the Berezina River (November 1812) to escape. In total French losses in
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the campaign were 570,000 against about 400,000 Russian casualties and several 
hundred thousand civilian deaths.

TreatyofTiisit
NOTES

It was a very important agreements that France signed separately with Russia 
and Prussia at Tilsit, northern Prussia (now Sovetsk, Russia),

The treaty, which follows the Russian defeat at the battle of Friedland on 14 
June, makes much of Napoleon and Alexander's new-found fraternal feelings 
and their desire to work together rather than in enmity. Alexander agrees to 
abandon his past commitment to 'liberating' Europe from the revolutionary 
French. He will leave most of Europe to France in return for being given a free 
hand at the expense of Finland, Sweden and the Ottoman empire, which is 
supposedly an ally of Napoleon.

Alexander is said to have been infuriated by what he saw as the betrayal of 
the British in failing to provide troops to fight Napoleon. 'Why do you not send 
your militia?' he is reported to have demanded of the British ambassador, referring 
to the 30fl,000-strong force that had been assembled when the invasion of England 
threatened.

The treaties followed Napoleon's victories in the Napoleonic Wars and 
established his supremacy in western and central Europe. France and Russia 
became allies and divided Europe between them, reducing Prussia and Austria to 
helplessness. In secret provisions, Russia joined the Continental System against 
British trade. By 1810, Russian trade was hampered and the tsar opened Russian 
ports to neutral ships, causing the alliance to fail and paving the way for Napoleon's 
invasion of Russia in 1812.

The War of the Sixth Coalition

There was a lull in fighting over the winter of 1S12-13 whilst both the 
Russians and the French recovered from their massive losses. A small Russian 
army harassed the French in Poland and eventually 30,000 French troops there 
withdrew to the German states to rejoin the expanding force there • numbering 
130,000 with the reinforcements from Poland. This force continued to expand, 
with Napoleon aiming for a force of 400,000 French troops supported by a quarter 
of a million German troops.

Heartened by Napoleon's losses in Russia, Prussia soon rejoined the Coalition 
that now included Russia, the United Kingdom, Spain, and Portugal. Napoleon 
assumed command in Germany and soon inflicted a series of defeats on the Allies 
culminating in the Battle of Dresden on 26-27 August 1813 causing almost 100,000 
casualties to the Coalition forces (the French sustaining only around 30,000).
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against Napoleon as Sweden and Austria joined the Coalition. Eventually the 
French army was pinned down by a force twice its size at the Battle of Nations 
(16-19 October) at Leipzig. Some of the German states switched sides in the midst 
of the battle, further undermining the French position. This was by far the largest 
battle of the Napoleonic Wars and cost both sides a combined total of over 120,000 
casualties.

NOTES

After this Napoleon withdrew in an orderly fashion back into France, but 
his army was now reduced to less than 100,000 against more than half a million 
Allied troops. The French were now surrounded (with British armies pressing 
from the south in addition to the Coalition forces moving in from the German 
states) and vastly outnumbered. The French armies could only delay an inevitable 
defeat.

Exile IN Elba, Les Cent-Jours (The Hundred Days) and Waterloo

Paris was occupied on 31 March 1814. At the urging of his marshals, 
Napoleon abdicated on 6 April in favour of his son, The Allies, however, demanded 
unconditional surrender and Napoleon abdicated again, unconditionally, on 11 
April. In the Treaty of Fontainebleau the victors exiled him to Elba, a small island 
in the Mediterranean 20 km off the coast of Italy.

In France, the royalists had taken over and restored King Louis XVIII to 
power. Separated from his wife and son (who had come under Austrian control), 
cut off from the allowance guaranteed to him by the Treaty of Fontainebleau, 
and aware of rumours that he was about to be banished to a remote island in the 
Atlantic, Napoleon escaped from Elba on 26 February 1815 and returned to the 
mainland on 1 March 1815. King Louis XVIII sent the Fifth Regiment, led by 
Marshal Michel Ney who had formerly served under Napoleon in Russia, to meet 
him at Grenoble on 7 March 1815. Napoleon approached the regiment alone, 
dismounted his horse and, when he was within earshot of Ney's forces, shouted 
"Soldiers of the Fifth, you recognize me. If any man would shoot his emperor, he 
may do so now". Following a brief silence, the soldiers shouted "Vive UEmpereur!" 
and marched with Napoleon to Paris. He arrived on 20 March, quickly raising a 
regular army of 140,000 and a volunteer force of around 200,000 and governed 
for a Hundred Days.

Napoleon's final defeat came at the hands of the Duke of Wellington and 
Gebhard Leberecht von Bliicher at the Battle of Waterloo in present-day Belgium 
on 18 June 1815.

Off the port of Rochefort, after unsuccessfully attempting to escape to the 
United States, Napoleon made his formal surrender vyhile on board HMS 
Bellerophon on 15 July 1815.
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Exile in Saint Helena and death

Napoleon was imprisoned and then exiled by the British to the island of 
Saint Helena (2,800 km off the Bight of Guinea in the South Atlantic Ocean) 
from 15 October 1815. Whilst there, with a small cadre of followers, he dictated 
his memoirs and criticized his captors. Sick for much of his time on Saint Helena, 
Napoleon died on 5 May 1821. His last words were: “France, the Army, head of 
the Army, Josephine". His heritage was distributed to his close followers like the 
General Marbot, whom he asked to continue his writings on the “Grandeur de la 
France". , •

NOTES

Napoleon had asked in his will to be buried on the banks of the Seine, but 
was buried on Saint Helena, in the “valley of the willows". In 1840, his remains 

I were taken- to France in the frigate Belle-Poule and was to be entombed in a 
porphyry sarcophagus'at Les Invalides, Paris. However, Egyptian porphyry (used 
for the tombs of Roman emperors)- was unavailable, so red quartzite was 
obtained —but from Russian Finland, eliciting protests from those who still 
remembered the Russians as enemies. Hundreds of millions have visited his tomb 
since that date. A replica of his simple Saint Helena tomb is also found at Les 

• Invalides. .

Cause OF Death

The cause of Napoleon's death has been disputed on numerous occasions,
. and the. controversy remains to this day. Francesco Antommarchi, Napoleon's 

personal physician, gave stomach cancer as a reason for Napoleon's death in his 

death certificate.
In 1955, the diaries of Louis Marchand, Napoleon's valet, appeared in print. 

He describes Napoleon in the months leading up to his death, and led many, 
most notably Sten Forshufvud and Ben Welder, to conclude that he had been 
killed by arsenic poisoning. Arsenic was at the time sometimes used as a poison 
as it was undetectable when administered over a long period of time. Arsenic was 
also used in some wallpaper, as a green pigment, and even in some patent 
medicines. As Napoleon's body was found to be remarkably well-rpreserved when 
it was moved in 1840, it gives support to the arsenic theory, as ar.senic is a-strong 
preservative. In 2001, Pascal Kintz, of the Strasbourg Forensic Institute in France, 
added credence to this claim with a study of arsenic levels found in a lock of 
Napoleon's hair preserved after his death: they were seven to thirty-eight times 

higher than normal.

Cutting up hairs into short segments and analysing each segment 
' individually provides a histogram of arsenic concentration in the body. This analysis 
on hair from Napoleon suggests that large but non-lethal doses were absorbed at \\ ■

\
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random intervals. The arsenic severely weakened Napoleon and remained in his 
system.

More recent analysis on behalf of the magazine Science et Vie showed that 
similar concentrations of arsenic can be found in Napoleon's hair in samples taken 
from 1805,1814 and 1821. The lead investigator, Ivan Ricordel (head of toxicology 
for the Paris Police), stated that if arsenic had been the cause, Napoleon would 
have died years earlier. The group suggested that the most likely source in this 
case was a hair tonic. Prior to the discovery of antibiotics, arsenic was also a 
widely used treatment for syphilis. This has,led to speculation that Napoleon 
might have suffered from that disease.

The medical regime imposed on Napoleon by his doctors included treatment 
with antimony potassium tartrate, regular enemas and a 600 milligram dose of 
mercuric chlorid.e to purge his intestines in the days immediately prior to his 
death. A group of researchers from the San Francisco Medical Examiner's 
Department speculate that this treatment may have led to Napoleon's death by 
causing a serious potassium deficiency.

In May, 2005 a team of Swiss physicians Claimed that the reason for 
Napoleon's death was stomach cancer, which was also the cause of his father's 
death. From a multitude of forensic reports they derive that Na'poleon at his 
death weighed approx. 76 kg (168 Ib) while a year earlier he weighed approx. 91 
kg (200 lb), confirming the autopsy result reported by Antommarchi. A team of 
physicians from the University of Monterspertoli led by Professor Biondi recently 
confirmed this.

NOTES

In October, 2005, a document was unearthed in Scotland that presented 
an account of the autopsy, which again seems to confirm Antommarchi's 
conclusion.

Legacy

Napoleon is credited with introducing the concept of the modern 
professional conscript army to Europe, an innovation which other states eventually 
followed. He did not introduce many new concepts into the French military 
system, borrowing mostly from previous theorists and the implementations of 
preceding French governments, but he did expand or develop much of what was 
already in place. Corps replaced divisions as the largest army units, artillery was 
integrated into reserve batteries, the staff system became more fluid, and cavalry 
once again became a crucial formation in French military doctrine.

Napoleon's biggest influence in the military sphere was in the conduct of 
warfare. Weapons and technology remained largely static through the 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic eras, but 18th century operational strategy 
underwent massive restructuring. Sieges became infrequent to the point of near-

7
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irrelevance, a new emphasis towards the destruction, not just outmaneuvering, 
of enemy armies emerged. Invasions of enemy territory occurred over broader 
fronts, thus introducing a plethora of strategic opportunities that made wars 
costlier and, just as importantly, more decisive {this strategy has since become 
known as Napoleonic warfare, though he himself did not give it this name). Defeat 
for a European.power now meant much more than losing isolated enclaves; near- 
Carthaginian peaces intertwined whole national efforts, sociopolitical, economic, 
and militaristic, into gargantuan collisions that severely upset international 
conventions as understood at the time. It can be argued that Napoleon's initial 
success sowed the seeds for his downfall. Not used to such catastrophic defeats in 
the rigid power system of 18th century Europe, many nations found existence 
under the French yoke difficult, sparking revolts, wars, and general instability 
that plagued the continent until 1815.

In France, Napoleon is seen by some as having ended lawlessness and 
disorder in France, and the wars he fought as having served- to export the 

■ Revolution to the rest of Europe. The movements of national unification and the' 
rise of the nation state, notably in Italy and Germany, may have been precipitated 
by the Napoleonic rule of those areas.

The Napoleonic Code was adopted throughout much of Europe and 
remained in force after Napoleon's defeat. Professor Dieter Langewiesche of the 
University of Tubingen describes the code as a "revolutionary project" which 
spurred the development of bourgeois society in Germany by expanding the 
right to own property and breaking the back of feudalism. Langewiesche also 
credits Napoleon with reorganizing what had been the Holy Roman Empire made 
up of more than 1,000 entities into a more streamlined network of 40 states 
providing the basis for the German Confederation and the future unification of 
Germany under the German Empire in 1871.

In mathematics Napoleon is traditionally given credit for discovering and 
proving Napoleon's theorem, although there is no specific evidence that he did 
so. The theorem slates that if equilateral triangles are constructed on the sides of 
any triangle (all outward or all inward), the centres of those equilateral triangles 
themselves form an equilateral triangle.

Critics of Napoleon argue that his true legacy was a loss of status for France 
and many needless deaths:

I

After all, the military record is unquestioned — 17 years of wars, perhaps 
six million Europeans dead, France bankrupt, her overseas colonies lost.
And it was all such a great waste, for when the self-proclaimed tete 
d'armee was done, France's "losses were permanent" and she "began to 
slip from her position as the leading power in Europe to second-class 
status—that was Bonaparte’s true legacy."
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Napoleon was in many ways the direct inspiration for later autocrats: he 
never flinched when facing the prospect of war and destruction for thousands, 
friend or foe, and turned his search of undisputed rule into a continuous cycle of 
conflict throughout Europe, ignoring treaties and conventions alike. Even if other 
European powers continuously offered Napoleon terms that would have restored 
France's borders to situations only dreamt by the Bourbon kings, he-always refused 
compromise, and only accepted surrender.

Nevertheless, many in the international community still admire the many 
accomplishments of the emperor as evidenced by the International Napoleonic 
Congress held in Dinard, France in July 2005 that included participation by 
members of the French and American military, French politicians, scholars from 
as far away as Israel and Russia, and a parade recreating the Grand Army.

Moreover, some probably wish Napoleon had achieved his unrealized goal—

'to make it a law that only those lawyers and attorneys should .receive 
fees who had won their cases. How much litigation would have been 
prevented by such a measure! For it is quite obvious that there is not a 
lawyer who, after a first look at the case, would not turn it down if it 
seemed doubtful. It need not be feared that a man who earns his living 
from his work might take on a case for the simple pleasure of hearing 
himself talk; yet even if he did, he would harm no one but himself....
I am convinced to this day that the idea is brilliant.'

Napoleon was hated by his many enemies, but respected by them at the 
same time. The Duke of Wellington, Sir Arthur Wellesley, when asked who he 
thought was the greatest general that ever lived, answered "In this age, in past 
ages, in any age, Napoleon."

NOTES

2.6 NAFOLEON^S FOREIGN POLICIES
Rumors of coup plots and veiled threats of violence were creating an 

untenable situation in France. Napoleon Bonaparte used this opening to conyince 
the revolutionary government in Paris, known as the Directory, to begin 
transferring power to him. With promises to restore order, Napoleon convinced 
the small number of Frenchmen the Directory allowed to vote to essentially elect 
him dictator. His position of power allowed him to begin to implement an 
aggressive foreign policy against his European neighbors.

Priorities

Napoleon's foreign policy was to have far ranging consequences for France 
and most of Europe. The British Empire was France's long-standing enemy and a 
priority for Napoleon. Preparations for an invasion across the English channel
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continued between 1800 and 1803, as ships, troops and supplies were organized. 
Britain's naval supremacy and threats from other powers forced Napoleon to 
abandon his plans.

A Shift in Foreign Poucy

After the fall of Napoleon, European foreign policy had taken a major shift. 
While preserving the balance of power was still important, now much more 
prominently featured in war would be advocates of liberalism (revolutionaries, 
republicans, nationalists) versus conservatism or the "Old Regime" (the monarchy, 
aristocrats, clergymen). . • '

Old Regime monarchs, led by Klemens Wenzel von Metternich of Austria, 
used the Congress System, also known as the Concert of Europe, to prevent 
revolution and war. At the Congress System the leading of nations of Europe 
worked together to prevent the outbreak of revolution in each nation.

American Connection

Europe was in turmoil and Napoleon was preoccupied with more pressing 
events. He began to regard French lands in the New World as a distraction. These 
lands included much of the area west of the Mississippi River and stretched to 
the Pacific Ocean. Napoleon sold what became known as the Louisiana Purchase 
to the Jefferson Administration in 1803 for $15 million, almost doubling the size 

of the United States.

NOTES

Legacy

The reign of Napoleon Bonaparte brought sweeping changes to France and 
■ left a mixed legacy. His policies encouraged an emerging nationalism at home 

and laid the foundation for a more modem, bureaucratic government. His military 
reforms and wars of conquest spread fear across Europe that pushed other 
European powers into alliances that would eventually defeat Napoleon.

2.7 EFFECTS OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION
The years of the French revolution can be seen to have laid down the birth 

pangs of a new world order. This new world order was quite distinct and 
contradictory to the trend that had been prevailing in France before that time. 
Although the cause for the revolution cannot be singled out, the effects of the 
events spilled out of France and greatly effected global change. At the time before 
the revolution France was considered to be a backward nation which had an 
imbalanced situation because the economic and intellectual development was 
not at par with social change. Feeling the need for change the middle men began 

to take France in to a new direction altogether.
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Secular Effects of the French Revolution

Civil disorder became a common scene after the storming of the Bastille in 
1789. After a few years the French intellectuals who rode the banner of liberalism 
as the forerunners of the revolution issued the Declaration of the Rights of Man. 
Through this document they aimed at shifting the authority of issuing basic 
human rights from the Church, or God so to say, to the state government. The 
King's crown that was a symbol of Catholic Christianity was replaced with a red 
liberty cap that represented the state as authority.

Government Effects of the French Revoluhon

In the same year the National assembly of the new parliament seized all the 
Church lands to further suppress religion and enrich itself. Further more, an end 
was put to all kinds of religious orders and monastic vows. Through the Civil 
Con.stitution of the Clergy the government took direct control over all religious 
proceedings and took the authority of selecting Pastors and Bishops who were to 
take oath under the new government. All those priests who refused to take oath 
under the new government were arrested and. banned from operating 
underground chapels.

Effects afterthe French Revolution

The effects of the revolution took full swing when the revolutionaries 
managed to overthrow the monarchy in total as an addition to the suppression of 
the church, In the years to come the world and particularly France was to realize 
the far reaching consequences that this bloody revolution had. The middle men 
known as the bourgeois and the land owning class were now in the most dominant 
social class in France. With the death of feudalism and the implementation of 
'Code Napoleon' the country had consolidated its contracts and managed to attain 
some social order. Although under an ungodly regime France now stood as a 
unified nation which gave it more power and authority to influence world affairs. 
In the years of the Napoleonic wars the idea of nationalism was further progressed 
as France began total warfare. Although the historians have major differences in 
the benefits that the French revolution has flowered no one can argue the effects 
that it had on shaping the future course of the world.

Implications FOR 18th CenturyEurope

The French Revolution is viewed as a turning point because it was seen as 
an important stage in a succession of movements that later spread across the 
globe to ultimately affect the life of mankind.

It is observed that the effects were especially serious for Christianity since 
they brought actions which struck at the privileges and status of the Roman

NOTES
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Catholic Church. The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen on 
August 26 1789 held that "the source of all sovereignty is located in the nation; 
no body, no individual can exercise authority which does not emanate from it 
expressly" (Noll, 2000, p.247). The peasants were relieved of a burden which had 
taken about a twentieth of their produce when tithes were abolished. 
Consequently, the church was deprived of one of its chief sources of revenue. 
Church land, which comprised about a fifth of the area of France was confiscated 
and became the property, of the state. In July 1790, the Civil Constitution of the 
Clergy was enacted by the National Assembly. Among other things, bishops were 
to be elected by the voters who chose the civil officials and the pope was merely 
to be notified of their choice. Payment of the clergy by the state was no blessing 
in disguise since the former was to take an oath of allegiance to the latter. [It must 
be observed that Spener criticized caesaropapism (doctrine of state control over 
the church) in his significant publication way back in 1675]. The pope's power 
was reduced to that of stating the dogma of the Roman Catholic Church. Indeed 
"churchmen felt this new act meant secularization of the church and they were 
violently opposed to it" (Cairns, 1981, p.390).

Unlike the situation in the United States, separation of church and state by 
the French Revolution and later in the Soviet Union and its sphere of influence 
was an attempt to totally exterminate the church and to replace it with nationalism. 
The Roman Catholic Church and the French state were completely separated 
during the reign of terror of 1793 and 1794 when so many were executed for 
counter revolutionary activities.

The programme of deChristianization gained momentum when the 
convention decreed that a commune had the right to renounce the Catholic form 
of worship. The calendar adopted on October 3, 1793 made every tenth day 
rather than Sunday a day of rest. On November 7,1793, the Archbishop of Paris 
appeared before the Convention and "solemnly resigned his Episcopal functions" 
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol.15,1989, p.498). A certain Mademoiselle Maillard, 
an opera dancer, wearing the three colours of the new republic on November 10, 
1793 was enthroned as the goddess of Reason upon the high altar of Notre Dame, 
the Roman Catholic Cathedral of Paris, and there she received the homage of the 
revolutionists. Notre Dame was rechristened the Temple of Reason. Another step 
adopted by the Convention was the ordering of churches and parsonages to be 
used as school houses and poor houses thus effectively preventing public and 
official worship. The Feasts of Reason both at Paris and elsewhere soon 
"degenerated into mere orgies, disreputable women playing the part of goddesses 
and enacting bacchanals in the churches" (Martin, 1877, p.552). The precarious 
situation during the Reign of Terror forced many Christians to renounce their 
trust in God. Assessing the situation, Kuiper (1964) pointed out that "it is not

NOTES
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possible to say how many Protestants as well as Catholics rendunced their faith at 
this time, but the number was large" (p.310). Although the Convention passed a ' 
decree reaffirming the principle of the freedom of worship, the Directory and its 
regime were basically anti-Christian. The interests of Christianity and European 
civilization were no longer regarded as two expressions of the same reality. In 
other words, there was a signal of the demise of Christendom.

Kings initially viewed themselves as God's representatives on earth and 
considered all disobedience and rebellion to be sinful. A dangerous feeling of 
infallibility, considerable serenity and moderation therefore gained control of 
monarchs. The French Revolution completely repudiated this divine right of kings 
and "asserted the doctrine that the right to rule came from the people" (The 
World Book Encyclopaedia, vol,5, 1971, p.l99). Although Napoleon eventually 
recognized the Roman Catholic religion as the religion of the great majority of 
French citizens, he did not make it the established religion. The clergy were to be 
paid by the state but the property taken from the Roman Church in 1790 was 
hot to be returned'to it. In fact, Latourette (1953) observed with brutal truth that 
Napoleon "regarded the church as an institution which must be recognized and 
used for his purposes" (p.lOll).

The French Revolution and Napoleon brought grave embarrassrnent to 
missions. The direct result was a sharp decline of the faith in some geographic 
frontiers. Few missionaries were sent from Europe and it was difficult to render 
aid to those already in the field. The Society of Foreign Missions of Paris was 
compelled to seek headquarters outside of France. The Congregation of the 
Propagation of the Faith, the bureau through which the Papacy supervised 
missions abroad, was driven out of Rome, This led to a marked falling off in 
numbers and morale of the Roman Catholic community in India. Adverse 
domestic conditions coupled with the handicaps in Europe threatened the 
extinction of the church in China. The occupation of Spain by Napoleonic armies 
and the attack on Portugal greatly affected missions in Latin America. Conditions 
in Russia were also adverse. Parishes lost the right of electing their clergy, a privilege 
enjoyed since the era of Peter the Great. In a brilliant summary, Noll (2000) 
commented that "turmoil from the French Revolution and then the wave of 

■ national liberation movements fostered by Napoleon further diminished European 
concern for cross-cultural Christian expansion" (p,274)- The revolution greatly 
affected Lutherans'in the^German states. War and suffering revealed that 
skepticism and infidelity were not sufficient to meet the needs of the human 
spirit and multitudes turned again to religious faith. The old Holy Roman Empire 
was dissolved in 1806, stimulating the strengthening of independent states like 
Austria and Prussia. Later in the century, this contributed to the unification of 
the German people under the leadership of Prussia. Calvinism in Europe also felt

NOTES
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the shock of the French Revolution. Skepticism had already weakened this group 
in France, Switzerland, the German states and the Low Countries. According to 
Baker (1959), the "political conditions that continued through the Congress of 
Vienna in 1815 brought disorganization and uncertainty to continental Calvinism" 
(p.321). '

NOTES

Beyond the dark clouds were shades of silver lining, which several scholars 
tend to overlook. Perhaps a positive view was that "society was being directed 
toward the good of the whole community instead of toward the benefit of a tiny 
elite of kings, nobles and bishops" (Noll, 2000, p.248). Grievous as were the losses 
suffered by Christianity, "there was ample evidence that the faith was by no means 
moribund" (Latourette, 1953, p.l012). Indications of vitality (old and new) were 
evident. These could be found among the Roman Catholics of the eastern churches 
and in Protestantism. If anything, "secularization of the west was not going to 
blot out the faith" (Noll, 2000, p.260). Liberal, sectarian and traditionalist responses 
to the marginalization of European Christendom all had notable vigor though at 
varying degrees. European thought was skillfully sifted in a new world in order 
to preserve an intellectually vigorous Christian faith. Groups like the Oxford 
Movement applied lessons of the early church of the perils of the present. In his 
stimulating Church History lectures at West Africa Theological Seminary, Lagos, 
Nigeria, Dr. William Faupel observed that secularization is not inherently evil 
and argued that there must be a positive interaction, that is, taking the gospel in 
the mindset of the people.

Europe after Napoleon

After Napoleon's domination of Europe from around 1800 to 1814, the rulers 
of Europe wanted to insure that no one would ever be able to come so close to 
taking over all of Europe again. To this end, the diplomats from all of the Great 
Powers met at the Congress of Vienna to negotiate from 1814 to 1815. There they 
reorganized European boundaries in hopes of creating a stable Europe where 
coalitions of nations could always ally to, defeat one nation that got out of hand.

The rulers after Napoleon were dedicated to stopping revolution (like the • 
French Revolution in their own countries. Louis XVIII, whose brother Louis XVI 
had been executed during the French Revolution, certainly didn’t want another 
revolution in France. The Tory government in Great Britain was archconservative 
and greatly opposed social upheaval. Metternich, the foreign minister in Austria, 
was willing to do anything to stabilize Europe and preserve Hapsburg power.

France
In France, Louis XVIII did his best to balance the tense situation following 

Napoleon's defeat. On both sides, Louis granted amnesties, hoping to "start over" 
in France. The wealthy, however, remembering the leveling effects of the
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Revolution, became passionately anti-revolutionary, or reactionary. The reactionary 
element only increased after the King's nephew, the Duke of Berry, was assassinated 
in 1820. In 1824, Louis XVIII died, and was replaced by the assassinated Duke's 
father, Charles X. Unlike the moderate Louis, Charles was a hard-core reactionary, 
and hated all the changes taking place in France, even the ones Louis had initiated. 
Charles-believed himself to be a monarch appointed by God, and he started 
trampling on basic elements of liberalism like the French constitution.

Poland

NOTES

Poland was a state recreated by the Congress of Vienna and ruled by Czar 
Alexander 1. Initially, its government was quite liberal; though ruled by Alexander, 
Poland had a constitution. Alexander considered himself an "enlightened despot" 
and spoke often of granting freedom to the people, but he soon found that when 
he did give the people some self-government, they didn't always agree with what 
he wanted them to do. Liking liberal reforms in theory more than practice, 
Alexander increasingly curtailed Poland's right of self- government. As a result of 
its frustrated desire for self-rule, Polish Nationalism began to rise. Secret societies 
developed, and a university movement (which Alexander put down in the 1820s) 
got underway.

Germany
In Germany, nationalists motivated by Romantic ideas such as the belief in 

a special German Volksgeist hated the results of the Congress of Vienna, since the 
ongress split up into a loose federation called the Bund. Dissatisfaction centered 
among students and intellectuals, who began to form highly nationalist clubs 
called Burschenschaft. In 1817, the Burschenschaft held a national meeting at 
Wartburg, convincing Metternich that German nationalism was a force to be 
reckoned with. When the German nationalists began assassinating reactionary 
leaders, Metternich intervened by pushing the Carlsbad Decrees throughthe Bund 
in 181.9. The decrees outlawed the Burschenschaft and pushed them underground. 
Secondarily, the decrees increased government regulation of the universities, 
limiting what was taught, and made way for government censorship of German 
newspapers. The Carlsbad Decrees quieted the German nationalist movement 
for about a decade.

Great Britain
In Great Britain, in 1815, the aristocrat-dominated Parliament passed the 

Corn Law, which raised tariffs on grain to make imports impossible. The high 
tariffs also raised prices beyond the reach of the working class. In December 1816, 
starving workers rioted in London. Meanwhile, in Manchester, the ascendant 
industrialists who dominated the city had been hoping to get Parliamentary 
representation for some time. Realizing how discontented the workers were, the
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industrialists helped organize 80,000 workers to demonstrate at St. Peters Field 
against the Corn Law and for universal male suffrage. The protest was peaceful, 
but British soldiers nonetheless fired into the crowd, killing several. The event 
became a national scandal, called the Peterloo Massacre. The Tory Parliament, 
frightened of the potential for worker revolts, passed acts in 1819 aimed at stopping 
mass political organization. Not appeased, a group of workers decided to try and 
assassinate the Tory cabinet. This group, known as the Cato Street Conspiracy, 
was discovered in 1820. Several members were executed.

NOTES

Commentary
After Napoleon, a period of Reactionary governments swept Europe. Having 

swung so far one way during the French Revolution and Napoleon's rule, the 
historical pendulum now swung back the other way, as rulers tried to prevent the 
"excesses" of the French Revolution from happening again. Fear among the 
traditional rulers was not without basis, either. Revolution was brewing throughout 
Europe.

Among the reactionary rulers and leaders of Europe in the post-Napoleonic 
era, only the liberal, progressive, and fervently Christian Alexander I, Czar of 
Russia, seemed a wild card when it came to change. He certainly wanted to rule, 
but he also wanted to change the world for the better. Highly educated, he saw 
himself as an "enlightened despot" or a "philosopher-king" able to foresee reforms 
that were in the best interest of all. In 1815, the rulers of Europe were all worried 
about what Czar Alexander might do. However, once Alexander found out that 
granting constitutions and self-government to people led to them doing things 
that he sometimes disagreed with, his interest in liberal reforms began to sour, 
and he fell further into the reactionary fold over time.

Why^was Metternich so upset about possible German unification? He was 
afraid that a powerful and unified Germany might upset the balance of power, 
not to mention pose a threat to neighboring Austria. Although Austria did not 
have a tremendous amount of formal influence in the German Bund, it could put 
informal pressure on the German states, and Metternich did this heavily in the 
period to get the Carlsbad decrees passed.
' British Parliament designed the Com Law (1815) to protect the profits of 
landed aristocrats in Britain. But the action demonstrates the degree to which 
Parliament was out of touch with the social and political situation. The tariffs 
raised food prices, naturally affecting the poor. The raise in prices also affected the 
industrialist manufacturers, who had to pay their workers more to insure that 
they had people physically able to man the industrial factories. Whereas the poor 

• had no political power, and little tendency to political action, the wealthy 
manufacturers had both. The teaming up of.the manufacturers and poor 
demonstrated a changing reality in British social and political life. Parliament's
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eventual recognition of this change can be seen in the Tory government's 
subsequent passage of a high tax on newspapers as an attempt to limit the spread 
of ideas among workers. The Tory government even went so far as to restrict the 
right of public assembly.NOTES

2.8 SETTLEMENT OF VIENNA
To keep peace in Europe after the downfall of Napoleon, Belgium, Holland 

and Luxemburg were united in the kingdom of the Netherlands. Lombardy- 
Venetia was controlled by Austria. The German Confederation of 39 states was 
established under the presidency of Austria. Prussia received Posen, Danzig and 
parts of Saxony, Westphalia and Pomerania. Britain gained overseas territories, 
Malta, Heligoland and the Cape of Good Hope. The Pope regained the Papal 
States. Norway was united with Sweden. Russia gained Finland, Switzerland 
became independent.

To prevent revolutions, legitimate rulers were restored in France, Spain, 
Naples, Tuscany and other parts of Italy. Free navigation was established on the 
rivers Rhine and Meuse. The slave trade was condemned. The rights of Jews were 
extended.

AlMSOfTHESETTLEMEm

Austria (Metternich), Britain (Castlereagh and Wellington), Prussia 
(Hardenberg) and Russia (Alexander 1) were determined to settle Europe after 
the years of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars. Talleyrand was 
admitted to represent France.

The settlement was a series of compromises. France was contained but not 
harshly punished. Russian expansion in eastern Europe was feared and limited. 
Austria gained influence in Germany and Italy. Prussia extended its" territories. 
Britain's main interests were overseas. Minor states were treated as pawns. Some 
were combined to form larger states. Former rulers were restored. But nationalist 
feeling was thought unimportant, even dangerous, by the major powers.

The Vienna settlement has been seen by'some historians as a sensible 
arrangement. It was the best that could be expected in 1815 after the Napoleonic 
Wars, preventing war until 1854. Others have seen Vienna as showing the self- 
interest of the major states. Some of the terms were soon to cause trouble, 
especially as nationalism spread through Europe and people sought independence, 
e.g., in Italy, Germany and Belgium.

The Congress System

The Congress System was an attempt to maintain peace and order through 
the combined influence and actions of the major states. Some historians believe
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that the term 'System' is inaccurate because there was nothing systematic about 
the meetings and that they were individual responses to crises. Others see the 
congresses as a significant attempt to resolve tensions.

Austria, Britain, Prussia and Russia formed the Quadruple Alliance and 
agreed to maintain peace (the Concert of Europe). But the major powers had 
different aims. Austria and Russia favoured intervention against revolutions; Britain 
did not wish to intervene in internal disputes.

Congresses were held to resolve disputes. At Aix-la-Chapelle, France was 
admitted to the Quintuple Alliance; the occupation of France ended. Troppau 
was a response to revolts in Spain, Portugal, Piedmont and Naples. Britain opposed 
intervention. At Laibach, Austria and Russia were ready to send soldiers against 
Italian revolts. Britain again opposed intervention. The Greek revolt caused 
disagreements. Britain (represented by Canning) withdrew at Verona when French 
troops were used against rebellion in Spain. Only Austria, Prussia and Russia met 
at St Petersburg (1825), an unsuccessful attempt to resolve their problems.

Objectives and Importance of Vienna Congress

The Congress of Vienna was a conference of ambassadors of European 
states, chaired by the Austrian statesman Klemens Wenzel von Metternich, and 
held in Vienna from September 1814 to June 9, 1815.

Its objective was to redraw the continent's political map and settle many 
other issues arising from the French Revolutionary Wars, the Napoleonic Wars, 
and the dissolution of the Holy Roman Empire. The immediate background was 
France's defeat and surrender in May, 1814, which brought an end to twenty-five 
years of almost continuous war. The negotiations continued despite a final outburst 
of fighting triggered by ex-Emperor Napoleon’s dramatic return from exile and 
resumption of power in France during the Hundred Days in March-July, 1815. 
The Congress's "Final Act" was signed nine days before his final defeat at Waterloo 

on June 18, 1815.
(An unusual feature of the "Congress of Vienna" was that it was not properly 

a Congress: it never met in plenary session, and most of the discussions occurred 
in informal sessions among the Great Powers with limited participation by 
delegates from the Jesser states.)

The Congress of Vienna settlement, despite later changes, formed the 
framework for European international politics until 1914.

Partial settlements had already occurred at the Treaty of Paris between France 
and the Sixth Coalition, and the Treaty of Kiel which covered Scandinavia. The 
Treaty of Paris had determined that a Congress should be held in Vienna and that 
invitations would be issued to "all the Powers engaged on either side in the present

NOTES
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war." In practice most decisions were made by the five Great Powers. The first 
goal was to establish a new balance of. power in Europe which would prevent 
imperialism within Europe, such as the Napoleonic empire, and maintain the 
peace between the great powers. The second goal was to prevent political 
revolutions, such as the French Revolution, and maintain the status quo.

Between September 1814 and June 1815, delegations from most European 
countries met at Vienna to solve the problems left behind by the French Revolution 
and Napoleonic Era. The main decisions were made by the 'Big Four' - Austria, 
Russia, Prussia and Britain. France was allowed to join them to participate in 
discussions of less important issues. ^

The chief representatives for these five countries were Prince Metteririch 
(Austria), Tsar Alexander I (Russia), Prince Hardenberg (Prussia), Lord Castlereagh 
and Duke of Wellington (Britain), and Prince Talleyrand (France).

These representatives had to deal with three main problems at the Congress

NOTES

of Vienna.

Preventing further aggression of France—The first problem was how to 
prevent'further aggression of France on other countries. In the.previous years, 
under Napoleon Bonaparte, France had been the master of Europe for some time. 
Now that Napoleonic France was defeated, the other powers wanted to prevent 
any similar French domination of Europe. The escape of Napoleon from Elba and 
the brief episode of- the "Hundred Days' greatly alarmed the Allied Powers. Despite 
the defeat of Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo (June 18, 1815) and his exile to 
St. Helena, the 'Big Four' was the more determined to 'neutralize' France.

Arriving at a general territorial agreement—The second problem was 
how to reach a general settlement of territorial changes. It implied a redrawing of 
the political map cf Europe which touched on a number of disputed areas among 
the rival powers. In particular, Russia and Prussia were at loggerheads with Austria 
and Britain over the Polish-Saxon problem.

Russia had already occupied much of the Grand Duchy of Warsaw. Her • 
tsar, Alexander I, further demanded the Prussian parts of Poland. In return, he 
was prepared to support the Prussian annexation of the Kingdom of Saxony. 
These plans were opposed by Austria and Britain, partly because it would give 
Russia too much a share of territories and partly because it would upset the balance 
of power in Russia's and Prussia's favour.

This and other territorial issues required a great deal of tact and diplomatic 
skills to arrive at mutually acceptable solutions.

Ensuring peace in Europe—The third problem was how to ensure a lasting 
peace in Europe. After so many years of war, there was a hunger among Europeans

\
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for peace and economic recovery of ravaged areas. This meant that the' big powers 

had to find ways and means to keep the peace in Europe. To a great extent, these 

problems 

measures.
solved by the Vienna Peace Settlement as well as some otherwere

NOTES

Vienna Peace Settlement—In July 1815, the Treaty of Vienna was signed. 
It embodied the various territorial settlements made at the Congress of Vienna. 
Russia received most of the former Grand Duchy of Warsaw, Finland (from 

Sweden) and Bessarabia (from Turkey).
Prussia got two-fifths of Saxony, Westphalia and Swedish Pomerania. She 

acquired the Rhine provinces to strengthen the barrier against France. Austria 
got Lombardy, Venetia, Illyria, Dalmatia and Galicia.,-Moreover, she was made 
president of the Diet of the German Confederation.

Britain gained mostly overseas colonies such as the Cape Colony, Ceylon, 
Mauritius, Malta, the Ionian Islands and Heligoland. A new German Confederation 
was created to replace the old Holy Roman Empire: It comprised 39 German 
states who sent delegates to a Diet to discuss matters of common interest.

The Italian peninsula was again divided into various kingdoms. Piedmont- 

Sardinia acquired Genoa to safeguard the new border against France. The 
Kingdom of Naples-Sicily was ruled by a Bourbon king while the central Italian 

Duchies were ruled by Hapsburg princes. The Papal States went back to the 

Pope.
Holland gained Belgium to form the Kingdom of the Netherlands. This 

was done to strengthen the Netherlands' border against France.
Sweden gained Norway (from Denmark) partly to compensate for her loss 

of Finland to Russia.
Switzerland became an independent confederation and her neutrality was 

guaranteed by the powers.
Apart from such territorial settlements, some other measures were taken 

to comiplete the work of the Vienna Congress. These included the signing of the 

Holy Alliance, the second Treaty of Paris, and the Quadruple Alliance.

Holy Alliance - Tsar Alexander I, much influenced by his religious fervour, 
proposed that the rulers of Europe should 'take as their sole guide... the precepts 

of justice, Christian Charity, and Peace.'

His proposal bore fruit in the Holy Alliance which was signed by most 
European rulers.' The Holy Alliance was not a treaty. It was in fact a solemn 
declaration of Christian principles which was to guide the rulers in their relations 

with their subjects and with each other.
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Second Treaty of Paris—After defeating Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo, 
the Allies imposed more severe terms on France as punishment for her support 
of Napoleon during the 'Hundred Days'. The second Treaty of Paris required 
France to pay an indemnity and to accept an army ofoccupation for not more 
than five years. She had to return some of the art treasures to their original owners. 
Her boundaries were reduced to that of 1790 which meant that she lost several 
frontier areas.

NOTES

Quadruple Alliance - On the same day the second Treaty of Paris was signed, 
Austria, Prussia, Russia and Britain formed the Quadruple Alliance. They bound 
themselves to maintain by armed forces the Vienna Peace Settlement for twenty 
years. ,

By Article VI of the Alliance, they agreed to 'renew their meetings at fixed 
periods' to discuss matters "of common interest'' and to maintain "the peace of 
Europe". In this way, the so-called Congress System was born.

iMPORTAm People

Though the conference opened with a series of glittery balls and conferences, 
the delegates soon got down to work. Mainly, the four major powers of Europe 

(Austria, Russia, Prussia, and Great Britain) were left to make most of the big 

decisions. Austria was represented by Prince Klemens von Metternich, the 

Austrian minister of state who was also acting president of. the'Congress. The 

Russians sent Alexander I, the emperor of Russia. The main delegate from Prussia 
was Prince Karl August von Hardenberg, -and Great Britain was represented by 

Lord Castlereagh, and later Arthur Wellesley, the first duke of Wellingtom. This 
group of major powers decided that France, Spain, and the smaller powers would 

have no say in important decisions. However, the French diplomat, Charles 
Maurice'de Talleyrand, was successful in allowing France to have an equal voice 

in the negotiations. Talleyrand became the deciding vote in many of the decisions.

Important Decisions

• France was deprived of all territory conquered by Napoleon,
• The Dutch Republic was united with the Austrian Netherlands to form a 

single kingdom of the Netherlands under the House of Orange,
• Norway and Sweden were joined under a single ruler,
• Switzerland was declared neutral,
• Russia got Finland and effective control over the new kingdom of Poland,
• Prussia was given much of Saxony and important parts of Westphalia and 

the Rhine Province,
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• Austria was given back rnost of the territory it had lost and was also given 
land in Germany and Italy {Lombardia and Venice),

• • Britain got several strategic colonial territories, and they also gained control
of the seas,

• France was restored under the rule of Louis XVIII,
• Spain was restored under Ferdinand VII.

NOTES

2.9 SUMMARY
• The French Revolutionary Wars are usually divided between those of the 

First Coalition (1792-1797) and the Second Coalition (1798-1801), 
although France was at war with Great Britain continuously from 1793 to 
1802. Hostilities ceased with the Treaty of Amiens 1802, but conflict soon 
started up again with the Napoleonic Wars.

• The Girondists were a political faction in France within the Legislative 
Assembly and the National Convention during the French Revolution. 
The Girondists were a group of loosely-affiliated individuals rather than 
an organised political party with a clear ideology, and the name was at

, first informally applied because the most prominent exponents of their 
point of view were deputies from the States-general Gironde.

• Napoleon I Bonaparte, Emperor of the French, King of Italy (15 August 
1769 - 5 May 1821) was a general of the French Revolution; the ruler of 
France as First Consul (Premier Consul) of the French Republic from 11 
November 1799 to 18 May 1804; then Emperor of the French (Empereur 
des Frangais) and King of Italy under the name Napoleon I from 18 May 
1804 to 6 April 1814; and briefly restored as Emperor from 20 March to 
22JuneT815.

• The treaty of Tilsit was a very important agreements that France signed 
separately with Russia and Prussia at Tilsit, northern Prussia (now Sovetsk, 
Russia). The treaty, which follows the Russian defeat at the battle of 
Friedland on 14 June, makes much of Napoleon and Alexander's new
found fraternal feelings and their desire to work together rather than in 
enmity.

2.10 REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Discuss the rise of Girondists.

2. What was the role of Marat and Abbe Sieyes in French Revolution?

3. Explain the consequences of Russian invasion and the evolution of Tilsit's 
treaty.

4. What were the important implications of French Revolution?
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5. What were the main-objectives of Vienna Congress?

2.11 FURTHER READINGS
1. Hobsbawm, E.J, Nation and Nationalism.

2. Hobsbawm, E.J, Age of Revolution.

3. Hpbsbawm, EJ, Age of Empire.

'4. , Cipolla, C.M, Fontana Economic History of Europe, Vol. Ill (The Industrial 
Revolution), Vol. 4 (Part 1 & 2). '

5. Doyle, Williarh, Origins of the French Revolution.

6. Droz, Jacques, Europe Between Revolutions.

NOTES
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EUROPE TOWARDS SECOND 

REVOLUTION OF 1930
NOTES

STRUCTURE

3.1 Learning Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 The Concert of Europe
3.4 Objectives, Consequences and Demise of Concert of Europe
3.5 Ruling Period of Metternich (1815-1848)
3.6 Battling Ideologies (1815-1830)
3.7 Foreign Policy of Metternich
3.8 Downfall of Metternich and Its Causes
3.9 Revolution of 1830 — Causes and Results

3.10 Effects of the Revolution of 1830 of France on Europe .
3.11 Summary
3.12 Review Questions
3.13 Further Readings

3.1 LEARNING OBTECTIVES
After going through this Chapter, students will be able to :

• know the objectives and significance of the concert of Europe;

• discuss .the ruling period of Metternich;
• state the causes and consequences of second French revolution of 1930;
• understand the effects of French revolution of 1930 on the other countries 

of Europe.

3.2 INTRODUCTION /
The Concert of Europe was formulated in 1815 as a mechanism to enforce 

the decisions of the Corigress of Vienna. Composed of the Quadruple Alliance: 
Russia, Prussia, Austria, and Great Britain, its main priorities were to establish a 
balance of power, thereby preserving the territorial status quo, and to protect 
"legitimate" governmepts. Headed by Prince Metternich of Austria, the Concert 
of Europe was one of the first serious attempts in modern times to establish an
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international society to maintain the peace. This made it a significant event in 
world history, even though it only lasted for a fe'w decades.

The Concert of Europe, also known as the Congress System after the 
Congress of Vienna, was the balance of power that existed in Europe between 
the end of the Napoleonic Wars (1815) until the outbreak of the First World War 
(1914), albeit with major alterations after the revolutions of 1848.

Its founding powers were Austria, Prussia, Russian Empire and the United 
Kingdom, the members of the Quadruple Alliance responsible for the downfall 
of the First French Empire. In time France was established as a fifth member of 
the concert. At first, the leading personalities of the system were British foreign 
secretary Lord Castlereagh, Austrian chancellor Klemens von Mettemich and 
Russian Alexander 1.

The age of the Concert is sometimes known as the Age of Mettemich, due 
to the influence of the Austrian chancellor's conservatism and the dominance of 
Austria within the German Confederation, or as the European Restoration, because 
of the reactionary efforts of the Congress of Vienna to restore Europe to its state 
before the French Revolution. The rise of nationalism, the unification of Germany 
and the Risorgimento in Italy, and the Eastern Question were among the factors 
which brought 'an end to the Concert's effectiveness. Among the meetings of the 
Great Powers during this period were: Aix-la-Chappelle (1818), Carlsbad (1819), 
Verona (1822), London (1832), Berlin (1878).

NOTES

33 THE CONCERT OF EUROPE
The Concert of Europe was the balance of power that existed in Europe 

from the fall of Napoleon in 1815 to the end of the Crimean War. Its founding 
members were the UK, Austria, Russia and Prussia who were also members of 
the Quadruple Alliance responsible for the downfall of Napoleon I; in time France 
became established as a fifth member of the "club". The leading personalities of 
the system were British foreign secretary Lord Castlereagh, Austrian Chancellor 
Prince Klemens Wenzel von Mettemich and Alexander I the czar.of Russia.

The Concert of Europe, also known as the "Congress System," was the. 
result of a custom, following the era of Napoleon and the French Revolution, 
adopted by the old great powers of Europe of meeting from time to time in an 
International Conference, or Congress, in order to plan a solution by mutual 
agreement (hence "concert"), whenever some problem arose that threatened peace 
among European ruuions.. It lasted between 1814 and 1914 and in time assumed 
an official status of the type of the League of Nations which, while not in itself an 
entity, was an informal organization of the nations of Europe ruled by the will of 
the majority.
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Among the meetings of the Powers were the Congress of Vienna (1814- 
1815), of Aix-la-Chappelle (1818), Carlsbad (1819), Verona (1822) and London in 
1830,1832, and 1838-1839. The Congress of Berlin in 1878 fully settled the Eastern 
Question and arguably raised the Concert of Europe to the status of the de facto 
government of the world.

NOTES

3.4 OBTECTIVES. CONSEQUENCES AND DEMISE OF
CONCERT OF EUROPE

The Concert of Europe was successful in suppressing uprisings f6r 
constitutional governments in both Spain and Italy in the respective years of 
1820 and 1822. ,

Crushing liberal forces in these two countries proved to be positive as they 
enhanced the Concert's integrity by proving to the world that it had the muscle 
to uphold its resolutions. •

The Congress System's first primary objectives were to

• contain France after decades of war,

• achieve a balance of power among Europe's great powers,
• uphold the territorial arrangements made at the Congress of Vienna in 

1814-1815 and in doing so,

• prevent the rise of another Napoleon-esque figure which would result in 
another continent-wide war,

• uphold the idea of legitimacy by putting the monarchy that Napoleon 
had driven out back on the throne.

In this historians have generally agreed that they were successful as there 
was no major war pitting the Great Powers against each other until the Crimean 
War forty years later, and France was successfully re-integrated back into Europe 
joining the alliance in 1818 at the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle. However after this 
success the Concert of Europe gradually fell apart mainly because of disagreements 
between the great powers, particularly between Britain and the countries with 
more conservative constitutions (who were also members of the Holy Alliance). 
Despite the overall failure of the Congress System it marked an important step in 
European and World diplomacy. In its approximately 85 years of life it had erected 
an imposing structure of International Law.

Results

The Concert's principal accomplishment was the securing of independence 
of Greece(1830) and Belgium (1831). In 184Q the powers (except France) intervened 
in defence of the Ottoman Empire (against which they had supported Greece) to 
end Egypt's eight-year occupation of Syria.
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Demise

Fataliy weakened by the European revolutionary upheavals of 1848 with 
their demands for revision of the Congress of Vienna's frontiers along national 
lines, the last vestiges of the Concert expired amid successive wars between its 
participants - the Crimean War (1854-56), the Italian War of Independence (1859), 
the Austro-Prussian War (1866) and the Franco-Prussian War (1870-71).

NOTES

3.5 RULING PERIOD OF METTERNICH (1815-1848)
The Congress of Vienna established an international system of reactionary 

governments dedicated to maintaining a set of European boundaries,.preventmg 
revolutions and changes in government, and stopping any one power from ! 
becoming too powerful. To this end, the Congress powers agreed to meet whenever 

trouble should crop up in Europe to discuss how to fix it.
The first meeting of the Congress System was in 1818, at the,Congress of 

Aix-la-Chapelle. This meeting dealt with the coalition of European armies that 
had been occupying France since Napoleon's defeat. At Aix-la-Chapelle, the powers 
decided to withdraw their armies. Alexander I, always a champion of "collective 
security", suggested the idea of an international military force, made up of troops 
from all nations, that would be available to suppress revolutions wherever they 
appeared. The British foreign minister Viscount Csstlereagh vehemently opposed 
(he suggestion. Alexander I's suggestion was not adopted.

In 1820, as a reaction to the evident collapse of the government of Naples, 
Metternich called another meeting, the Congress of Troppau. Mettemich wanted 

to stop the revolution in Naples from spreading. At Troppau, Metternich met 
with Alexander I and managed the formerly liberal Czar to adopt a more 

reactionary stance. The Czar, who had seen that liberal reforms in Poland had 
inevitably led his subjects to disagree with him, did not need much convincing.
At Troppau, Austria, Prussia and Russia allied to restore the King of Naples. Britain, 
though anti-Revolutionary, did not want to be bound by continental commitments. 
Thus, Britain stayed out of intervention in Naples, as did France.

Despite the.congresses, revolutionary hotspots continued to crop up. In the 
early 1820s the Bourbon government of Spain seemed especially fragile. At the 

same time, Greek nationalists sought more actively to establish a Greek nation in 

Turkey. To deal with these developments, Metternich called the Congress of Verona 

in 1822. The congress moved against the Greek revolutionaries, who really did 

not have the military power to take over Turkey at this time anyway. The Congress 
also allowed France to send an army into Spain to end the revolt and stabilize the 
Bourbon king. The revolution in Spain was quickly smashed.
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Commentary

The period of Metternich's congresses defined an ^ra in which the 
governments in power attempted to create a reactionary international system. 
This system came to be called the Holy Alliance, appropriating the name of the 
coalition of Christian values Alexander had wanted to set up at the Congress of 
Vienna. The Holy Alliance was also called the.Congress System, and in general 
the powers involved saw revolution and change as diseases. The reactionaries 
believed that if revolution cropped up in one part of Europe, it had to be destroyed, 
or else would spread like some epidemic.

Aix-la-Chapelle requires some explanation. First of all, why, only three years 
, after Napoleon, didMhe European powers so easily agree to withdraw their forces 

from France? For one, they wanted the French to accept Louis XVIII, and if he 
was backed by foreign armies, it was almost certain that the population would 
hate him. Furthermore, French banks had paid off the French war debt (France 
now owed the debt to its bankers, not the other powers), so there was less reason 
for European armies (costly to maintain in the field) to remain stationed in France. 
Second, why did the British oppose an international "peacekeeping" force to put 
down revolutions throughout Europe? Were they pro-revolutionary? The answer 
is a resounding no. The Tory government in Britain was highly conservative. 
However, they wanted to be able to decide British intervention in military matters 
on a case-by-case basis. They did not want to commit forces to future events that 
might spiral out of control.

The Congress at Aix-la-Chapelle also continued the discussions over ending 
the Atlantic slave trade that had began at the Congress of Vienna. Only Britain 
truly wanted to end the practice; and to that end Britain had built up a West 
African Squadron of ships patrolling for slayers. However,' if the slavers fan up 
the flags of other countries, British naval vessels could not legally board them. At 
Aix-la-Chapelle, Britain negotiated for a "right of searcTn" regarding European 
ships of other countries, allowing them to stop slavers from falsely running a 
foreign flag to prevent boarding. The British efforts went primarily for naught: 
the slave trade would continue throughout the period to. 1848. Incidentally, very 
little of the slaves were shipped to the United States. Most slaves crossing the 
Atlantic in the 19th century were destined for Cuba or.Brazil.

Outside the sphere of Europe, the Spanish New World during the 1820s 
was in revolt, as those living in the colonies wanted increased say in their 
government. Simon Bolivar led independence movements in Venezuela and 
Colombia, while Jose de San Martin fought for independence in Argentina and 
Chile. The two worked together in the liberation of Peru. At the Congress of 
Verona, Alexander 1 suggested intervening to stop, the New World revolts. Britain, 
however, made clear it would use its sea power to oppose any such-attempt. Britain

NOTES
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knew that free New World colonies would be more likely to establish good trade 
relations with Britain than Spanish-dominated colonies, so Britain acted out of 
economic self-interest rather [than political liberal support. And without British 
support, no intervention in the New World could take place: the British Navy, 
which had established dominance since the battle of Trafalgar, could easily prevent 
European troops from ever reaching South America. Furthermore, in 1823, the 
United States issued the Munroe Doctrine, promising to fight against any European 
power that attempted to jintelvene in the New World. The new British foreign 

secretary after Castleieagh, George Canning, was happy to accept this American 
support, even though it was really British naval dominance that prevented the 
European powers from intervening in South America.

The 1822 Council of Verona was the last of the international reactionary 
councils. Although the three councils subsequent to the Congress of Vienna all 
met with short-term success, the institution of a large-scale anti-liberal system 
never materialized, largely because of the British refusal to bind itself into possible 
long-term commitments. The congresses did help to create a clear definition of 
the forces at work in Europe leading up to 1848: Reaction versus Liberalism and 
Revolution.

NOTES

3.6 BATTLING IDEOLOGIES (1815-1830)
The years between 1815-1830 saw the rise of a number of related and 

competing ideologies, each holding a powerful influence in their own time. That 
influence often extended well into the future, continuing to the present day. This 
section will outline those ideologies.

Classical Liberalism

Beginning in Spain and France during the 1820s, liberalism soon spread to 
England. Consisting of businessmen and professionals, the liberals wanted modem, 
efficient self-government, although they were not always for universal male 
suffrage. They w'anted freedom of the press and freedom of the assembly. They 
wanted constitutions, and Laissez Faire economic policies, such as free trade and 
low tariffs. They were generally against unions.

Radicausmand Republicanism

Radicalism appeared in the 1820s in England as the "Philosophical Radicals". 
This principled and unconventional group, consisting partially of workers and 
partially of industrialists, had its greatest leader in the colorful Jeremy Bentham. 
The Radicals were anti-church and anti-monarchy, and generally opposed the old 
ways. They were a force unto themselves until 1832, after which they merged. 
with the British Liberals. The European counterpart to Radicalism was usually 
referred to as Republicanism, which grew out of the French Revolutionary tradition.
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Republicanism sought complete political equality in the form of universal suffrage. 
Republicanism opposed monarchy and the Catholic Church.

SOCIAUSM
NOTES

Counter to liberalism was Socialism, which sought economic equality for 
all, and was very much against the Laissez Faire ideal of liberalism. Socialism 
looked at the free-market economies of Western Europe in the midst of the 
Industrial Revolution and saw exploited workers leading miserable existences while 
manufacturers profited enormously. Socialists felt that with the rich profiting so 
much, the poor should get some of the benefits, since worker's labor supported 
the entire system. Socialists, therefore, wanted to nationalize parts of the economy, 
such as industrial and financial sectors, giving these areas of the economy over to 
government control. Thus, the benefits.could be distributed more equally to the 
various members of society. For exarhple, Robert Owen, a manufacturer in 
Manchester, grew upset at his worker's living conditions and began paying higher 
wages then other manufacturers did, and he treated his workers well, counseling 
them against drinking and other vices. In fact, Owen did fairly well in business 
despite giving his workers a higher than ordinary wage. Owen wanted to continue 
reform, and eventually he became frustrated with the slow pace of change in 
Britain. In 1825, he founded New Harmony, Indiana, an experimental socialist 
community in the United States. Other leading socialist thinkers included the 
Frenchmen Saint-Simon and Charles Fourier, Fourier wanted to organize society 
into groups called "phalansteries", in which everyone would be able to do whatever 
work they wanted and all be paid the same wages. Some phalansteries actually 
were set up in the United States.-

NaTIONALISM

Nationalism was the most powerful of all the "isms" in this period. France 
and Great Britain's strong nation-states had inspired jealousy throughout the rest 
of Europe; other nations, disorganized as they were, wanted to unify. German 
intellectuals living in (and hating) the loosely organized Bund provided much of 
the vocabulary for nationalism, stating that each nation had a particular Volksgeist, 
or national spirit. Soon, just about every European language group wanted to 
have their own nation. Quickly outlawed by reactionary forces, nationalist groups 
formed secret societies such as the Italian Carbonari and German Buschenschaft. 
These societies distributed propaganda leaflets and plotted rebellions. Often, 
nationalism combined with other ideological issues, from liberalism to socialism.

In 1831, Joseph Mazzini founded "Young Italy" as a nationalist group, which 
soon tried to organize a coup in the Italian state of Sardinia, Soon exiled, Mazzini 
remained a leading writer on nationalist issues. Nationalism, though pushed
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underground by the Carlsbad Decrees, was still very much alive in Germany in 
the 1820s and 1830s.

In Eastern Europe, the Poles wanted their own state, and in Austria, the 
Magyars wanted their own kingdom of Hungary, Throughout the Austrian Empire, 
the various language groups revived the study of their languages and hoped to 
carve their own nations out of the empire. A particularly potent nationalist force 
known as Pan-Slavism began to circulate among various Slavs in Russia, Poland, 
and Austria, All of these Eastern European groups began a renewed interest in 
their own cultures.

Conservatism

. The final important "ism" of the period was Conservatism, a reactionary 
philosophy supporting monarchy and the old ways. Championed by Edmund 
Burke, who had been horrified by the French Revolution, Conservatism argued 
for prudent and gradual change to be made as slowly as possible.

Commentary

NOTES

The period from-1815 to 1848 saw an explosion in new ideologies.’These 
various "isms" are sdll around today. Largely, the "isms" were reactions to or 
products of Enlightenment thinking, although they all went in a variety of different 
directions. Many of the new movements therefore dealt with ideas that had been 
around for a while; but it was only in this period that the ideas gained formal, 
coherent structure. As new doctrines were born, the question arose: which would 
ultimately win out? The competition of "isms" still has not been entirely resolved 
today.

Liberalism in the early 19th century is not the same from what we think of 
as "Liberalism" today. In fact, much,of what was liberal in the 19th century (free 
trade, keeping government out of business) is today considered conservative. 
Really, liberalism then was’ the ideology of the bourgeoisie {the business and 
professional class), and was geared towards protecting bourgeois interests. Still, 
the liberals invariably argued that what was for their benefit was actually to the 
benefit of everyone. The liberal tradition of the 19th century has confusingly 
become what is "conservative" today in the United States.

Jeremy Bentham, the figurehead of the British Radicals, targeted various 
reforms in Britain, and did not care at all about customs or traditions. He argued 
against the preference given to the Anglican Church and opposed monarchy in 
all forms. He wanted fair treatment of the poor, and wanted to redistrict the Rotten 
Boroughs. The ultimate unconventionSlisL Bentham had his body preserved and 
placed in a cabinet at University College, London, where it remains to this day.
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The socialist experiments of Owen (New Harmony, Indiana) and Fourier 
(his "phalansteries") in the United States were too marginal to have very much 
effect on events in Europe. Isolated and comprised of very committed socialists, 
these socialist experiments ended up, essentially, as dead ends. However, socialism 
itself helped give rise to one of the most powerful ideological forces of the twentieth 
century. Some German exiles in France, especially Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, 
combined the socialist ideas of Owen, Fourier, and Saint-Simon with 
Republicanism in the 1840s to give rise to "Communism", an ideology aimed 
against the power of the liberal bourgeoisie.

The idea that each language group should have its own nation, to express 
its own volksgeist, especially frightened the Austrian Empire, of which Mettemich 
was foreign minister. Since Austria contained dozens of subjugated language 
groups (including the Magyars, Czechs, Slovaks, Slavs, Rumanians, Serbs, 
Croatians, etc.), the upsurge in nationalism threatened to tear Austria to pieces. 
The Austrian government's position as prime reactionary was certainly due in lart 
part to its fear of dissolution were nationalism to win out.

Today, we often think of nationalism and patriotism as something that "just 
makes sense". "Of course everyone loves their country," we think, "it's always 
been that way." Not true.'Modem nationalism on the wide scale it is seen today is 
actually a fairly new phenomenon, especially in Eastern Europe. The numerous 
ethnic groups there had been more or less happy to live under Austrian Hapsburg 
rule for hundreds of years, and their languages and histories were being forgotten. 
Only the advent of the ideology of nationalism led to the creation of "national 
identities" and a "desire for self-government." Today, it is easy to think that people 
everywhere have always wanted their own countries for their own ethnic groups. 
In fact, this modern conception of nationalism developed in large part between 
1815 and 1848.

NOTES

3.7 FOREIGN POLICY OF METTERNICH
Mettemich (Clemens Wenzel Nepomuk Lothar von Mettemich-Winneburg) 

was born into an aristocratic family on May 15th, 1773, in Coblenz, Germany. 
The father of the family. Count Francis George, was involved in diplomatic circles 
and, at the time of his son Clemens' birth, was in the service of the Habsburgs of 
Austria.

Mettemich was educated privately by a series of tutors until the age of 
fifteen, when his studies were continued at the universities of Strasbourg 
(Philosophy 1788-90) and Mainz (Law and Diplomacy 1790-92). His education at 
Strasbourg was interrupted by the French revolution, he personally witnessed 
revolutionary turmoils in that city, at Mainz he received first hand accounts from, 
many French emigres as to what they had endured because of the French
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revolution. From 1792 Metternich was brought into diplomatic circles through 
involvement with his father's being an Austrian Diplomat in Brussels. Metternich 
subsequently spent some time in England. In 1794, the Metternich family fled 
the revolutionary French armies to Vienna the capital city of the Austrian 
Habsburgs. In September 1795, Metternich married a twenty year old heiress, 
the Countess Eleanor Kaunitz, who was a grand-daughter of the Austrian 
Chancellor. She suited Metternich in that she was rich and accepted at the very 
heart of Viennese society, and was as prepared as Metternich himself was for their 
future together in an "open" marriage.

Metternich served as an envoy to the Congress of Rastadt (1797-99) and' 
then as the Habsburg's ambassador to Saxony (1801), Prussia (1803), and 
Napoleonic France (1806).

Metternich spent many months at the French Imperial court where he 
became acquainted with many powerful persons both in the court, and more ^ 
widely in French society. After a war broke out between France and Austria in 
early 1809 Metternich was placed in confinement for a time in reprisal for an 
Austrian detention of some French diplomatists. Metternich was released after 
several weeks in exchange for the detained Frenchmen.

The Austrian state suffered a marked military reverse inflicted by Napoleonic 
forces at a major battle of Wagram in July. This defeat was followed by the 
agreement of a Treaty of Schonbrunn of October 1809 that was most humiliating 
to Austria costing her extensive territories and a huge financial indemnity.

In October 1809, Metternich was appointed minister of foreign affairs for 
the Habsburg state. In that role he worked consistently and cautiously towards 
the erosion of Napoleon's power. He recognised that Russian assistance in the 
future against Napoleonic Frarrce was of the first importance in terms of Austrian 
hopes for a recovery. He hoped to prevent Russia from being drawn into any 
understanding with Napoleonic France and was pleased to encourage a positive 
response to Napoleon's request for the hand in marriage of a daughter of the 
House of Habsburg. (Napoleon's first marriage having been deemed to be invalid).

Metternich accompanied the Austrian archduchess Marie Louise (who had 
given her consent in the interests of the House of Austria) to Paris in March 1810 
(after the marriage had been celebrated by proxy in Vienna) but nonetheless 
intended that Austria would renew the war with Napoleonic France when the 
circumstances were favourable to an Austrian success.

Metternich, in the autumn of 1811, came to believe that Napoleon meant 
to attempt to decisively defeat Russia. He had therefore to walk a tightrope of 
diplomacy where both Napoleon and the Tsar were broadly happy with Austrian 
policy.

NOTES
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All Napoleon seemed to want was for Austria .to remain neutral and the 
Tsar seemed prepared to accept that Austria would be prepared to ally with Russia 
if she had not been weakened by the recent serious defeats she had .suffered. In 
March 1812 Metternich won Napoleon's consent for the formation of a thirty 
thousand strong Austrian Auxiliary Corps that it was suggested would be 
supportive of Napoleon's Russian campaign. This arrangement was to be kept 
strictly secret. Also secret \yere Austrian and Prussian contacts that showed both 
parties to be willing to defy Napoleon should an opportunity arise.

Napoleon had come to see Russia as a serious obstacle to his plans for the 
organisation of Europe. Napoleon led a gigantic army deep into Russia, capturing 
Moscow, in 1812. All the courts of western Europe considered it very likely that 
Napoleon's vast forces would prevail. As the gigantic French army advanced it 
was very largely denied an ability to live off the country due to the Russians adopting 
a scorched earth policy as they retreated.

At Borodino the Russians, faced with overwhelming force, did make a fairly 
serious attempt to defend their capital but were unable to prevent the advance of 
Napoleon's forces. The capture of Moscow did not however involve a definitive 
defeat of the Russians as they withdrew further to the east leaving an empty and 
burning city to the advancing French. Napoleon seemed to expect a Russian 
surrender that never came - had Napoleon advanced.even deeper into Russia 
there were still vast areas into which Russian forces could withdraw without being 
defeated and Napoleon's lines of supply or withdrawal to the west would have 
been stretched even further. In time the onset of winter forced the badly provisioned 
Napoleonic armies to attempt to travel across many hundreds of miles, in the 
early weeks of a Russian winter, whilst being harassed by the forces of the Tsar. As 
the Napoleonic forces struggled back at terrible cost to western Europe Prussian 
and other Germanic treaty allies of Napoleon withdrew their support. Of the five 
hundred thousand men who had been moved, at Napoleon's order, to assault 
Russia less than one in ten served in the future as soldiers in Napoleonic armies.

Metternich made a point of seeming, to Napoleon, to be prepared to operate 
as an impartial mediator but was consistently and carefully working towards 
throwing Austria's weight into the conflict against Napoleonic France, The Russians 
obliged Metternich by deploying soldiers in contrived battles in such a way as to 
seem to threaten Austrian territory thus "tying down” the Austrian Auxiliary Corps 
and making it unavailable to Napoleon. Although Napoleon had the gravest 
suspicions that he was being misled-as to Austia's real policy Metternich kept up 
this pretence of neutrality into June of 1813 when he attended a personal meeting 
with Napoleon held in Dresden's Marcoliiii Palace at a time {26th June) when 
Napoleon was being increasingly pressed by his adversaries. At this meeting which 
lasted from a quarter-past eleven in the morning until half past eight in the evening |

NOTES
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Mettemich staled that Austria, was free of "engagements"-and Napoleon sought 
to obtain a full commitment to his cause by Austria.

"Our conference consisted of the oddest mixture of heterogeneous subjects, 
characterized now by extreme friendliness, now by the most violent outbursts of 
fury". Napoleon occasionally raged or threatened but Mettemich remained calm. 
At one stage Napoleon let his hat, which he was holding under his arm, drop to 
the floor. Although an Emperor had dropped his hat Mettemich did not stoop to 
pick it up.

NOTES

Napoleon tried persuasion. "Your sovereigns", he said, "who were bom to 
their thrones cannot comprehend the feelings that move me. To them it is nothing 
to return to their capitals defeated. But I am a soldier. I need honour and glory. I 
cannot reappear among my people devoid of prestige. 1 must remain great, 
admired, covered with.glory." For that reason, he said, he could not accept the 
proposed conditions of peace. Mettemich replied, "But when will this condition 
of things cease, in which defeat and victory are alike reasons for cpntinuing these 
dismal wars? If victorious, you insist upon the fruits of your victory; if defeated, 
you are determined to rise again." Napoleon made various offers for Austria's 
neutrality, but Mettemich declined all bargaining, and Napoleon's oft repeated 
threat, "We shall meet in Vienna", was his ominous farewell to Mettemich.

Although Mettemich could truthfully maintain that Austria was free of 
"engagements" at this meeting had every intention of signing a (second) Treaty of 
Reichenbach the next day by the terms of which Austrian guaranteed to supply 
150,000 men to.co-operate with Russia and Prussia against Napoleon.

On 20th October 1813, two'days after Napoleon's forces suffered at signal 
defeat at the battle of Leipzig, Mettemich was invested as ah hereditary Prince of 
the Austrian Empire.

With Russians, Prussians and Austrians opposed to Napoleonic France 
advancing from the east and north and the British advancing from the south and 
west Napoleonic France was overthrown early in 1814. This eventual defeat of 
Napoleonic France had been in many ways secured by Metternich's diplomacy.

A great Congress was arranged to convene at Vienna in the autumn of 1814. 
As the proceedings of the Congress of Vienna continued amidst much lavish 
social festival diplomatists and statesmen redrew the map of Europe after 
Napoleon's downfall. A French Bourbon monarchy had been restored and was 
represented at Vienna by Talleyrand who gradually won acceptance from other 
diplomats that restoration France should be regarded as a major power with a 
legitimate say in the efforts to define a peace.

Although the several powers gathered at Vienna had formerly been allies in 
war they strenuously disagreed amongst themselves over the post war settlement
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of Europe. Mettemich had many talents which helped him to exercise a great 
influence on proceedings. His charm, determination, subtlety and finesse played 
a key role in frustrating Russia's plans for the annexation of the whole of Poland 
and Prussia's attempt to absorb Saxony. He succeeded in creating a German 
Confederation under Austrian leadership and was broadly satisfied with the degree 
to which Austria was influential in the Italian peninsula. The fact that Napoleon 
escaped from Elba and again became leader of sizeable armies that stayed in the 
field for some "one hundred days" may have helped to concentrate the diplomats 
minds on the need to reach agreement.

Mettemich equally resented liberalism, nationalism, and revolution 
regarding them all as forms of "presumption". Mettemich subscribed to a world 
yiew that dated from the "European Enlightenment". That is he accepted that 
there were certain fundamental laws relating.to society which were open to being 

• discovered. By governing in line with such laws mlers could have a greater hope 
that their societies would function in a stable and tranquil equilibrium. Mettemich 
believed that the observation of the precepts of Religious and. Social Morality to 
be a primary necessity to governing in line with natural laws.

In Metternich's view the printing presses had'made it a lot easier to spread 
harmful ideas as well as beneficial ones. Such things as the invention of Gunpowder 
and the monetary inflation that had been experienced in Europe as the gold and 
silver of the Americas were imported had greatly unsettled the previous social 
equilibrium and prepared men’s minds for the acceptance of new, and often false, 
ideas. Such false ideas were then "presumptious" in that they often tended to 
motivate people to support socio-political movements that would seek to establish 
seemingly attractive adaptions of society that, were not in line with the observance 
of fundamental laws.

Metternich's ideal was a monarchy that shared power with the traditional 
privileged classes of society. In efforts to preserve the sort of Europe he valued 
from future revolutionary irruptions Mettemich attempted to make the postwar 
Quadruple Alliance (Great Britain, Russia, Prussia, and Austria) into an instrument 
for preventing revolution in Europe. He encouraged a Congess System where 
representatives of the powers were to meet periodically with the view considering 
if it was necessary to supress revolutionary movements. He was in favour of close 
supervision of the universities and an ambitious system of censorship intended to 
discourage radicalism of any kind. These policies left Mettemich open to being 
depicted as an architect of Reaction and of a supressor of Liberty. It seems that the 
Austrian Emperor, Francis I, was of a notably reactionary outlook and this may 

well haye helped to restrain any modest tendency towards flexibilty that Mettemich 

might haye himself favoured.

NOTES
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Tories,-trying to satisfy the middle class, passing Laissez Faire laws, creating a 
more secular stale, and even creating a police force. Problems remained, however. 
Most critical were the Corn Laws, which remained too high for manufacturers' 
tastes, and the Rotten Boroughs, which furnished Southern England with far more 
political representation than it deserved while neglecting populous manufacturing 
cities like Manchester. In the 1830s, a reform bill came up which would remedy 
these problems, but it was quashed by Prime Minister Wellington. Wellington's 
action led to rioting. Parliament realized it had to pass the bill, which it reluctantly 
did in 1832. The Reform Bill of 1832 simplified voting, althoughjnaintaining a 
property requirement, and abolished the smaller boroughs, giving their seats to 
the large industrial cities like Manchester.

As a result of the redistribution of British political power created by the 
Reform Bill of 1832, several reforms took place, beginning in 1833 with a Factory 
Act that limited child labor. In 1847, a Ten Hours Act passed into law, limiting the 
number of hours women and children could work per day.

Commentary

Spurred by the July Revolution in France, 1830 became a year of revolt. For 
the most part, however, those revolts resulted in little.direct change. Though the 
revolution in France deposed a king, it also installed a new king: the revolution 
simply prevented the rights of the bourgeoisie from being trampled by Charles X.

To the reactionary rulers of Europe the July Revolution of Louis Philippe 
(1830) seemed like a dire thing. To the French bourgeois, it was merely a necessary 
action to maintain the rights they considered naturally theirs, and which they had 
won nearly fifty years earlier. Working-class Republicans wanted more, and they 
began to prepare for another revolt. The July Revolution, if sort of a disappointment 
to radical republicans, heartened revolutionaries throughout the restofEurope.lt 
sent a message: the preemptive suppression of revolution by the Continental 
System was no longer working very well.

Once the revolutions were in motion, however, the powers that be did often 
have the strength to put them down. Russia had no problem crushing the Polish 
rebellion. Yet Russia's success stemmed in large part from the domestic factors 
limiting Britain and France from using the Polish rebellion as a lever to hurt the 
power of the Russians. Britain was facing its own reform movement, and Louis 
Philippe did not want to appear to have Napoleonic ambitions. In other words, of • 
the conservative powers, only Metternich and Austria refused to intercede against 
the Russians on ideological grounds. Britain and France, had they been able, might 
very well have placed the contingencies of politics above the demands of 
conservative dogma.

NOTES
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Surprisingly, it was in Britain,.where no revolt happened, that the most •
change occurred. In large part this change resulted trom the societal transformation . ’ 
created by the Industrial Revolution. Even so, the July Revolution certainly spurred 
the political process. The French July Revolution showed the'British bourgeoisie 
that if there was a revolution by the lower classes, the bourgeoisie could quickly 
assume control and use a working-class revolution to middle-class advantage.
The realization that the bourgeoisie was acquiring more and more power and 
could use that power to create a revolt led the Tory party to grant some concessions^.

The British Reform Bill of 1832-was really a compromise, since the reformers 
did not get everything they wanted. However, the bill was very important in that 
it made way for future reforms* Especially since the manufacturing cities of the 
North finally had substantial representation, the balance of power in British politics 
changed. Wealthy businessmen became part of the political elite. Parties 
reorganized, and the Whigs, a few radical Tories, and the radical industrialists 

' formed the Liberal Party, while most of the Tories formed the Conservative Party.
Under this new political configuration, and with the certain progression of the 
industrial revolution, further reforms were destined to take place. Interestingly,

• one aristocratic tactic to maintain power involved allying with the workers to 
strike back at the wealthy liberal businessmen. Landed aristocrats now allied with 
the poor so they could overcome the Liberal industrialists who were coming to 
dominate Parliament. Soon, the liberal industrialists caught on to this ploy, and 
allied with workers on certain issues. In 1838, manufacturers encouraged workers 
to form an Anti Corn Law League, and in 1846, under Prime Minister Robert 
Peel, the Com Laws were abolished. Of course, the abolition of the Corn Laws 
were not only ouj of interest for Laissez Faire, but also because of a horrible famine 
iri Ireland. The emergence of a political system with two parties of generally equal 
power allowed the less powerful workers to play both sides against each other 
and thereby gain concessions such as the Ten Hours Act. Ultimately, these 
progressive concessions allowed the British to avoid revolution, since those least ^ 
represented in British society still felt as if they had some means to bettering their 
situation.

NOTES

3.9 REVOLUTION OF 1830 - CAUSES AND RESULTS
The French Revolution of 1830, also known as the July Revolution or Trois 

Glorieuses in French, saw the overthrow of King Charles X of France, the French 
Bourbon monarch, and the ascent of his cousin Louis-Philippe, the Due d'Orleans, 
who himself, after 18 precarious years on the throne, would in turn be overthrown. 
It marked the shift from one constitutional monarchy, the Bourbon Restoration,' 
to another, the July Monarchy; the transition of power from t|ie House of Bourbon 
to its cadet branch, the House of Orleans; and the substitution of the principle of
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popular sovereignty for hereditary right. Supporters of the Bourbon would be 
called Legitimists, and supporters of Louis Philippe Orleanists.

Causes
NOTES

On 16 September 1824, Charles X ascended to the throne of France. He 
was the younger brother of Louis XVIII, who, upon the defeat of Napoleon 
Bonaparte, and by agreement of the Allied powers, had been installed as King of 
France. The fact that both Louis and Charles ruled by hereditary right rather 
than popular consent was the first of two triggers for Les Trois Glorieuses, the 
"Three Glorious Days" of the July Revolution.

Upon the abdication of Napoleon in 1814, continental Europe, and France 
in particular, was in a state of disarray. The Congress of Vienna met to redraw the 
continent's political map. Although there were many European countries attending 
the congress, there were four major powers that controlled the decision making: 
United Kingdom, represented by her foreign secretary Viscount Castlereagh; 
Austria, represented by the chief minister (and chairman of the congress) Klemens, 
Fiirst von Metternich; Russia, represented by Emperor Alexander I; and Prussia, 
represented by King Frederick William III. Another very influential person at the 
Congress was Charles Maurice de Talleyrand, a French diplomat under Napoleon. 
Although France was considered an enemy state, Talleyrand was allowed to attend 
the Congress because he claimed that he had only cooperated with Napoleon 
under duress.

Talleyrand proposed that Europe be restored to its "legitimate" (i.e., pre- 
Napoleon) borders and governments; a plan that, with some changes, was accepted 
by members of the Congress. France returned to its 1789 borders and the House 
of Bourbon, deposed by the Revolution, was restored to the throne. In the eyes of 
the Congress, the political situation in France and Europe was now back to normal. 
However, the new king, Louis XVm, knew that ideas of nationalism and democracy 
still lingered in his country; hence the establishment and signing of the Charte 
constitutionnelle franqiaise, the French Conshtution otherwise known as La Charte. 
A document both liberal and monarchical. La Charte was the second trigger of 
the July Revolution.

Charles X's Reign

On 16 September 1824, after a lingering illness of several months, the 69- 
year-old Louis JI died childless. Therefore his younger brother, Charles, aged 
66, inherited the throne of France. On 27 September Charles X, as he was now 
known, made his state entry into Paris to popular acclaim.. During the ceremony, 
while presenting the King the keys to the city, the comte de Chabrol, Prefect of 
the Seine, declared: "Proud to possess its new king, Paris can aspire to become
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the queen of cities by its magnificence, as its people aspire to be foremost in its 

fidelity, its devotion, and its love."
But eight months later, the mood of the capital had sharply worsened in its 

opinion of the new king. The causes of this dramatic shift in public opinion were 
many, but the main two were:

• The imposition of the death penalty for anyone profaning the Host of the 
Catholic Church.

• The provisions for financial indemnities for properties confiscated by the 
1789 Revolution and the First Empire of Napoleon. These indemnities to 
be paid to any one, whether noble or non-noble, who had been declared 
"enemies of the Revolution".

Critics of the first accused the king and his new ministry of pandering to 
the Catholic Church, and by so doing violating guarantees of equalit}’ of religious 
belief as specified in La Charte.

The second matter, that of financial indemnities, was far more opportunistic 
than the first. This was because since the restoration of the monarchy, there had 
been demands from all groups to settle matters of property ownership; to reduce, 
if not eliminate, the uncertainties in the real estate market both in Paris and in 
France. But liberal opponents, many of whom were frustrated Bonapartists, began 
a whispering campaign that Charles X was only proposing this in order to shame 
those who had not emigrated. Both measures, they claimed, were nothing more 
than clever subterfuge meant to bring about the destruction of La Charte.

Up to this time, thanks to the popularity of the Chamber of Peers with the 
people of Paris, the king's relationship with the elite - both of the right and left - 
had remained solid. This, too, was about to change. On 12 April, propelled by 
both genuine conviction and the spirit of independence, the Chamber of Deputies 
roundly rejected the government's proposal to change the inheritance laws. The 
popular leftist newspaper Le Constitutionnel pronounced this refusal "a victory 
over the forces of counter-revolutionaries and reactionism".

The popularity of both the Chamber of Peers and the Chamber of Deputies 
skyrocketed, and the popularity of the king and his ministry dropped, This became 
unmistakable when on 16 April 1827, while reviewing the Garde Royale in the 
Champ de Mars, the king was greeted with icy silence, many of the spectators 
refusing even to remove their hats. Charles X "later told [his cousin] Orleans that, 
'although most people present were not too hostile, some looked at times with 
terrible expressions'."

Because of what it perceived to be growing, relentless, and increasingly, 
vitriolic criticism of both the government and the Church, the government of 
Charles X introduced into the Chamber of Deputies a proposal for a law tightening

NOTES
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censorship, especially in-regard'.to the newspapers. The Chamber, for its part, 
objected so violently that the humiliated government had no choice but to 
withdraw its proposals.

On 18 March 1830, the liberal majority in the Chamber of Deputies made 
. the Address of the 221 (motion of no confidence) against the king and Polignac's 
: ministry. The following day, Charles dissolved parliament, and then alarmed 

Liberals by delaying elections for two months. During this time, the liberals 

championed the'22T as popular heroes, whilst the government struggled to gain 
support across the country as prefects were shuffled around the departments of 
France. The elections that followed return an overwhelming Liberal majority, thus 
defeattrig the government. This came after another event: on the grounds that it 
had behaved in an offensive manner towards the crown, on 30 April the king 
abruptly dissolved the National Guard of Paris, a voluntary group of citizens and 

; an ever reliable conduit between the monarchy and the people. Cooler heads 
were appalled: "[I] would rather have my head cut off," wrote a noble from the 
Rhineland upon hearing the news, "than have counseled such an act; the only 
further measure needed to cause a revolution is censorship." '

NOTES

That came in July 1830 when, on Sunday, 25 July Charles X signed the July 
Ordinances, also known as "The Ordinances of Saint-Cloud". On Monday 26 
July, they were published in the leading conservative newspaper in Paris, Le 
Moniteur. On Tuesday 27 July, the revolution began in earnest Les trois joumees 
de juillet, and the end of the Bourbon monarchy.

Result

The revolution of July 1830 created a constitutional monarchy. Charles X 
abdicated rather than become a limited monarch and departed for Great Britain. 
In his place Louis Philippe of the House of Orleans was placed on the throne,' and 
he agreed to rule as a constitutional monarch. This period became known as the 
July Monarchy.

The July Column, located op Place de la Bastille, commemorates the events 
of the Three Glorious Days.

One month after the revolution, in the United Kingdom of the Netherlands, 
the Belgian Revolution would commence, leading to the establishment of an 
independent Kingdom of Belgium.

3.10 EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION OF 1830 OF
FRANCE ON EUROPE

• In the three decades before 1815-, two revolutions had swept through 
Europe. A political revolution, associated with the French Revolution, affected the 
institutions of government, law, and the relations between social classes on the
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continent. That revolution appeared to halt with the defeat of Napoleon and the 
peace of Vienna in 1815. However, the other revolution worked against the forces 
of reaction that had momentarily triumphed. The Industrial Revolution first 
transformed England, and then spread to the continent. It enlarged the middle 
and working classes, whose political demands challenged the conservatism of 
monarchs, and led to the growth of large urban centers. Together, these two 
revolutions sparked a proliferation of new movements and doctrines, or "isms," 
many of which continue to exert an influence in the present. The triumph of the 
bourgeoisie left its mark on Europe, but the increasing estrangement of labor Jed 
to fears of renewed revolution. Politically, the powers that had defeated Napoleon 
sought to stem the tide of revolution, while making some concessions to liberalism 
both domestically and internationally, A schism emerged between an increasingly 
liberal western Europe and an autocratic eastern Europe, and instability was further 
exacerbated by the lack of an international system. The tensions between the 
repressive atmosphere established by the forces of reaction and the hopes still 
tied to notions of progress and individual rights would lead to the Revolution of 
1848.

NOTES

France was one of the first European countries where bourgeois revolution 
has brought great changes in social, economic and political life of the country. 
Moreover, unlike other states, France after the revolution produced a profound 
impact on the further development of European continent and the entire world. 
Nonetheless, even after the restoration of the monarchy in this country, France 

.still remained a turbulent and unstable state. As a result, revolts and coup d'etats 
became a norm of the further development of France. In this respect, it is worthy 
to note that the July Revolution of 1830 was one of the most prominent and 
significant events in the historical development of France in the 19th century that 
to a significant extent defined the political and social life of the country.

At the same time, the.July Revolution of 1830 was not an accidental revolt 
but, on the contrary, this event was motivated and had its profound causes. Despite 
the fact that the revolt was characterized by serious contradictions within the 
camp of revolutionaries it was successful and resulted in the victory of one of the 
party leading the revolution. On the other hand, it is quite difficult to define the 
real effect of the Revolution until its causes and development are not analyzed. 
This is why it is necessary to carefully discuss them in order to properly evaluate 
the results and role of the July Revolution of 1830 in France.

Importance of the July Revolution of 1830

Speaking about the July Revolution of 1830, it is necessary to point out that 
basically it was the revolt.against the rule of Charles X Bourbon whose actions 
were, totally rejected by French society and leading political powers of France of
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that epoch. At the same time, it should be said that Charles X only stimulated the 
growth of people's and middle class opposition to the royal power and that was 
probably the biggest mistake he had made during his rule. In fact, this revolution 
was a natural reaction of French people and what is more important of the middle 
class which grew in power as the major economic and political layer of French 
society that was actually a bourgeois society, and this was policy absolutely different 
from that of his predecessor Louis XVIII. The latter practically did not interfere in 
the existing socio-economic and political order which was formed in the result of 
the French Revolution and following years under Napoleon, and after the Emperor 
rule. In general his rule may be characterized as peaceful and had the support of 
the vast majority of French population . In such a way, Louis XVIII provided 
France with stability essential for its normal development and recovery from the 
Napoleonic wars and the period of revolution.

In fact, the king based many of his decisions on popular opinion that was 
very important for the country which had started democratic changes and where 
the middle class grew in power . It should be pointed out that he was particularly 
responsive to the wishes of the Parisian elite and this fact is very important because 
the capital was probably the most important strategic place from the revolutionary 
perspective since it is in Paris where revolution actually started.

At the same time, despite the fact that Louis XVUI attempted to provide 
French people with far more freedom than his royal ancestors, the existing regime 
was quite autocratic. Nonetheless, his ruling may be characterized by serious 
democratic achievements such as an elected assembly, the Chamber of Deputies 
which coexisted with the appointed Chamber of Peers. However, the Chamber of 
Deputies had little of power that was a significant drawback . Moreover, Louis 
XVIII even agreed to the Constitution which, by the way, provided the possibilities 
for legislators to assist in governing the country.

In such a way, French people from the lower to upper classes was relatively 
satisfied with the regime established by Louis XVIII which provided an essential 
transitional period from post-revolutionary democratization to total restoration . 
of the monarchy in the country. In this respect, Charles X that inherited the throne 
from Louis XVIII was absolutely different from his predecessor. To put it more 
precisely he did not reconciled with those who insisted on the development of the 
constitutional monarchy in France and further democratization of the country. In 
stark contrast he stood on the ground that France had to restore the absolute 
monarchy but apparently, historically France was not ready for such a dramatic 
step back in its development. In fact, it was obvious that French society could not 
return to the 'Ancien Regime' that existed before the French Revolution and its 
principles.

NOTES
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Naturally, such a contradiction between the king which possessed great 
power in the state on the one hand, and the growing middle class, political and 
economic elite, and people, on the other hand, could not fail to result in the revolt. 
Obviously, it is not only the absolutist ambitions that provoked such a resistance 
of French society to the king Charles X but the actions he undertook to achieve 
his basic goal and his policy. For instance, unlike Louis XVIII, Charles X paid little 
attention to the public opinion, opposed to democracy and he strongly believed 
that he could erase most traces of the democratic government limiting legislative 
power of the elected assembly .

At the same time, his actions produced not only political effect such as the 
reducing power of legislators but they also produced a profound economic effect 
For instance, he made a very controversial decision concerning all of the nobles 
that left the country after the French Revolution of 1789 would be compensated 
for their lost property. As a result, there was not only a conflict of political interests 
but also of economic interests between the monarch and the middle class and 
current economic and political elite of the country.

In fact it is quite natural that the situation was getting to deteriorate 
dramatically when Qiarles X openly supported nobility and, since the settlements 
in France were quite moderate and not fully recovered after the Revolution and 
Napoleonic wars, such a policy of the king arose great controversy among the 
middle class and French people at large because the compensation to the nobles 
meant higher taxes of the rest of the French population for the benefits of nobles.

Naturally, such a policy which affected civil rights and freedom of French 
people, their economic interests could not fail to provoke the revolt that occurred 
in 1830.

NOTES
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Therevolt

Obviously, the policy of Charles X affected interests of different groups and 
large number of people but what is more important this policy led to the unification 
of the opposition. As a result, the united opposition of monarchist liberals and 
imperialist republicans initially started the legal resistance to the changes initiated 
by the monarch and eventually headed the popular coup d'etat, to the July 
Ordinances of the July 1830, which dissolved the intractable Chamber, eliminated 
licensed dealers from the electoral list, and muzzled the press .

Actually, the fighting had lasted for three days which later called 'Three 
Glorious Days' led to the victory of the rebelled French people. However, on 
defeating the monarch the revolutionaries revealed profound controversies that 
existed within their camp. On the one hand, there was the republican party which 
actually led the revolution and insisted on the reestablishment of the Republic of 
1793 , but this party had little forces and little political power and constituted
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mainly of students and workmen and could not shape the public opinion in Paris. 
On the other hand, there was the Orleanist party consisting basically of liberal 
bourgeoisie and the middle class supported the new king Louis-Philippe and 
insisted on the change of the monarch and constitutional restriction of his power 
along with the enlargement of the power of legislators .

In such a way, profound contradictions on the future development of France 
progressed and the situation grew dangerous and threatened to result in the military 
cpnflict since there were two different political powers which pretended to play 
the role of the government. Nonetheless, such a controversy could not last for a 
long time and the supporters of the constitutional monarchy eventually won when 
La Fayette switched his support to Louis Philippe that decided matters in the 
favor of the new king of France .

Naturally, the revolutionaries could not remain the legislation of the country 
unchanged and the most important thing they had to do was to limit the power 
of the king in ordered to prevent any further attempts to usurp the absolute 
power by the monarch. As a result the following preliminary conditions were 
imposed upon the king: the recognition of the supremacy of the people, the 
responsibility of ministers, the supremacy of hereditary succession to the Chamber 
of Peers, now reduced to the rank of a council of officials, the suppression of the 
article 14 of the Charter that had enabled Charles X to supersede the laws by 
means of the ordinances, and the liberty of the press.

Thus, the July Revolution, being initiated as the revolution against the 
growing power of the unpopular monarch, was characterized by significant 
contradictions among revol utionaries and had serious consequences for the future 
development of France.

Consequences ofthe JuLyREVonmoN

Speaking about the consequences of the July Revolution of 1830 in France, 
it is possible to distinguish short-term and long-term consequences. Basically, the 
direct result of the July Revolution was the establishment of the constitutional 
monarchy in which the power of the king was dramatically limited and there 
remained no possibilities to return to the absolute monarchy. On the other hand, 
this revolution revealed the inability of French people to reestablish the Republic 
or, to put it more precisely, this revolution perfectly demonstrated that in that 
period of time the real power in the country belonged to the liberal bourgeoisie 
which started to form the middle class as the most powerful stratum of French 
society. Finally, the sustaining of the monarchy in France prevented the country 
from the new war with other European countries which were monarchies as well. 
Otherwise, France would face the threat,of new wars it stumbled through after 
the Revolution of 1789.

NOTES
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be said that the establishment of the constitutional monarchy created essential 
conditions for the further democratization of the country. In this respect, it is 
worthy to note that the constitutional monarchy prevented the country from 
external aggression and provided the possibilities for evolutionary development 
of democracy in France on the basis of stable economic development of the coimtry.

At the same time, the growing role of the middle class became obvious and 
it was a historical stage.when the bourgeoisie started to play the defining role in 
the future of the coimtiy. In fact, it was the first stage of the development of the 
middle class as the future basis of a democratic society that currently exists in 

France.
Finally, it should be said that the July Revolution stimulated the development 

of revolutionary movements in neighboring states, including Netherlands but in 
long-terms it served as an example of democratic changes which were essential 
for French people and what is more important this revolution emphasized the 
irreversible nature of democratic changes in the country which became the leader 
of civil rights and democratic movemerit.

Thus, taking into account all above mentioned, it is possible to conclude 
fliat the July Revolution of 1830 in France, produced a very important impact on 
the further development of France and other coxmtries of the world. Nonetheless, 
it should be said that this revolution symbolized the end of the epoch of absolutism 
and unlimited power of the king and revealed the fact that bourgeoisie could not 
be ignored and its socio-economic and political interests did not correspond to 
die interests of die absolute monarch. This is why die development of the July 
Revolution indicated at the natural impossibility of the restoration of the absolute 
monarchy. On the other hand, the reestablishment of the Republic also turned to 
be impossible and again bourgeoisie played a defining role in this respect since its 
economic interests rejected the possibility of the war with neighboring European 

■ states which was inevitable in the case of the creation of the new French Republic. 
In such a way, the July Revolution revealed the trend to the evolutionary 

■ democratization of France, dominance of the moderate ideology and the end of 

truly revolutionary epoch.

Effect ON THE Other CovNTEiES

However, apart from a few victories by revolutionaries between 1815 -1830, 
reactionary and conservative forces were largely successful in suppressing or 
overturning, early gains made by liberals. However, in 1830 France again erupted 
into revolutionary violence which then emboldened groups throughout the 
continent. While not as cataclysmic as the original revolution of 1789, this

NOTES
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aftershock further eroded the grip of conservative interests and elite power, and 
certainly demonstrated the continued power of revolutionary ideologies.

The 1830 uprising in France was a direct result of the tenuous political 
situation in France. Following the defeat of Napoleon, the powers at the Congress 
of Vienna restored the Bourbon monarchy to the throne, specifically the next in 
line - Louis XVIII/IS'^ (ruled 1814-1824). Louis proved to be a relatively sensible 
ruler; he recognized that the French people would not accept restoration of the 
old absolutist order, not after 20 years of revolution. He took the throne and 
explicitly committed to be a limited, not absolute, monarch, and agreed to abide 
by the Napoleonic Code. He thus explicitly recognized some of the key rights 
won at such great cost by the French people. Louis 18th also accepted a shared 
power arrangement in the form of a 2-house legislative assembly. This assembly 
was not democratic since only the wealthiest, about 1% of the population, voted 
for or could be elected to serve. However, it was a shared power system, one of 
the hallmark goals and achievements of classical liberalism. Louis affirmed his 
commitment to these revolutionary changes - shared power and protected rights 
- in the Charter of 1814. As a result, while there certainly was resentment about 
how much from the revolution was taken away, Louis made sufficient concessions 
to remain in power, ruling until his death in 1824.

However, his successor, his brother, was a disaster. Charles X (1824-1830) 
was a fervent, arch-conservative and anti-revolutionary. He did not accept the 
legitimacy of any restrictions on the monarch, ignored legal protections, acted 
quickly to restore the privileged position of the Catholic Church, and in the end, 
simply dissolved the assembly. Censorship and state oppression was reinstated. 
The culmination of these acts in 1830, rather predictably, resulted in the French 
people undertaking protests and street actions which rapidly became full-fledged 
revolutionary turmoil, starting in the cities with students and urban workers and 
rapidly spreading throughout the country. The speed with which protests 
escalated into full-scale revolution was astounding. On July 26'*’ 1830, students 
and disgruntled unemployed urban poor began demonstrating, calling for 
restoration of a republic and elimination of the monarchy and demanding 
restoration of a constitutional monarchy. These demonstrations became a full- 
scale revolution in less than a week. Charles X lost support of the country, including 
the military and was forced to abdicate the throne - a mere three days after the 
first protests.

Liberal political leaders, seeking to forestall more radical groups seizing 
power, quickly found an acceptable replacement leader - Louis-Philippe, formally 
the Duke of Orleans. Louis-Philippe was a clever choice, he was not of the direct 
Bourbon family line (thus did not have the kind of baggage of this dynasty). He 
was a popular figure and was known reject the old trappings of royalty - he was

NOTES
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referred to by some as the 'bourgeois' king, meaning a man of the people. Louis 
wore suits, not robes and silks; he was seen as a 'modern' monarch, not a throwback 
to the past and hated age of absolutist kings. Louis-Philippe also quickly made 
clear his commitment to a liberal monarchy. He agreed to the creation of a formal 
Constitution; he restored the assembly, as well as ensuring more rights under an 
invigorated Code. Thus, the Revolution of 1830 permanently ended the Bourbon 
dynasty and created the July Monarchy of Louis-Philippe.

A sobering reality of French political scene was also seen in the course of 
this 1830 upheaval. The turmoil unleashed the ever-present extremes of French 
political spectrum, the polar and radical extremes on the right and left which had 
never been resolved from the age of the French Revolution. Extreme, militant 
right wing groups agitated for a complete return to the law and order of the Old 
Order, while the left, largely voiceless since the fall of the Jacobins, took advantage 
of the street violence to organize and agitate for even greater change - the end of 
a monarchy and the formation of another Republic. (The Jacobin period was the 
first Republic, an elected government with no hereditary monarchy, in France's 
history.) However, the selection of Louis-Philippe and the government he created 
was able, for a while, to subsume these movements under a moderate, consensus, 
liberal government. The extremist groups and agendas, however, were still out 
there and would be heard from again in 1848.

Ripple Effects
The upheaval of July in France immediately provoked popular movements 

in European cities and states, igniting the tensions seething and barely contained 
under repressive state power. Some of the riots and upheavals throughout Europe 
included:

Central Europe: In a number of the Italian and German states, liberal protest on 
the streets forced local princes and leaders to agree to the creation of constitutional 
governments and the creation of legislative assemblies. A critical feature of these 
concessions was the fact that tKe resentful, coerced leaders had to pledge to respect 
key rights,.in particular legal protections. Recognize, many Italian and German 
liberals seizing the day during this revolutionary year were nationalists (many 
deeply influenced by Mazzini); their long term agenda was to unify as a nation, to 
create an Italian or German state ruled by a liberal, constitutional system. ,■

In Poland, liberal nationalists launched an uprising aimed at achieving Polish 
national independence and a constitutional government, temporarily gaining 
concessions.

NOTES

In the Lowlands region, Belgian nationalists successfully broke away from 
their forced union with the Netherlands.
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These achievements in 1830 were inspiring and took place in a surprisingly
short space of time. However, as your textbook describes,, most-of the gains of
liberals and nationalists were short-lived. Conservative interests, largely due to
their dominant control of military power and resources, and sometimes calling
on conservative allied forces from aboard, were ultimately successful in retaking

1 ' / 
control of governments and rebellious territories. Princes took back power/ in
German and Italian states, Russia sent in a massive force to crush liberals in Poland.
In fact key to these counter-revolutionary efforts were the substantial military
forces sent by Austria and Tzarist Russia. Militarily superior forces easily enabled
the crushing of these fledgling movements and liberal institutions.

Of the gains made in 1830, the ending of the French Bourbon monarchy 
and the creation of an independent Belgium were the only permanent 
achievements. Liberals and nationalists, however, had had a taste of success and 
remained a presence in these conservative states; they nursed a deep and bitter 
hatred of Austria and particularly Prince Metternich, vvho was seen as the major 
obstacle to progress on the Continent. While disheartening for liberals, the short 
period of exhilaration and success by liberals and liberal nationalists in 1830 fed 
the continued spread of revolutionary ideologies creating a grovying pool of citizens 
across Europe ready to seize the next opportunity presented by conservative mis
steps; 1830 helped pave the way for an even greater upheaval in 1848.

NOTES

3.11 SUMMARY
• The Concert of Europe was formulated in 1815 as a mechanism to enforce 

the decisions of the Congress of Vienna. Composed of the Quadruple 
Alliance: Russia, Prussia, Austria, and Great Britain, its main priorities were 
to establish a balance of power, thereby preserving the territorial status 
quo, and to protect “legitimate" governments.

• The Concert's principal accomplishment was the securing of independence 
of Greece (1830) and Belgium (1831). In 1840 the powers (except France)^ 
intervened in defence of the Ottoman Empire (against which they.had 
supported_Greece) to end Egypt's eight-year occupation of Syria.

• The period of Metternich's congresses defined an era in which the 
governments in power attempted to create a reactionary international 
system. This system came to be called the Holy Alliance, appropriating the 
name of the coalition of Christian values Alexander had wanted to set up-

■ at the Congress of Vienna.

• The French Revolution of 1830, also known as the July Revolution or Trois 
Glorieuses in French, saw the overthrow of King Charles X of France, the 
French Bourbon monarch, and the ascent of his cousin Louis-Philippe,
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would in turn be overthrown.
• The upheaval of July in France immediately provoked popular movements

in European cities and states, igniting the tensions seething and barely 
contained under repressive state power.

\

NOTES

3.12 REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Write a short essay on "The Concert of Europe".
2. Why did concert of Europe fail?
3. What were the main features of Mettemich's forei^ policy?
4. Discuss the causes and consequences of French revolution of 1930.
5. What was the impact of French revolution of 1930 on Europe?

3.13 FURTHER READINGS
1. Blanning, T.C.W, The French Revolution: Class War or Culture Clash.

2. Cobban, Alfred, History of Modern France, Vol. 1-3.'
3. CipoUa, C.M, Fontana Economic History of Europe, Vol. Ill (The Industrial 

Revolution), Vol. 4 (Part 1 & 2).
4. Doyle, William, Origins of the French Revolution.

5. Droz, Jacques, Europe Between Revolutions.
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FRENCH REVOLUTION OF 1848NOTES

STRUCTURE

4.1 Learning Objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 French Revolution of 1848 — Causes and Consequences
4.4 Response and Failure of 1848 Revolution
4.5 Louis Philippe and His Policies
4.6 The Effects of French Revolution 1848 oh Europe
4.7 Summary
4.8 Review Questions
4.9 Further Readings

4.1 LEARNING OBTECTIVES
After going through this Chapter, students will be able to :

• kno_w the home and foreign policy of Louis Philippe;
• discuss the policy of "Golden Mean";
• state the causes and consequences of French revolution of 1848;
• understand the impact of French revolution of 1848 on Europe.

4.2 INTRODUCTION
Immediately after the bitter disappointments of 1830, the level of activism 

by liberals and nationalists was more subdued though these ideologies continued 
to secure committed adherents and spawn underground organizahons. However, 
problems caused by industrialization were only getting worse, the poor suffered 
acutely from agricultural downturns and in some regions were confronting famine 
conditions.

-- This dangerous combination of ideological resentment and resistance, and 
a spike in the miseries and suffering experienced by the masses, led to an even 
more dramatic wave of riots and revolutions in 1848.

In early 1848, instability and erupting violence in France once again ignited 
revolutionary fervor across the Continent. Ultimately the passions in France 
spread and there were close to 50 revolutionary episodes and rebellions across
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Europe between 1848-1850. In the end, the turmoil of these years made starkly 
clear to conservative protectors, and those seeking political stability and an end 
to revolutionary cycles that the demands of revolutionary ideologies could not be 
addressed with short-term military responses; compromise was necessary. 
Virtually all of Europe was impacted by the revolutionary atmosphere of 1848; 
only the culturally stagnant state of Russia was immune on the Continent. Britain, 
protected by geographic separation and a more progressive system, also remained 
largely untouched. For the majority of citizens seeking change in Europe, 1848 
was a remarkable, exhilarating, and traumatic year.

NOTES

4.3 FRENCH REVOLUTION OF 1848 - CAUSES AND
CONSEQUENCES

k

France in 1848 was still under the rule of the 'July Monarchy' of Louis 
Philippe of the Orleans family. By 1848, however, Louis had lost much of the 
popularity and support lavished on hirp in the aftermath of the Revolution of 
1830. His administration in the 1840's was widely recognized as deeply corrupt; 
the upper bourgeoisie in society took advantage of his commercial support and 
skimmed heavily from state coffers, in particular acquiring state-granted 
monopolies and exclusive, lucrative trading privileges. Unforgivably, as the upper 
middle class and commercially entangled aristocrats gained ever greater wealth, 
economic conditions were deteriorating for the majority of the country. 
Agricultural production plummeted, creating famine in some regions. 
Skyrocketing food prices meant miserable suffering and stagnating economies. 
The French monarchy did nothing to alleviate these conditions, feeding growing 
resentment. Finally, Louis-Philippe's government was demonstrating increasingly 
authoritarian tendencies in the face of popular expression of discontent, for 
example increasing censorship and imprisoning critics. Some of the rights Louis- 

. Philippe had come to power promising to protect were suspended or completely 
abolished by 1848, including the right to public political gatherings. In fact, the 
only legal way to gather a group of people was in the form of dinners or 'banquets'. 
One particular attempt to organize a large political 'banquet' led to the ignition of 
these growing tensions. The government banned this gathering, resulting in 
outrage that quickly spilled out into the streets and again rapidly escalated 

• into revolutionary protests and violence in the street.
1848 saw the beginning of many Revolutions throughout Europe, but the 

ideas originated in France. The first French Revolution which saw the death of 
many, noblemen on the Guillotine, called out for an end to the ancien regime, 
where the rich control the poor, and there was no room for advancement of 

. social status. The heavy taxes were imposed on the poorest, were the rich had 
amenities to prevent them from paying many of the taxes to the King. The call of

• •
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'Liberty, Equality and Fraternity' lead to the First Republic and the eventual rise 
of Napoleon Bonaparte.

Though the Revolutions in the 1790's had brought some changes to France, 
by 1848, the masses were once again unhappy with their rule.

Causes of the 1848 Revolutions inFrance

Once Napoleon I had been defeated by the British, the alliance of Europe 
which was formed to get rid of Napoleon placed a Bourbon (the family who 
ruled before the First French Revolution) as King. He came on on the 'baggage 
train of the allies, and was resented by the people. Louis XVIII changed some of 
the progress gained by the First Republic, and the next king his brother Charles 
X takes .France back to the oppressive days of the ancien regime, The French 
people rebel, and when the allies step in, a new King is crowned. Louis Phillipe 
was a middle class, bourgeoise King. The French have high expectations for the 
new King, but after an initial period of calm, the french become restless.

Long Term Problems within France in 1848
1. The weakness of the regime in France- Louis Phillpe was a compromise of 

interests and never truly had the support of the masses.
2. There were many short comings of Louis Phillipe himself - He never 

expected to be King and was therefore never trained for the title. The 
french enjoyed the mystique and intrigue of the royal family. Louis Phillipe 
insisted on doing many things that previous Kings had servants for, 
himself.-The french were disappointed in his lack of ceremony. They also 
enjoyed scandal, and were disappointed in the fact that Louis was faithful 
to his wife.

3 Lack of Poiitical/social reform - the French people wanted to reinstate and 
improve upon previous reforms of the revolution, but Louis was a cautious 
King and was unwilling to carry out many reforms.

4. Weak and Unsuccessful Foreign Policy - Under Napoleon, the French 
enjoyed a strong foreign policy, creating a huge French Empire. Louis 
Phillipe was not ambitious and his foreign policy was uninspiring and 
centered around Britain,

5. There was a narrow franchise, with many of the Middle Class and all of 
the Working Class unable to vote.

Short Term Problems Within France in 1848
1. Economic Depression- the years following the revolution saw many failed 

harvests. The People were starving as bread prices continued to increase.

2. There were many, inspired by the Enlightenment ideas of the first 
revolution, who were pushing and campaigning for parliamentary reform.

NOTES

I
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There were reform banquets held in which speeches were made 
demanding constitutional reform.

Revolution IN February 1848 inFrance

In February, Reform Banquets in Paris were banned and many turned out 
in protest. There was confusion and the King's troops fired oh peaceful protesters. 
Barricades were erected in the streets and there was looting in the center of Paris. 
The National Guard, whose job it was to keep peace in Paris and protect the 
King, defected. Louis Phillipe loses control of the city and abdicates on the 24th 
of February. A Republic was declared.

Elections for an assembly to draw up a constitution were organised for 
April. The provisional Government introduced a number of new measures;

• The National Guard was open to all classes,
• Freedom of the Press and Individual Liberties guaranteed,
• Every man had the right to work - they set up unemployment benefits. 

The Conservative majority result in the election frustrated the left-wing
voters. On May 15th, left wing members attempted a coup in Paris, but were 

, arrested. In June there was an announcement that the workshops to help the 
poor become employed were going to be shut down as they were an unnecessary 
expense. Barricades were erected in the poorer districts of Paris. There was much 
violence with 1000 government troops and 3000 rioters killed.

NOTES

4.4 RESPONSE AND FAILURE OF 1848 REVOLUTION
1848 seemed, for several months, to be the year when unfulfilled or 

suppressed dreams from the French Revolution were finally fulfilled. However, 
by the end of the 1848 and continuing until 1850, the forces of conservatives and 
elite rule,were able to regroup> launching military counter-initiatives which 
ultimately rolled back most of the gains of the exhilarating early months.

France, the epicenter of the revolutionary movements, was also the site 
where more conservative forces were able to rebound first. The Second Republic 
by June 1848 was showing the strain of that long-standing problem of France - 
stark divisions between polarized and conflicting political voices and visions. 
Specifically, more moderate lib'&rals were increasingly coming into conflict with 
the more radical leaders seeking greater socialist policies. The never-resolved 
political divisions in France between the extreme right, the extreme left, and all 
political ideologies in between, de-stabiiized this new Republic, leading to political 
turmoil, stalemate in political effectiveness and finally erupting into chronic street 
violence. The resulting political violence, known as the bloody June Days (1848), 
demonstrated to many nervous French citizens the problems with the Republic,
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feeding fears of continued chaos and decline into anarchy. In the midst of these 
troubling and turbulent events, neiv elections were held for President.

Of the four candidates running for President of the beleaguered Republic, 
one had the clear benefit of name recognition - Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, nephew 
of the (by many) beloved leader of revolutionary conquering France. Louis 
Napoleon Bonaparte ran on an appealing platform of restoring and ensuring law 
and order/stability while also pledging to protect liberal rights and protections; 
He won by a landslide, and then visibly mirroring his uncle's tactics translated 
his political popularity into increased persona! power. By the end of 1851, in 
fact, Louis Napoleon Bonaparte completed the transition from elected President 
to authoritarian ruler for life, thus ending the Second Republic.

As liberal and socialist dreams were replaced by a new dictatorship in France, 
in other parts of Europe conservative forces recovered from the initial shock and 
losses of the year, rallying military, economic and political forces in coordinated 
efforts to crush fledgling libera! assemblies and regional leadership, In Austria, 
at the end of 1848, Emperor Ferdinand ceded the throne to his successor, Francis 
Joseph. The new Emperor imrnediately repudiated the concessions made by 
Ferdinand and rapidly set about taking back powers ceded to liberals and 
nationalists through military force. Austrian troops crushed local powers in the 
Czech region in June 1848, the liberal governmental assembly in Vienna was 
disbanded by the fall of 1849, and the empire regained harsh control of Hungary 
in 1849, with the help of Russian troops. In Prussia, the authoritarian Kaiser 
recognized the weakening of popular mobilization and employed Prussia's 
impressive military might to reassert control, suspending and retracted rights 
and concessions granted. Additionally, Prussia's abrupt withdrawal from the 
Frankfurt Assembly ended this effort to tie German states together As had 
occurred earlier in the century, Austria, Prussia and Russia and even the new 
government under Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, sent their troops into neighboring 
regions to crush revolutionary leadership in areas such as Rome, Venetian and 
Lombardy.

The Development of the Revolution

Louis Philippe did not broaden the franchise in the country, but narrowed 
it down. It led to his downfall. Processions were trampling down the streets of 
the country, and everywhere meetings were organized as a mark of discontent. 
The policy of Louis was bitterly criticized. He imposed restrictions on the freedom 
of the Press, Speeches, articles etc. The people who opposed this were put behind 
bars. The last days of the reign of Louis Philippe were replete with universal 
dismay, anarchy, and discontent. The French Revolution of 1848 was the direct 
result of this existing atmosphere.

NOTES
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The immediate cause for the conflagration was that Louis promulgated 
some very unpopular and severe measures in February 1848. A mob of Parisians 
paraded the streets of the city between the 20th and 23rd of February 1848, 
shouting slogans against the unwanted rule of Louis Philippe. Soon the 
Republicans came to lead the mob and flames of revolution reached every nook 
and corner of the country. The vigor of the revolutionaries increased in leaps and 
bounds and ultimately Louis had to abdicate the throne and slip away to England. 
This was the first stage of the revolution in which the advocates of democracy 
triumphed completely.

They set up a provisional government in the country and tried to restore 
peace and order. Soon the socialists under Louis Blanc, the Royalists and the 
Bonapartists, appeared on the scene to usurp power for themselves. As a result, a 
civil war broke out in France and it ravaged the country till October 1848. This 
was the second stage of the revolution. The socialists were completely routed and 
the royalists were also curbed.

The Republicans got the lead and framed a new constitution for the country 
and declared the Second Republic in France. This was the third stage in which 
Republicanism proved triumphant. But the Bonapartists reaped th# real fortune 
because Louis Napoleon, their leader, was elected as the first president of the 
second Republic in December 1848. This was the fourth and the final stage of the 
revolution and, at the end, France once again passed into the hands of the 
Bonapartists whose leader, Napoleon HI, was as ambitious as Napoleon I had 
been.

French Revolution of 
1848

NOTES

This Revolution of 1848 in France influenced other countries of Europe 
like Austria, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Holland etc.

The Failure of the 1841 Revolutions in France

In December Louis Napoleon was elected Head of the Republic. He was 
the nephew of Napoleon I and popular with the peasantry who believed he was 
going to bring in social reforms. The veteran politicians believed they could control 
him. However in December 1851, Louis Napoleon overthrew the Republic and 
became Dictator.

There are many reasons why the progressive changes and new governmental 
systems enacted in the heady early months of 1848 proved too weak to survive. 
Primary among them were ideological divisions. While revolutionary movements 
could attain a tentative unity in the face of a mutually-hated old order of 
entrenched monarchs and privileged aristocrats, the fact was that liberals were 
very different from socialists in their goals. These coalitions often had directly, 
conflicting visions of what the power of the state should be and how it was to be 
used. It proved impossible to reconcile the classical liberal goals of a limited
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government protecting liberties with the more radical, intrusive goals of socialists 
to redraw class and property in the society. Such ideological divisions led to 
political division and stalemate at best, or at worst, outright breakdown and 
violence in these new constitutional governments.

Also, nationalist groups in multi-national territories found that while they 
might share an aversion to imperial oppression, they also feared each other and 
the imposition of their neighbor’s culture. The chronic problem with nationalism 
became apparent, and we continue to see this to the present day - it is impossible 
to draw clean state borders or political lines between national groups. German
speaking populations increasingly felt oppressed in the revolutionary Hungarian 
region. Italians living in Bohemia resented the forced imposition of Czech culture; 
Czech culture was as unwelcome and resented as Austrian German dominance. 
Nationalist feuding, competing claims and antagonisms between diverse groups 
in multi-cultural settings in Austria as well as Italian and German states, proved 
disastrous. Such division fatally weakened many of the new governrnents 
formed.

NOTES

In addition, a harsh truth was becoming apparent - that liberal systems 
require a minimum number of educated, literature citizens to ensure success of a 
constitutional government. It is difficult if not impossible to create, from scratch, 
a functioning, representative system based on compromise, respect for differences, 
and the nitty-gritty .of creating laws and policies in a participatory fashion. In 
regions that had for centuries been under the oppressive, even crippling effects 
of absolutism and aristocratic monopoly of education and resources, where the 
bulk of the population were illiterate peasants and where the middle class was 
small, weak and inexperienced, there simply was no time to build-necessary skills 
and knowledge to sustain the new constitutional structures and processes before • 
the conservative forces mounted a counter-offensive of military might.

4.5 LOUIS PHILIPPE AND HIS POLICIES
In 1830, the July Revolution overthrew the repressive regime of Charles X. 

Charles abdicated in favour of his grandson, whom monarchists regarded as the 
legitimate Bourbon king. {Supporters of the Bourbon pretender, called 'Henry 
V', came to be called Legitimists. His grandson was offered the throne again in 
the 1870s but declined over a dispute over the French tricolour.) Due to Louis- 
Philippe's Republican policies and his popularity with the masses, the Chamber 
of Deputies ignored the wishes of the legitimists that Charles's grandson be 
accepted as king and instead proclaimed Louis-Philippe as the new French king. 
The new monarch took the style of "King of the French", a constitutional 
innovation known as Popular monarchy which linked the monarch's title to a 
people, not to a state, as the previous King of France's designation did.
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In 1832, his daughter, Princess Louise-Marie Thyyryyse Charlotte Isabelle 
(1812-1850), became Belgium's first queen when she married King Leopold I.

For a few years, Louis-PhiJippe ruled in a unpretentious fashion, avoiding 
the arrogance, pomp and lavish spending of his predecessors. Despite this outward 
appearance of simplicity, Louis-Philippe's support came from the wealthy middle 
classes. At first, he was much loved and called the 'Citizen King’, but his popularity 
suffered as his government was perceived as increasingly conservative and 
monarchical. Under his management the conditions of the working classes 
deteriorated, and the income gap widened considerably. An economic crisis in 
1847 led to the citizens of France revolting against their king once again.

Abdicahon

NOTES

On February 24, 1848, to general surprise. King Louis-Philippe abdicated 
in favour of his young grandson (his son and heir. Prince Ferdinand, having been 
killed in an accident some years earlier). Fearful of what had happened to Louis 
XVI and Marie Antoinette, he quickly disguised himself and fled Paris. Riding in 
an ordinary cab under the name of 'Mr Smith', he escaped to England. The
National Assembly initially planned to accept his grandson as king. However,

/
pulled along by the tide of public opinion, they accepted the Second Republic 
proclaimed in controversial circumstances at Paris City Hall. In a popular election. 
Prince Louis Napoleon Bonaparte was elected as President. In 1851 he declared 
himself president for life. Within a year, he named himself Emperor Napoleon III 
and resurrected the concept of a "Napoleonic Empire".

The Clash of the Pretenders

The clashes of 1830 and 1848 between the Legitimists and the Orleanists 
over who was the valid monarch had its epilogue in the 1870s when, after the fall 
of the Empire, the National Assembly with the support of public opinion offered 
a reconstituted throne to the Legitimist pretender, 'Henry V', the Comte de 
Chambord. As he was childless, it was expected (and agreed by all but the most 
extreme Legitimists) that the throne would then pass to the Comte de Paris, 
Louis-Phillippe's grandson, so healing the ancient rift between France's two royal 
families. However Chambord, with infamous stubbornness, refused to accept 
unless France abandoned the flag of the revolution, the Tricolore, and replaced it 
with what he regarded as the flag of pre-revolutionary France. This the National 
Assembly was unwilling to do. A temporary Third Republic was established, to 
be disestablished and replaced by a constitutional monarchy when Chambord 
died and the more moderate Comte de Paris became the agreed pretender. 
However, Chambord lived far longer than-expected. By the time of his death in 
1883 support for the monarchy had declined, with most people accepting the
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Third Republic as the form of government that 'divides us least', in Adolphe 
Thiers's words. Thus, France's monarchical tradition came to an end, though some, 
notably Dwight D. Eisenhower, did suggest a monarchical restoration under a 
later Comte de Paris after the fall of the Vichy regime. Instead however, the Third 
Republic was briefly resurrected before being replaced by the Fourth Republic 
in 1946.

NOTES

Most French monarchists regard the descendants of Louis Philippe's 
grandson, who hold the title Comte de Paris, as the rightful pretender to the 
French throne. A small minority of Legitimists however insist on a nobleman of 
Spanish birth, Don Luis-Alfonso de Borbon,.Duke of Anjou (to his supporters, 
'Louis XX') as being the true legitimist pretender. Both sides even challenged 
each other in the French Republic's law courts, in 1897 and again almost a century 
later, in the latter case, with Henri, Comte de Paris (d. 1999) challenging the right 
of the Spanish-born 'pretender' to use the French royal title Due d'Anjou. The 
French courts disagreed with the Comte de Paris and threw.,put his claim.

HisPouaEs
During the revolution of July, 1830, his name occurred to Laffitte, Beranger, 

and other leaders of the movement, as the only one which could rally the nation 
in support of constitutional monarchy; and after some hesitation Louis Philippe 
accepted the title of lieutenant general of the kingdom, his public reception at 
the hotel de ville taking place on July 31, where together with Lafayette he appeared 
at the window with a tricolor flag, and the general embraced the duke. A 
provisional public administration was formed, including Dupont (de I'Eure), Gen. 
Gerard, Baron Louis, and Guizot, the last two names being much commented 
upon on account of their associations with the old dynasty. At the sitting of the 
chambers on Aug, 7 the constitution was modified, the forfeiture of the old dynasty 
pronounced, and a new one instituted, 219 out of 252 votes electing Louis Philippe 
as " king of the French." The peers approved the action of the deputies, 
notwithstanding the eloquent remonstrances of Chateaubriand. The solemn 
transfer of the crown took place on Aug. 9 in the Palais Bourbon, at a royal sitting 
of both chambers, when Louis Philippe made his entry to the sound of the 
Marseillaise and the noise oi cannon fired at the Invalides, accepting the crown, 
and, amid the cries of Vive le roi, swearing faithfully to observe the modified 
.charter.

One of his first acts was the nomination of Talleyrand as ambassador to 
London, which bound French diplomacy to the maintenance of the treaties of 
1815 and the renunciation of the Russian alliance, and laid the foundation for 
that between France and England. The first six years of his reign were spent in 
combating the legitimist, Bonapartist, and republican parties. The trial of the
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ex-ministers of Charles X. gave rise to serious disturbances, in appeasing which 
Lafayette compromised his popularity and forfeited his commandership of the 
national guard. Guizot, De Broglie, and their friends, the so-called doctrinaires, 
were dismissed, and Laffitte was placed at the head of the administration, Nov. 
3,1830. Universal suffrage was rejected, but a new electoral law was passed, which 
became the basis of what Guizot called the middle-class tory party. The leader of 
this party, Casimir Perier, succeeded Laffitte, March 13,1831, and remained prime 
minister until his death in May, 1832. Poland was left to her fate, and after the 
occupation of her capital by the Russians, the announcement that “order reigns 
in Warsaw “ was made in the chamber by Count Sebastian!. Paris became the 
scene of an insurrection during the funeral of Gen. Lamarque in June, 1832. This 
having been put down by force of arms, a new administration was formed by 
Soult, Oct. 11,1832, including De Broglie, Guizot, and Thiers, which, with some 
modifications, continued in power until Feb. 22,1836. In home affairs it steered 
between the extremes of parties, and in foreign affairs pursued a peaceful policy.

Yet, King Leopold of Belgium having married the princess Louise, daughter 
of Louis Philippe, a French army under Gerard crossed the Belgian frontier in his 
interest, and after an obstinate siege conquered the citadel of Antwerp (December, 
1832). In Italy the influence of Austria was counterbalanced by the occupation of 
Ancona (February, 1832). A quadruple alliance between France, England, Spain, 
and Portugal was signed in 1834. A new system of primary education was 
introduced, savings banks were established, and other kindred measures passed; 
but the revolutionary spirit, although curbed, was not crushed, and Louis Philippe's 

■ situation was surrounded with great perils, as attested by the bloody insurrections 
at Lyons (1831 and 1834), Grenoble, and Paris (1834), republican conspiracies by 
the elder Cavaignac, Marrast, and others, the attempted insurrection in the west 
of the kingdom by the duchess of Berry (1832), who was punished by 
imprisonment in the fortress of Blaye, and especially by the numerous attempts 
upon the king's life, the most formidable of which was that of Fieschi, July 28, 
1835. (See Fieschi.) An attempted military insurrection at Strasburg in favor of 
Louis Napoleon, as a claimant of the throne, was easily suppressed (1836). From 
without Louis Philippe was met by the distrust of the foreign powers, especially 
of Russia, concerning the stability of his government.

From 1836 to the end of 1840 the history of his reign is that of contests 
between him and the chambers, and of rivalries between Thiers, Guizot, Mole, 
and Soult, who were successively at the head of the administration. Thiers 
withdrew on account of the opposition of the king and of the chambers to his 
views about intervention in the affairs of Spain and of other countries, and the 
defeat of the Guizot-Mole cabinet was hastened by the opposition to Louis 
Philippe's demands for the aggrandizement of his family. Under the Mole

NOTES
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administration, a general amnesty was granted on occasion of the marriage of the 
duke of Orleans with Helena of Mecklenburg, May 30,1837; and the foundation 
of the national museum of Versailles; which was inaugurated June 10, was one of 
the great achievements of Louis Philippe's reign. A coalition of Guizot, Thiers, 
Odilon Barrot; Berryer, and Garnier-Pages led to the downfall of Mole and to a 
ministerial crisis, which ended in placing power in the hands of Soult, who in his 
turn was supplanted by Thiers, March 1, 1840. During his administration the 
second attempt of Louis Napoleon to excite an insurrection in his own behalf 
took place at Boulogne, in consequence of which that prince was imprisoned in 
the fortress of Ham. Strikes and riots among the working classes were rife at the 
time, and new names were added to the list of fanatics who conspired against the 
life of Louis Philippe. But the principal difficulties of Thiers's administration were 
in connection with the conflict between the viceroy of Egypt and the sultan.

Thiers wished France to interfere in favor of the former, and commenced 
extraordinary armaments; but found himself once more at variance with the 
peace policy of Louis Philippe, when a new administration under Soult and Guizot 
was formed, Oct. 29,1840. Henceforth, until the revolution of 1848, Soult remained 
in power, but few modifications taking place in his cabinet, of which Guizot was 
the master spirit, and Duchatei and Villemain were eminent members. 
Conspicuous among the measures of the administration were the fortication of 
Paris, which had been proposed by Thiers, and the law of 1842 for the 
establishment of the great railway lines. In 1840 the body of Napoleon was brought 
to Paris by the prince de Joinville, and interred in the Invalides (Dec. 15). The 
peace at home was not materially broken, while the war in Algeria was carried on 
with continued energy, leading also to a short war with Morocco in 1844. But 
domestic afflictions overtook Louis Philippe, who had already been plunged in 
sorrow in 1839 by the death of his accomplished daughter Marie, and who was 
still more severely tried in 1842 by the accidental death of the duke of Orleans, 
whose life, if continued, might possibly have averted the revolution of 1848, and 
whose loss was justly considered a national calamity.

In foreign affairs the long cherished entente cordiale with England reached 
its climax in 1843-45, when visits were exchanged between the queen of England 
and Louis Philippe; but it was shaken by the question of indemnity for the forcible 
removal of the English consul Pritchard from the Society islands (see Du Petit- 
Thouars), and was seriously broken by the Spanish marriages (see Isabella II.), 
which were brought about by Louis in direct violation of his word pledged to 
Lord Aberdeen a year before. Among the most important events of his reign- 
were the conquest of Abd-el-Kader, the colonization of Algiers, and the formation 
of an army and a school of generals who added new lustre to the arms of France. 
Compared with the convulsions in the earlier part of his reign, the Soult-Guizot

NOTES
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administration was marked by calm and prosperity. In 1847, however, the 
shortness of the crops entailed much suffering upon the people. Scarcity caused 
disturbances, and bread riots broke.out in various parts of the country. The 
democratic and socialistic press became exceedingly active; scandalous affairs in 
high circles were wildly commented upon; and new histories of the revolutionary 
period of France by Lamartine and Louis Blanc revived the republican spirit among 
the people.

NOTES

Banquets for the discussion of political reforms were proposed. One 
announced to be held Feb. 22,1848, was opposed by the government, but Odilon 
Barrot, Ledru-Rollin,'and other popular leaders insisted upon its taking-place. 
Louis Philippe, unconscious of the coming storm, was reluctant to see' it 
suppressed by force of arms, and at length (Feb. 23), when the government called 

• the national guard to its assistance, that body answered with shouts of Vive la 
reforme ! Numberless barricades sprang up in almost every quarter of Paris; the 
king's abdication in favor of his grandson came too late, his throne was burned 
on the Place de la Concorde, and the chamber of deputies finally sanctioned the 

. overthrow of the monarchy (Feb. 24). On the morning of Feb. 25, when the old 
monarch with some members of his family had already fled from the capital, he 
was apprised of the proclamation of the republic. With'great difficulty he

i ' \

succeeded.in crossing the Seine with his wife from Honfleur to Havre under the 
name of Smith. From thence he was carried by a steamer sent for his use by the 
English government, and arrived on March 4 at Clare-mont, the palace of the 
king of the Belgians, near London, where he spent the rest of his life.

In 1872, his remains were brought from England to France, by permission 
of President Thiers, and interred at Dreux. - The most important publications on 
the political history of the reign of Louis Philippe are Louis Blanc's Histoire de dix 
ans, and Guizot's Memoires pour serrir d I'histoire de mon temps, works in which 

, the great events of the period are considered from opposite points of view.

4.6 THE EFFECTS OF FRENCH REVOLUTION 1848 ON
EUROPE

For those who fought and struggled for liberal and nationalist goals in 1848, 
the fact that these dreams were again crushed, lost by 1850, was bitterly 
disappointing. But we can see now that there were important long term 
transforming consequences resulting from this event. In the long term, the 
revolutions of 1848-1849 proved significant, helping to lay the groundwork for 
substantive changes by the end of the century.

One result of 1848 was that the left became hardened by these experiences. 
For the rest of the 19"' century and into the 20"' century, radical and even more 
moderate reform movements were tougher, more militant, less naive, more
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cynical, practical and utilitarian about the methods needed to achieve change. 
One dramatic symptom of this hard edge was a greater willingness to use terror 
and assassination to achieve nationalist aims in the latter part of the century. 
Another vivid example of this more hard-nosed, pragmatic view of the need to 
use extreme violence to achieve real, lasting change was the birth of/Marxist- 
socialism. The Communist Manifesto was published in 1848 and clearly was 
influenced by the passions of this era; it was an explicit call for violent revolution. 
Those seeking substantive socialist changes and frustrated with the failures of 
1848 were increasingly drawn to Marxism. There was a marked rise of working 
class movements and groups, and increased discussion across borders between 
radical groups about the need for workers to mobilize and use violence. The first 
Communist International coalition was formed in 1864 with the idea of unifying 
efforts of the working class across Europe.

Adding emotion to the militant and impatient political atmosphere was 
the power of expression from the growing movement of 'Realism' in' art and 

literature. Art and literary forms increasingly focused on real-life, often heart
rending portrayals of poverty, oppression and injustice. Rather than the evocative 
and inspirational idealism seen earlier in the century, in the latter part of the 19th 
century. Romantic poets, writers and artists gave passionate, emotional voice to 
grim realities of human suffering and social ills, adding to the sense of the urgent 
need for reform and revolution, by whatever means necessary. Authors such as 
Charles Dickens, Gustave Flaubert and Feodor Dostoevsky mercilessly portrayed 
the flaws in existing societies, and the tragedies of those victimized by poverty, 
ignorance and repression. In short, in post-1848 European communities of those 
seeking change, there was an edge, an impatience, a recognition of the need to be 
pragmatic and effective (rather than idealistic) and thus a willingness to embrace 
harsher tactics on the part of those seeing change.

The forces of the conservative elite order may have proved dominant in the 
1848 revolutionary era, but the loss of power for months, the 'close-call' shook 
up many in the elite political sphere. And the more astute leaders recognized 
that while brute, military force might secure power and status quo temporarily, 
resorting to simply repression was not a long term, stable response to revolutionary 
fervor. Continuing to rely on the power of the army to suppress revolts would 
only, in the end, mean recurrence and increased intensity of popular uprisings. 
In addition, the fact that radical socialists were increasingly organized, 
emboldened, and active was not lost on the more intelligent and observant political 
leaders-

NOTES

The need to defuse or undermine the appeal of the more radical voices and 
ideas in their society was paramount; bottom line, liberalism and moderate reform 
was less to be feared that radicalism. The more savvy leaders, therefore, recognized
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the need to supplement strong state power and deterrence (the stick) with offers 
of compromise and concessions (the carrot) - in particular liberal concessions, to 
keep at bay the more radical, angry forces. Thus, concessions were made, even 
by entrenched conservative monarchs in Prussia and Austria, in the latter decades 
of the 19"' century. Most indicative of this recognition of the need to compromise 
with, rather than just try to stomp out, troublesome ideas was the fact that many 
conservative leaders came to adopt and co-opt the attractive ideals of nationalism, 
in fact finding ways to use nationalist ideals to sustain elements of elite rule and 
existing state power. Thus, the ideas of conservative nationalist became explicitly 
espoused and used in the decades following 1848, used to help maintain existing 
powers and leadership in countries such as Italy and Prussia/Germany. Even in 
Britain, astute leaders, though largely untouched by the turbulence of 1848 but 
watching from across the channel, clearly recognized the danger that radical 
passions could ignite the growing anger of the oppressed working class in Britain. 
In order to diffuse this possibility, British political leaders also demonstrated a 
willingness to accept political accommodations and concessions with liberal 
reformers after 1848.

The political, social and econornic revolutionary forces unleashed by the 
French Revolution and Industrial Revolution clearly manifest themselves 
throughout Europe in the 19th century, culminating in the incendiary year of 
1848. This revolution had effects that lasted well into the turn of the century. 
Having taken a region-wide view over the past few Units of these forces, we 
build on this study by looking more closely at key European states, and tracing 

• the significant events and changes taking place between 1815 (end of the French 
Revolution) up to 1914, which was the year of the outbreak of the Great War, the 
true beginning of 20th century realities.

In the post-revolutionary decade after 1848, little had visibly changed, and 
some historians consider the revolutions a failure, given the seeming lack of 
permanent structural changes.

On the other hand, both Germany and Italy achieved political unification 
over the next two decades, and there were a few immediate successes for some 
revolutionary movements, notably in the Habsburg lands. Austria and Prussia 
eliminated feudalism.by 1850, improving the lot of the peasants. European middle 
classes made political and economic gains over the next twenty years; France 
retained universal male suffrage. Russia would later free the serfs on February 
19,1861. The Habsburgs finally had to give the Hungarians more self-determination 
in the Ausgieich of 1867, although this in itself resulted only in the rule of autocratic 
Magyars in Hungary instead of autocratic Germans.

But in 1848, the revolutionaries were idealistic and divided by the 
multiplicity of aims for which they fought—social, economic, liberal, and national.

NOTES
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Conservative forces exploited these divisions, and revolutionaries suffered from • 
mediocre leadership. Middle-class revolutionaries feared the lower classes, 
evidencing different ideas; counter-revolutions exploited the gaps. As some 
reforms were enacted and the economy improved, some revolutionaries were 
mollified.

NOTES

When the Habsburgs lightened the.burden of feudalism, many peasants 
were satisfied by the reforms and lost interest in further revolt; revolutions 
elsewhere met similar resolutions. International support likewise waned.

Autocratic Russia did not support such revolutions at home, but actively 
helped the Austro-Hungarian Empire in her war with a restive Hungarian splinter 
group. Both Britain and Russia opposed Prussia's plans on Schleswig-Holstein, 
tarnishing their view among Germany's liberal nationalists.

The net result in the German states and France was more autocratic systems, 
despitereforms such as universal male suffrage in France, and strong social class 
systems remained in both. What reforms were enacted seemed like sops thrown 
to quell dissent, while privilege remained uritouched. Nationalistic dreams also 
failed in 1848.

The Italian and German movements did provide an important impetus. 
Italy was unified in 1861, while Germany in 1871 was unified under.Bismarck 
after Germany's 1870 war with France. Some disaffected German bourgeois 
liberals (the Forty-Eighters, many atheists and freethinkers) migrated to.the United 
States after 1848, taking their money, intellectual talents, and skills out of Germany.

The revolutions did inspire lasting reform in Denmark as well as the 
Netherlands. Denmark was governed by a system of absolute monarchy since 
the seventeenth century. King Christian VIII, a moderate reformer but still an 
absolutist, died in January 1848 during a period of rising opposition from farmers 
and liberals. The new king, Frederick VII, met the liberals demands and installed 
a new Cabinet that included prominent leaders of the National Liberal Party. He 
accepted a new constitution — see the Constitution of Denmark — agreeing to 
share power with a bicameral parliament called the Rigsdag.[15J The liberal 
constitution did not extend to Schleswig, leaving the Schleswig-Holstein Question 
unanswered.

King William II of the Netherlands, afraid of the revolutions spreading into, 
the Netherlands, ordered Johan Rudolf Thorbecke to revise the constitution. 
Thorbecke's revision resulted in the king losing most of his powers in favor of the 
parliament, effectively turning the Netherlands into a Constitutional Monarchy.

1848 was a watershed year for Europe, and many of the changes of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries have origins in'this revolutionary period.
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In Italy, unifying nationalism, unemployment, as well as the peasant's 
demands for more land, higher wages, and restrictions on machinery resulted in 
revolts. King Charles Albert of Piedmont-Sardinia led a military campaign against 
Austria, while Garibaldi attempted to organize a republic in Rome. The movement 

• largely failed, however, because different groups of nationalists could not agree 
■ on goals and tactics. The Austrian Empire defeated Piedmont-Sardinia's campaign, 

and Louis-Napoleon Bonaparte sent troops to Rome to protect the Pope.

In Germany, revolts in March started with demands for democracy, political 
liberalization, and social reform, but those demands were soon replaced by

I

nationalist goals for a unified Germany. The Frankfurt Assembly, under the 
direction of 800 delegates from the German states, offered Frederick William IV, 
King of Prussia, the crown of a unified Germany. However, this movement failed 
as well, as the Frankfurt Assembly had no actual power and Frederick would not 
accept a crown "from the gutter". Prussian troops put down revolts in Berlin as 
well as other revolts throughout Germany.

In Austria, demands for political reform and nationalism created demands 
for autonomy. Metternich fled to England, and Emperor Ferdinand fled in favor 
of Franz Joseph. Revolts occurred in Vienna, Prague, and Hungary, and the Slavs 
set up the Slavic Congress in Prague to demand rights. Hungarian Magyars led 
by Louis Kossuth demanded autonomous rule. However, in the last triumph of' 
the Congress System, the Austrian armies crushed all of the rebellions with help 

from Russia.

NOTES

^ .

r

4.7 SUMMARY

In early 1848, instability and erupting violence in France once again ignited 
revolutionary fervor across the Continent.' Ultimately the passions in 
France spread and there were close to 50 revolutionary episodes and 

rebellions across Europe between 1848-1850.

France in 1848 was still under the rule'of the 'July Monarchy' of Louis 

Philippe of the Orleans family. By 1848, however, Louis had lost much of 
the popularity and support lavished on him in the aftermath of the 
Revolution of 1830.

The policy of Louis was bitterly criticized. He imposed restrictions on the 
freedom of the Press, Speeches, articles etc. The people who opposed this 
were put behind bars. The last days of the reign of Louis Philippe were 

replete with universal dismay, anarchy, ..and discontent. The French 
Revolution of 1848 was the direct result of this existing atmosphere.,

»■
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• In Italy, unifying nationalism, unemployment, as well as the peasant's 
demands for more land, higher wages, and restrictions on machinery 
resulted in revolts. King Charles Albert of Piedmont-Sardinia led a military 
campaign against Austria, while Garibaldi attempted to organize a republic 
in Rome.

NOTES
•A

4.8 REVIEW QUESTIONS
••4
it?1. What were the main causes of French revolution of 1848?

2. Discuss the consequences of the 1848 revolution.

3. Explain the foreign policies of Louis Philippe.
I \

4. What was the impact of French revolution of 1848 on the other countries 
of Europe?

5. Why did revolution of 1848 fail?

>y.

■Jr
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